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DAILY PRESS:

PORTLAND

Portland Daily Press is published at
m advance.
The Maine State Press is published ©very
$2.00 per annum, in advance;
Thursday morning, at
and $2.50, If pay$2.2?, !l paid within six months;
delayed beyond six months.
TnK

One inch

oi

spaoo,

in

a‘Square.’*

INSURANCE BUSINESS.
At 00 Exchange Street, Portland.

copartnership heretofore existing under
firm and style ot
STEVENS, FREEMAN U CO.,

TILE

tion.
Special Notices at the usual rates.
All Communications intended tor the paper
should be directed to the Editor of the Press,’
ami those of a business character to the “Pue-

SAM’L

JOB PRINTING, ol every description, oxerated with dispatch; and all business pertaining to

Copartnership.
The undersigned have this day formed
ship under the firm and stylo of

FREEMAN

HENRY r. WORCESTER,

Commission &Forwarding Merchant
„SST

bought

and

sold

on

Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf,
4.
Norfolk, Va.
t3F" Consignments solicited.
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Senter; Uerriah & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;
Clark Hoad & Co. Portland Mo.

Jan.

22,1866.

&

Commission Merchants,
AND WHOLESALE DEALERS

IN

THE

For ihe transaction of
and

APPLES, &c.

No. 3 Lime Street,

Portland, Me.

Special attention paid

to

Produce.

consignments of all kinds
sep20dlyr

BOSS &

FEBXY,

PLASTERERS,
PLAIN AND

ORNAMENTAL

Wholesale

PORTLAND,
Coloring, Whitening and Whito-Wasliing promptattended

y

May

Orders from out of town solicited.

to.
22—dtf

E.
Dealer

in

F I C K E T

T,

Photographic Coods,
Engravings.

mirrors and

Manufacturer of Mirror & Picture Framea.
No. 38 MARKET SQUARE,
jmnelStf
Poiitlanu, Mr.

Deering,

Milliken &

Co.,

Successors to G. L. Storer ff Co.,
JOBBERS

And Gents’

PurniBliing Goods!

Agents for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for
State of Maine.
68 ndd 60 Middle St.,

JPORTDAXD,

Sopt 7—dtf

CHASE, CRAM

&

a

Flour and

WHOLESALE AND

Grocery

A.’PO

TIAVING
LEASED
XT ROOM known as

Feb 1—dtf

Portland, Jan. Ifltk, 1866.
Having sold out my Apothecarv business,! tako
this opportunity to express my thanks to mv il-iends
for the patronage and confidence which has been so
libet ally extended to me, and at the same time to recommend to them my successors, Messrs. Benson &
Merrill, ppd to ask in their behalf a continuance ol
the same.
E. Dana, Jr.
del
Portland, Jan. 17,1866.

DREDGE MACHINE,
which bee been undergoing
chinery, and the addition of New

THE

and

Fresco and Banner Painter,
NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

a

copart-

Pertlaad, Maine.

WILLIAM H.

AT

LAW,

Solicitor of Patents,

Notice.
Subscribers to the Stock of tbe Northern
(Pacific
Railroad Company, upon which ninety per cent, is
still due, are hereby notified, in
conformity with a
vote of the board of Directors,
passed on the six.
teenth day of January, one thousand eight hundred

sixty-six, that an assessment of ninety per cent.
uponStock subscribed for by them is hereby levied
in amounts and at times as hereinafter
recited, to bo
paid at the office of the Company, No. 5 State street,
at Boston, Mara.—to wit:
twenty
per cent, to be paid
on the second day of
April; thirty per cent, on the
first day oi Slav; and
lorty per cent, on the first day
0
“h® thousand eijht hundred and
/,???>
sixty-six.
All

PORTLAND, MAINE.

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

PLUMPE
Pumps

and Water

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

Closets,

STREET,

Warn, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash
description of Water Fixlures tor Dwelling Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops,
&c., arranged and set np in the best manner, and all
orders in town or country
faithfully executed. All
kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on band LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PLMPS ol all descriptions.
aprSdtl
/

EVERY

l. r.
E.

and
Free

CHURCHILL, BROWNS

Street,'
ME

Dealer, i. all kiad.ol

Hardware and

Window-Glass,

175 Middle and 118 Federal Sts
Oct 2, *66—d6m

A.

J.

NOYES

&

SON,

No. 35 Exohange Street,

PORTLAND

MAINE,

...

Manufacturers of and Dealers

in

furnaces, ranges,
Choking,
Aad

Office and Parlor Stores,

WORKERS

OF

HEAVY

IRON.

PUMrS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.
Sole Agent* in Portland for the Celebrated

Magee Furnaces and
ed.

toveg.

Orders from the Country respe
Job Work done to order.

fully solicitauuUdtt

BRADBURY & SWEAT,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
Office

111 Middle Street*

}

WARD

Mb. Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st of
January, and will attend to any business entrusted
to J0U1, before the Supreme Court, Court oi Claims,
or any of the Departments.
dciOU

Prince,

No. 11 Clapp’s Block, Congress
PORTLAND, ME,
tt

LEWIS,

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
17bd&wtf
Tcrnr-e Street

fbr rhiilon’s—Tn/.-e vn othdr.
Sold by drnTsififs •rencmlly.
For sale atwholcaale by W. F. Phillips & Co.
Jan. 1, 4866—oodieow6m

Notice.
copart-

SMITH & CHASE,

A RARE

the Retail Grocery Business, at 2C8 Con-

Fob. 1, 1866.

Millinery

THE

HUDSON
In the transaction of

&

copart-

BLAKEf

-BY THE-

OA.lt

CHAS. H. BLAKE.

to

feOdlw*

THE
undersigned, under the firm

name of
GK HAYDEN Ss CO.,
dissolved
bv
mutual consent.
M. G.
it
authorized to collect all debts due to
aliS nrm
in...
said
andwdl pay all claims against the same.
M. G. HAYDEN,
A‘ L' KLWELLGorham, Feb. 8,1868.

Feb. 3.—dtf

1VT.

telOdtl

toparinersmp
RUSSELL BARBOUR is admitted a member
• of our firm from Feb.
1st, 18GG.
J. & C. J. BARBOUR.
Feb 9—dim

E

COBB,

purchased the Retail Business ot
Messrs. PEARSON & SMITH, together with
their City Carts, intends to carry on the

HAVING

BAKING

BUSINESS !

At No* 12 Willow Street,
Where he hopes that by strict attention he may be

patronage of

their former custom-

He would also respectfully invite all <*Wers wishing Bread to give him a call, as no panife will be
spared to lill all orders for Bread with ncatnen and

dirpatch.

Portland, Deo 12,1895.

d«14tf

ALSO,

Also,

a

of

OHOICfi BUTTEE,

|

AT

-FOR-

Second-Hand Clothing,
Of all

WM.

descriptions, by

BROWN,

rood'st'vhf anifftt

No. 91 Federal Street.
Cleanscd and Repaired. In

f°g°i2$i£$%tnao*»- SecotpACIOth
-Not

a

Hotel.

Furnishod and unfurnished rooms to let with
geod
board at No. 27 Willow Street.
People visiting Portland can have all the conveniences of a Hotel at much less prices, at a retired and
gen eel place. Also permanent board ior families and

gentlemen.
Eif-Remomber the place, opposite Wood’s Hotel
corner ot Middle and Willow Sts,
lblOdt'f

UonryBnrgy,

Cornelius Griunell,
C A Hand,
Watts Sherman,
B J Howland,
Rob B

J. W.

MUNGER, 166

Marine

12.

For Sale.

liii:

The three-story Brick Dwelling-House and
k01 oa the southerly corner of Spring and

JaSUlLstato Streets.

J. & E. M. BAND,
123 Middle St.

Apply to
JalSdlm

Minturn, Jr,

OINGLE and Suits oi Rooms furnished or unO furnished to let, with or without board, at 77
Free Street.
Respectable transient boarders accommodated.
Feb 13—dlw*

For Sale

MThe

Apply to

Fore St.

on

the

corner

of Pino

A. B. STEPHENSON, or
W. H. STEPHENSON.

For Sale.

PORTLAND.

Insurance !

to Let.

or

furnished house
and Lewis Streets.

two story frame House, and about 3000
feet of Land, on the corner of Pearl and Cumbei land Streets.
Plenty of hard and soft rathe premises. Enquire oi
C. RICHARDSON.

tA

Feb 12—isdtf

Are prepared to issue binding certificates

Wants, Lost and Found.

on

FREIGHT AND CARGO RISKS,
and to effect Insurance
upon Hulls, in the loUowlng
responsible Offices. Open Policies issued.

Commercial Mutual of New York.
Assets 81,100,000
Metropolitan of Mow York,
1,640,000
••
Manhattan
1,110,000
«
Phenix,
1,500,000

Fire, Life,

ALL

Wanted.
in every town in the State of Main, to
ANsellAgent
new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladles
a

or Gentlemen wishing fur a rare chance
to make money should call on, or addresss,
J. HANKERSON & COMO Middle Street,
Nov 23—dtf
Portland, Maine.

Wanted.

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B- tor English and Irish Ports, at highest rates offreight.

and Accident Insurance,

TO ANY AMOUNT

persons entitled to Stock In the Portland and
Rochester R. R. Co„ are requested to call at tho
office of the Company, No. Cl Middle St., and exchange their Bonds, Coupons, and Trustee’s Receipts for certificates ot Stock.

WANTED,

Also,

AT THEIR ROOMS

-Yo.

29

To load lumber at

Exchange Street,

CELEBRATED SHIRTS
would call the attention of persons who
WE^S?1®1®!?
have period fitting Shirt to
a

are
our

fine White Shirts which we are having manufactured to our own order, by Mr. Hathaway;
they
are made m the most
perlect manner and from the
best materials. We will warrant a fit to men ol all
from
the
sizes,
smallest to the very largest size.
Persons at a distance from the city can be supplied
and a good fit guarantee d, by sending us the measure around the neck, and the
length ol arm; the
measure to be taken from the cente. ol the back to
the kituckles. The prices are as low as
possible.
These goods are really of the most reliable character, being manufactured specially lor us for our own
retail trade.

MARR
dams-diw

BROTHERS,
179,181 and 183 Middle St.

WARREN’S IMPROVED

FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT

COMPOSITION,
—

Gravel

AND

—

Hoofing

Aug. 29—dti

MERSEY, Agent,.

Jan26dtl_No

is

Bags Flour and

Unfcn street1.

Wanted.

Immediately, twelve good Stone-Cutters to cut abutment and piev stone.
WANTED
to
Apply

JAMES ANDREWS,
Biddeford

Doc 27—dtf

A. Simpson, of Concord, X. H.,
deliver a Course of Lectures on the Prophecies, in the ADV ENT HALL, on Congress St.,
commencing TUESDAY EVENING Feb. I3l.li, ami
continuing through tilt week.
12—d3t

WILL

_Feb

THOS.

J.

FOSTER,

-of?

Machinist,
51 UNION STREET, Up-Stalrs.
motet and itylet repaired
Se'.ving Machines of all
Patent OtBce

Models, Small
adjt’.stod and painted.
Tailors’ Shears
Pat terns, &c, made to orde’
grr.uml
Keys fitted. Die Sinking, &c., &c.
Jr.n 17—d4w*

Trinidad Sugar and Molasses.
/JA HHDS. CHOICE MUSCOVADO SUGAR,
UU 150 Hhds. Choice Muscovado MOLASSES.
For sale by.

H

FOR FLAT ROOFS.
E.

plaoe for Galves-

LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
No. 4 Central Whari.

Stone-Cutter8

HATHAWAY S

stocK of

same

ton, Philadelphia and Richmond.

JOHN E. DOW & SON.
Portland, Feb 8,1366.
fe9eodSm

LEWIS PIERCE,
Treasurer P. A R. R. R. Co.
,, dc6tt

byymyphysician

A large and convenient House, No. 15
|S(i; Waterville St, suitable lor two fiimilics. Terms
JgiMLol sale liberal.
Apply to W, No. 37* Middle St.
j a23dtf

I

_

eb 13—33 w*

EAT O N,
No. 1 Central Wharf.
_'__
Caution.

has left
Meal t
TXTHEREAS, my wife, Ellen B. S. Oldreadthis
is to
▼ T
my bod and board without lust cause,
I-*, and 1.8 BAGS EXTRA FLOCK,
or
her
trusting
caution all persons from ha’boring
-J. Superior Yellow Meal for Table
lire,
for i her on my account, as I shall pay no debts of bor
aie by
CHASE BROTHERS,
! contracting after this date.
Head Long .WbarJ.
BENJAMIN OLDREAD.
Deo H—tsat tt
W3w«*
West Buxton, Fsb, 1st, ISM.

1-0

;

suffering soldiers in camp

field, in hospital or upon the march a ministering presence full or kindness and love
ready always to serve as a sympathetic link
between them and their homes,
ready always
to point them to a better and more
enduring
home above. This noble
organization, instituted Nov. 15, 1861, having completed its
work, and seen the successful issue of all its
labors, has ceased to exist It closed its operations on the 1st of January, 1866, and last
evening in the Hall of Representatives, it held
its fourth and last
anniversary, and gave a final account of its
stewardship.
Of the
profoundly interesting exercises of
this occasion, I can of course
speak only briefly and in a very general manner. At an early
hour the Hall was
densely filled, and at 7
o’clock Speaker Colfax called the
meeting to
order. 1 he familiar hymn
beginning‘’Jesus
suai.
reign wnere'er the sun,” was then
sung
by Mr. Philip PhU.ips of CincinnaU, the audience joining. Prayer was (hen
offered by
Rev. Dr. C. B.
Boynton, Chaplain of the
House. Rev. W. J. R.
Taylor, Secy. Am. Bible Society then read the 40th
Psalm, which,
it will be remembered, contains those
sublime’
words, the rallying cry and battle shout of
Cromwell’s inviueibles, “The Lord
of Host,
is with us! The Ood
of Jacob is our Befuge!”
A brief, but eloquent and
very pertinent speech
was then made
by Speaker Colfax, the President of the occasion, which was
followed by
an address from Mr. G. H.
Stuart, Chairman
of the Commission. Prom
a brief statement
of the work done by the
Commission and Its
friends, which must, I am sure, be of
general
interest, I take the following facts and
figures:

effect, as the quality ofour cotton is not equaled by that of any other country. In the second place, this tax on cotton will
accomplish
the desired object.
In' the third place, the
of
the
war
have
contingencies
plac ;d the cotton product in a condition to bear taxation, by
creating an unprecedented demand at home
and abroad lor American cotton.
Besides, the
margin that exists between the cost of production and the market price, warrants a tax of
ten cents per pound, as will be seen by the following-illustration:
A plantation of G40 acres, of which 400 acres
shall be under cultivation and yielding an average crop of400 pounds to the acre, will produce IGOjOuO pounds, at a cost of 6 1-2 cents
per
pound. This estimate assumes an expenditure of $10,400.
the
market
Placing
price at
30 cents per pound, it yields a net profit of
$37,000 over and above all expenses; an unprecedented profit in an agricultural pursuit.—
Should the price decline to 20 cents per pound

The progress of the work has been
gratifying features

one

of tfc.

o“te^hoU^Louuuls,ionW.te^U“

1 his can be bei>t shown
by the summaries of vain a*
for the ,our yoa., of tho

$231,266

1863;
1864,

JJM67

29
63

2,882,3*7 86
2,234,161 86

1866,

Remembering

that the figures for 1865
suits of only a tittle over four
months of work It will
be Men that there ha, been a
steady increase of pubtherefor® ofthB possibilities of

tfel

tag^i.8^*’<Uld

GESGkAL SCXlltBY OF
RECEIPT, AXD vsrrr..
“
BTNCE THE COMMEaCEUEHT OF
TM
Cash receipt, of all the
1
So
olljces.
Value of hospital stores
Value of publication,
donated.
4,322 **
Value ol rubles and
Testaments doRated by Ainorican Bible
nodetv
178
suets
69
179'*24
Special grants irum British and SVri

Woti

kwH*!

donated,

it would even then bear the t-av and pay better than any agricultural "pursuit does at the
present time in the Northern States.”

__

2

gng^n^ti^A^

Mr. Richardson insists that in the absence
of an export duty on cotton, by which to raise
gold, a leturn to specie payments is impossible
other tram portation
ladut.es,
2i« no* 00
on
without such a contraction of the currency as
21c,0jB
facilities from Maine
Value^teleg.aph
will produce financial revulsion and ruin. He
00
B1,,1B
Value of rent, of warehouse and
denies the very common assertion that we
lff.2S0.00
have an excess of currency, and insists that iu
6,264,607 66
quality rather than Its quantity is the source
SCMMABT OF WOBX AXD
OliTBIBCTIO*
Noof ourpresent financial embfrrassmenU.
Bf hospital sloros and
°/„.bBXB*
pubUeatiuns
distributed,
,04 aos
In Prance with a population of30,000,000, in Value of stores
distributed,
*3 TflfSnS
of pnblh-aUuns
1864, there was a specie circulation of $1,320,- Value
distributed
sS S!
Value ol statlonery
no
000,000, or an average of $36,00 per capita, Value of ihapel. distributed,
ch^, UdU 86,330 <"
California including Oregon, Nevada, and the
148,9:7 84
Copies Of if'blea, Testaments, and
Pacific Territories, with a population of 600,portions ol beripture distributed
1 am taa
and psalm fiooks dl*000, has a circulating medium, mostly gold, of
of kua^aok books
$25,000,000, or $41,60 per capita. Placing our Copies
HnS*S§
8’3°8'053
Copies of bound library distributed.
books distilentire population at 32,000,000, with trade in
Du ted,
oos oig
the south fblly re-established, It is contended
707,861
that a circulating medium of not less than Coplea of religious weekly and month$900,000,000 will be demanded for ifie purposes
M.12J.0*.
Delegates commlseloncd,
of trade and business. “Moreover,” continues
I’sxo
Aggregate number ol days of delegate
or.t
“when we shall have returned

tapios^fhymn

Page.te^r‘d,“trfbu^-

writer,
“specie basis, and

to a

the

It will thus be seen that the total table of tv,.
tlons and fi,duties of the
vut sun. of $6,*64.607
68. of
*“ 4,1
,reafiarfej ol *90,223 38 which
will bo all dispensed
by tho several
In atrfet
aceordauee with the original
purposes of the Com-

ai'diT

greenback and state
have been retired, it

Comml^ rLcheS th^
wShXrPJICLL1

“bank circulation shall
“will become necessary, in order to transact
“the business of the country on a cash basis,
“that Ccftgiess shall authorize an additional
“national'bank circulation of at least $300,000,“000, which can easily be kept afloat with the
“specie then in our possession, if our exports,
“other than gold, keep pace with our imports.”
The writer insists that the interests of labor, the great leading interests of the country,
demand the earliest practicable return to
specie payments, and in enforcement of this
position he says:

brashes

From

by Bev.

In

comparison

debt wifi be

child,

neither

E. P.

“During the first year ol the Commission 386
gates were commissioned: the year follow in* t deleor?•
the third year 1,317. In
rat year, pi eceeuing the close of the
war, 1,023
*611
the
tJiu l> whlch nt* continued through
1
year and hare given us 3,063.”
Mr. Smith was followed

thefou^out^
uraL

by Hon. Charles
Demond of Boston, who
gave an address of
great power. In the course of his remarks be
exhibited to the audience a five cent note
contributed to the Commission
by a lady eightyyears old, who supports herself by the
needle,
and who walked a long distance to make
the
a
silver
dollar given to the Comdonation;
mission by one who had received it as a
token
of dying love from an
expiring mother, many
years before; a wedding ring contributed
by a
widow in New Hampshire, whose
only son
had perished in the Union cause.
••Tour Mission” was then sung with
great
effect by Mr. Phillips. Mr. Demond had
pre-

It is labor that enriches a country, and
especially a country like oars. Labor
increased our wealth from $7,135,780,228, in
1850, to $16,159,916,063, in I860, and If we
can return to a specie basis in three
years,
without a financial crash, keeping our labor
iully employed at remunerative wages, our
wealth will reach in 1870, in spite of the
wastes of war, the round sum of
$80,000,000,000.

abstract of the annual
report
Smith, field Secretary of the
I extract the
following:

an an

Commission,

more

JOHN E. DOW & SON,

HENRY INMAN,
Capt. and A. Q. M., and A. C. S., U. S. A.
Feb 6—dtd ,t>__■
Portland & Rochester Railroad Co.

Read Dr. Hughes’ advertisement, in another
column. In bis specialty Dr, Hugh** is unequalled
in this country.

For Sale.

Feb 8—dtf

Feb21odlmllmeodAw6w

surties for the laithful performance of

Sears;

THE

To Let.

BenJ Baboook,
Fletcher Westray,

Applications reoeived by

1

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

J

J. H. Chapman, Aoting Secretary.

the contract.
The A. C. S. reserves the right to reject any ot all
bids not deemed advantageous to the Government.
Proposals must be endorsed “Proposals lor lurnlsbing Fresh Beef, Box 1522, Portland Post Office.”
•The bids will be opened at the time specified, at
fflV office, No. 292| Morton Block, Congress Street.—
ladders are invited to be present.

1 do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Series of Colleges into the other Continent; and that my
Diplomas and full Scholarships, are good all
over this great world; but 1 do Claim
they will
prove intrinsic to the Students (cither LADIES
or GENTLEMEN) n any part of the United States
of America-, and also that our Counting Rooms
for inductive training (without any copying,) both in
Accounts and Native Writing, Mercantile Late, kc.
f-c., OFFER Onfall, thorough, complete, practical and
expeditious facilities tor BUSINESS EDUCATION, as any College in tl*e U. S,
This is the ohly Commercial College in the State
where a full and complete Scholarship in Book-keeping, Writing, Ac., is taught without copying, so that
no one can pass through tho course without obtaining a thorough counting-room education.
§3§e" Mr. Brown would present to the Citizens
•f Portland and vicinity, bis warm gratitude tor
their kindness and liberal patronage the past fl teen
and with the promise.of faithfulness, coats otherfavors!
R. W. BROWN.
Portland, September 18,1865.
seplSdood&wly

For Sale.
UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for
MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For further particulars enquire of, or address
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stevens, Freeman & Co.
Nov. 11—dtf

:

Gordon W Burnham,
Frederiok Cliannooy,
James Lew,
Clias H Marshall.
Jones. President.
Charlkr Dennis, Vice-President.
W. H. H. Moore, 3d Vioe-Proa’t.

kidney

THIS!

Oct 24-dU

13,668,730

>eorgo G Hobson,
gravid Lane,
mes Bryce.
Jork D.

Beef.

on

For Sale.
-i KAfl TONS square Hackmatack Timbe#.
1 tl 1/V7 Also, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackmetack
and Hardwood Plank, for sale by
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St.

819,691,030

Wm Stnrgis, Jr,
Menrv K liogert,
William E Dodgi,
Dennis Perkins,
Joseph Gailurd, Jr,

W H H Moore,
Henry Cnii,
Wm 0 Piokersgill,
Lewis Curtis.
Charles H Bussell,
Lowell Holbrook,
R Warren Weston,
Royal Phelps,
Caleb Barstow,
A P Pillot,
JDariel S Miller,
Joshua J Henry,

in

.————

viz:—

Jones,
J«bn,D
Charles Dennis,

Inducements

MARKET PRICES*
GEORGE F. FOSTER,
No. 2 Galt Block.

LOOK

AMT

Eleven Million

over

For Sale.
Evergreen Cemetery,

the main Avenue.
Said lot is composed of two lots IA one,
and is very handsomely laid out. For
particulars,
address Box 506 P. O.
Nov 4—dtf

811.133,600

Wednesday,

4, 1865.

THE

Company

United States and State of Hew-York
Stock, City. Bank and other Stocks,
84,974,700
Isians secured
by Stocks and otherwise,
3,187,960
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable,
Beal Rotate, Bond and Mortgagee, and
other securities,
8.140.630
United States Gold Coin,
841.890
Cash in Bank,
2881480

fSALED

Dec

Store to Let.
Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jefferson Coolidge & Co.
Possession given Oct. 1st.
A. dc S. E. SPRING.
Sept 27—dtf

cent each.

Delia re,

Feb. 28th, 1806, at 12 M., for
supply of Fresh Be^f to all the troops in the vity or Portland, Maine, for one year (or such less
e as the Commissary General shall
direct.) The
Beef to be of the best quality in quarters, with an
equal proportion of fore and hind; necks, shanks and
tallow to be excluded.
Each bid must be accompanied bv a
copy of this
advertisement, and the names of ’two responsible
pertomM residents of Portland,) to enter into a suffi-

lot of

Street.
Portland.

For Sale.

William, HEW YORK.
JANUARY, 1866.

The Company has Assets,

OFFICE OF THE A. C. S U. S. A.,
1
Portland, Ma ne, Feb’y 3d, 1S6G.)
Proposals will be receive# at this office

a3

City.

For particulars apply at
310 Congress

rnHE Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Doer
X Street^ at a great bargain.
For particulars, enquire of
BENJ. KNIGHf.
octMdtt
Atlantic Wharf.

c“b>

£eh

cient bond

in the

Goods New and desirable*

cor.

Ot which here has been redeemed by

450 tons John’s Stove and Egg Coal,
j 500 tons Lehigh Egg and Furnace Coal.
200 tons Lehigh Stove Coal.
300 tons Locust Mountain Stove and Egg Coal.
200 tons Free Burning Stove Coal.
picked and screened; delivered to any part of
e city at the lowest price for Cash.
ALSO.
200 tons Cumberland Coal for Smith’s use; and all
kimi.i of hard and sott Wood, on hand and for sale by

until

MILLINERY AND FANCY GOODS STORES

The Profits for 22 Years amount to tho
*
sum

would call the attention of the public to our
beautiful collection of Camclias, (Japonica)
Heaths, Azaleas and Roses at our new Greenhouse,
corner of North and Montreal Streets.
dri^Cut Flowers, Boquets and Funeral Wreaths,
can be furnished at the shortest notice.
A. & J. A. DIRWANGER,
Feb 6—d2w
florist.

notice.

C.

per

per ton.

Fresh

the Stock
SOLELY

The whole profits of the Company revert to the
Assured, and ate divided Annually, upon the
1 remiums terminated
during the year; and forwhich
Certificates are issued, bearing interest until redeemed.
Tho Dividends in the Years 1868-4 and 6 were 40

JOHN’S CHESTNUT COAL, at

Proposals for

For Sale.
account ot sickness of the Proprietress,
and Fixtures of one ot the best located

on

President.

Insures Against Marine and Ihlahd Navi
gation Risks.

!

WE

Notice.

W.

COAL, COAL, COAL

Floral.

-—-*-----

18C6.

instruments sold by us are warranted to give
satisfaction.
Pianos to be let, and tuning done by experienced
Tuners.
CALVIN EDWARDS & CO.
1 March 8—d&wtt

will be sold at the
LOWEST

copartnership heretofore existing between the

Gorham, Feb 8,

LOAD,

arrive and in store.

EXTEA BOGS AND

Dissolution of Copartnership

The subscriber would inform hi, friends and the
that he will continue tho Boot and Shoe Manufacture, and the sale of Dry Goods
heretolore conducted by 3d. ti. HAYDEN & CO at
*’
the old stand in t orb am.
Thankf ul for past favors so liberally bestowed he
still hopes to merit your approbation.
M. G. HAYDEN.

Fixtures,

Choice Flour, Corn and Oats,

wholesale and retail Confectionery business, at the old stand, No. 357 Congress
Street.
GEORGE HUDSON,

po 1*1.0

and

SH.

a

.Feb 1st, 186C.

*

FOR SALE.

_

a

Stock

T<

is

HER9AM & CO., wishing to close up busi•
J1®^8,0/*Xr a* a 8'‘ea* bargain theirclioicc assorted
stock of Millinery Goods, and Store fixtures, with
Store Bent reasonable, at theirwell-known and
long
established stand,
Corner of
Maiif ^ind Lisbon Streets*
Lewiston, Feb. 1.18 CC.
le3eod&w2w

Copar tnership.
undersigned have this day formed
nership under the style and firm of

CHANCE!

■■■'

A. T. SMITH,
J. A. CHASE.
foSdlw*

ers.

St,

E'P’* Beware of Counterfeits.
Ask

on

61 Wall St,

^Portland,

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEERi

a

STANSBURY,

Mutual Insurance

Sunday,

A Host Exquisite, Delicate nml Frn.
grant Perfume, Distilled from the
Rare nud Rcnuliful Flower from
which it take* it* iinine.
Manufactured only by PHALON 4k NON.

68

improvements

ATLANTIC
can

completion

ANHFHSON,

Copartnership

Fortes,

build houses of satisfactory character, they will advance, if desired, one fourth oj the cost qfbuddinq. on
qf the house. From parlies who build immediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
from nine to ten
Apply every day except
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where
plan#
may he seen, and full particulars obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
May 3, 1865.
«nay4tf

^

$781,670

CHAS.
O. H. CRESSEY, Gorham.
Feb t>—3weod

an-

tty,

1

9,550

59
65
00

R. THOMAS, Secretary.

Steinway & Sons, of New York.

TONS

50,360
19,132

Office 166 Fore Street.
HUMPHREY, Yarmouth.

can

lOU $13,00

25
50

ana

J. W. Munger, Agent, Portland,

All

H

Brick House No. 70, corner of
Tate Streets. It lias all the modand is in excellent condition.
The house can be examined any day.
For terms, &c., aj»ply to
RUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf.
Nov.
Portland,
8,1865 —istf

X Denforth

ern

wti4

FOE PABTIES WISHING TO BUTT .TV
sub»<?ribera offer for sale a large quantity of
rpHE
A desirable building lots in the West End of the
lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,
rest, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one tq ten years.
ir desired by the purchase*#, and to parties who will

and

_

JOHN F.

E.

trustees

—■

favo cd with the

Dentist,
Sept as—«

&

as

Great

Notice.
name

E. A.

!

is not dissolved by mutual agreement; my name being need without my consent.
i'Vu Id—<131*
SAMVEL WARD.

PORTLAND, ME.

Dr. Fred A.

CO.,

copartnership existing under the
him of
THE

LOW

as
same

House Ibr Sale.

Amount ol losses claimed and unpaid, not
yet due, and all other claims,
$119,066 47
Amouut of Fire losses paid the past year, 491,863 50

be purchased elsewhere, ot the
quality. Wo have made arrangements, also, to
keep an assortment of New York and Boston Piano
Fortes, among which are

sell

Agents,

GO Commercial Street,
Jan 12—dtf
Head Maine Wharf.

Is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The business will herealter*be conducted
by N. A. FOSTER,
who will pay all demands against the late firm, ana
to whom all indebted will make payment.
N. A. FOSTER,
J. T. GILMAN.
Jan.
18C6.
fe7dtf
Portland,
1,

DEXTER.

of and

&

Piano

00

rpHE three-story

$375,430
Treasury Notes, (markot val.) 219,422

in hands of

manufacturing and

with all the modern Improvements, which they

Said house contains ten finished rooms; is
in good repair, and convenient in every respect. Size
of Tot 4 rods on the front, by 8 deep, with a garden
under a good state ot cultivation. For salo low for
cash. Enquire of F. W. SEABURY on the premises.
ja24eod3w*
».

00

Gold-Bearing Bonds,

Interest accrued and not duo,
Amount of all other investments,

BAND ALL, McALLISTER & 00.,

name

To carry
gress St.

Successors to Chase, Littlefield &
Co.,

Importer,

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

copartnership heretofore existing between
the subscribers, under the lirm
THE
of

Woolensj

OHAPMAK._HOVS’BSdtf

KING &

NEJST PERFUME

& MANSON.

have this day formed
under the name and Arm of

PORTLAND,

haskell,

Boston, Mass., January 24,1806.—Stawtmayl

U. S. 7 3-10

Machine

are

$500,000
500,000

story and

EA

Wisconsin War Bonds,
4 770 00
Cash on hand,
49,090 51
Cash due on premiums written at the
23
office,
53,903
Cash

(jLkcep constantly on hand

_

good security,

undersigned
THE
nership

Importers and Jobbers of

18

Made.

undersigned
AL
THE
for

DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL 4; 00..
Goods

are

are prepared to make LIBERADVANCES on goods in transit, in store,
or shipment. Also on vessels or any other

Bawls, Brass St Sltrer Plated Cocks.

Arcade
r. DAVIS,
C. n. MESERVE,

Stocks, upon which assessments as above levied
not paid, wilt be declared forfeited
absolutely,and
all payments that have been made upon said Stock
will be forfeited without condition of
redemption.
I. S. WiTHINGTON,
Treasurer N P. R. R. Co.

»

Copartnership

PORTLAND, ME.

Dry

LOW & PLUMMER.

R!

MAKES OF

Force

is

tliaf they

For Sale.
a half Hou?e, in Yarmouth Village, centrally located, but a few steps from
tbo Pest Otiice, Church, Stores, and School

ASSETS.

U. S. 10-40 5 per cent.
(market value,)

COAL—none

Th0 undersigned begs leave to
nounce

ONE

1800.

Amount ol Capital, ------Amount of Capital paid in,

_iS A. L ill!

.econd-hand HAND PRESS for sale cheap
if applied for soon. Size ot Platen 20x28.
Inquire in person at, or address ly mail,
PRESS OFFICE, Portland, Me.
Feb 13—dtf

NEW YORK,

OF

FORTEST

PIANO

and

A.

N. A. FOSTER

Wo. JOS Middle Street.

,fc

«s

Dissolution.

CLIFFORD,

COUNSELLOR

Aug 25—dtl

as soon

FOR

Morris Fire and Inland Ins. Co.,
January 1,

Cont/rnas tit'.,
Portland. Mo.

29 H

-OF THE-

YATJLL make your Button-Holes to order. Lambs.
! YY KNITTING MACHINE will do your Knitting.
Florence SEWING MACHINE makes four different
stiches, and has the reversible feed. The New Weed
Machine. Shaw & Clark $20.00 Machines. MACHINES TO LET, and REPAIRED.
£3?"“All kinds of Machine Trimmings, at
VV* S. DYER, 1371 Middle St.,
Up One Flight Staris.
Jan 10—ood lm

her work for the

TWOMBLY,

Jan 19—dtf

Work executed in every part ol tlie State.
juneldtl

Button-Hole

stories, containing
rooms, closets, &c., all in
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beauty of location is unsurpassed in this vicinty.
Term easy. For particulars enquire at

our

to

and

ducts should he correspondingly taxed, the
writer says:
t!In the first place, we have the monopoly iu

one

julv25dtf

ill advance,

the tax more onerous than would be one ou
cotton.
In answering the objection that if
cotton is to be taxed other agricultural
pro-

residence in Cape Elizabeth,
AVERYmiledesirable
from Portland Bridge. The house is
two
13

Season.

per year

paying $300,000,000 annually, and on more articles, such as whiskey,tobacco and petroleum

Real Estate fox* Sale,
In Cape Elizabeth.

CONDENSED STATEMENT

bettcrin the market.
JAMES H* BAKER,Richardson's Wharf.
Portland, Feb. 1,1S6G.
Ie2d3w*

—

COPARTNERSHIP.

sale,

now

cents per foot.
|3^~A1bo, 6 Houses from $1000 to $5000.
MOSES GOULD, 74 Middle St.
Jac 20—d3xn

SgL®2"

LYNCH,

to Lease!

ON

Crop Molasses

!

LOTS,

or

Franklin, Lincoln, Mayo, Smith, Fremont,
Hammond, Winthrop, Walnut, North, Montreal, Melbourne. Quebec, Merrill, Turner, Poplar,
Congress, Atlantic. Munjoy, Monument, Willis Sts.,
and the Eastern Promenade, at prices from 10 to 30

200 v?2£‘u£rIJ.IIL£EW

Butter I

it is clean and fresh mined.
Also, various grades ANTHRACITE

«

Advances

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

is

For Sale

C®01* MUSCOVADO MOLASSES, now landing at CusWharf; from Schooner Emma G, from
Matanzas, and lor sale hy
ISAAC EMGRV,
H°ad of Long Wharf.
Jan 20.1866.

PER

|

us.

IRA WINN, Agent,
No. 11 U nion St., Portland, Maine.

HOUSE

first

For the

It Has Come!
Schr. Helen Marr, cargo genuine Georges
Creek, or CUMBERLAND COAL, landed in
vessel from cars, direct from the mines, consequently

the ire leaves the harbor to
coming season, and the
of the public business.
CHARLES F« MONT INK,
Portland, Feb. 10.—d2m*
ready

commence

INSURANCE
BUSINESS,
At No. 26 Exchange St.
W. W. COLBY,
L. S. TWOMBLY.
felldlw
Portland, Feb 12,1866.

Feb 7—d2w*

CONSTITUTION,

repair* in ber Ma-

Boilers, &o.,
WHOLLI COMPLETED

tho transaction of General Marine, Fire and

Commission Merchants, MR.

DREDGE.

call and try

New

139 Commercial St*

Fob 8—dlw

undersigned desires a share

have this

&

STEAM

Notice.

undersigned
day formed
THE
nership under the firm style of
For

BALL,

GEO. T. BURROUGHS & CO.

us a

FOR SALE BY

THOMAS

At our present store, No, 4 Froe Street
Block,
(up stairs)
AT KEDUCED PIIICES,
During the present month, in order to save time,
trouble and expense in moving. We invite the attention of our Mends and the public to the above.

tdi^*tiive

BELL’S

Family

lbs.

MAGNIFICENT

Furniture !

Foreign

SAMUEI,

1000

of_

PEERING BLOCK,
Cor. Congress and Preble Sts, Portland, Me.
S. E. Benson, Jh.,
Edward Merrill.
and DomesfcicDrugs, CliemidMs. Fluid ExToilet
tracts,
Articles, Perfumery and Fancy Goods.
Physicians’ Prescriptions carefully prepared, either
or
by day
night.

Life

THE

LANCASTER

THBCARIES,

Copartnership

Reduced Prices!

at

From the first day of March next, we are prepared
to sell our largo, weU selected and
entirely new stock

J. PLUMMER wa» admitted
partner in our firm Feb. 1,1866.

6ctl6dtl

RETAIL.

Xt noHco"

found one of tho best selected stocks
ot BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS that can be
found in this city, which will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 363 Cobgrcss Street, near Green St.
SAMUEL BELL.
| Oct 24—dtf

CAN

are.of the very best quality,
3 and war-

satisfaction.
best quality °f HARD and
SOFTWimn301
r vWO.JD* which we will sell at the voi v
an
d^Ver M to “y P“t ol tie city at

bo

BUTTER, BUTTER

Selling

GENERAL

Pobtland, Mb.

A.T

Dec 1—d3m

Successors to Edmund Dana, jr.,

STURTEVAWT,

Wldgory's Wharl,

GLOVES,

Ladies’ & Children’s Lndcrflannels,

GENERAL COMMISSION

BENSON & MERRiLL,

COLBY

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,

No. 353 Congress Street.

HOOP SKIRTS AND CORSETS,

NO. 87 COMMERCIAL STREET,
(OPPOSITE THOMAS BLOCK,)
where they hopo to receive a liberal share of the public patronage.
G. L. CHURCHILL,
W. H. HUNT,
H. S. MELCHER.
dtl
Portland, Feb. 1,1866.

OF

Dry Goods, Woolens,

ol

copart-

ranted to give

the

FOLLETTE,
AND

repaired.

s- ROUNDS & SON.

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store,

HOSIERY

Second-hand Sliaf.ing and Pullies.
One new horizontal Engine (6 in. cylinder.)
One new Oscillating Engine, (O in. cylinder.)
Also, second-hand Mill Gearing and Shaf ting.
Trenail Machines; Jack Screws.
53?" All kinds of Machinery promptly mado and

fo8d2m

$S,00

We have before us a small pamphlet with
the above title, written by J. D. M. Richardson of Detroit, which, whether sound or unsound in its conclusions,contains a good many
facts and suggestions of importance to those
who would intelligently discuss the great problems of currency and finance.
The writer insists that the Government cannot return to specie payments until it first
secures the gold to redeem some
$230,000,0CO
of its legal tender promises. Ten cents per
pound export duty on cotton, payable in gold,
he argues, could produce this sum in three
The National Ranks cannot redeem
years.
their paper in gold so long as the Government
ltseit does not Urns redeem.
The writer insists the South should not object to such a
change of the constitution as will allow a tax
on cotton, because while It would amount to
$105,000,000 annually, the North Is actually

complete.

power)

—

“How Speoie Payments
may be Besomed.”

For Sale.

nol5ti

i

Business,

ETUOOO AND MASTIO WOMENS,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,
MR.

a

Churchill, Hunt & Mtlcher,

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beaus.
DRIED

Notice.

this “day formed

undersigned
nership undor the style
havo

Wamutotoh. Feb.

1866-

CF“ Reading Matter on all Four Faces.

now

St,

White and Bed Ash Coal.

TOWN

TTIP

Maine.

L. B.

f ,
Editor
<tr Uu f

*' ™ ueen

Terms

Loeomotive Boiler.
superior
ONEOneall
second-hand Engine and Boiler (15 horse

200 TONS
LOBERY,
burning and VERY PURE, and all kind, of

Froo

9G Exchange Street,
Noarly opposite Post Office.

Portland, Nov. 9th, 1866.

Portland,

jaJ6d2m

Copartnership

No*

Coal.

“d foc“le by "*• underal<fn6d

EGG AND STOVE SIZE.

BOYS’ CLOTHING—
Particular at ention paid
Cutting done to go out of tho Store.
of
By strict attention to wants customers and prises
reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited.
Remember the place

St,

CO.

Tn tht
th,
To

»■.

Federal Capital.
°/ the *hri»lian Com
_

mi^Ao^nniVeraari/

The dail'ir lime of Ike Peers it larger than Ike comkied circulation of all the other dadies in Ike city.

ac-

HARRISON BAKER, Proprietor.

_

Jan 30—dtf

SOO TONS LOCUST MO
UNTAIN

to

Congress

C. E. JOSE,
R. S. MAXCY,
J. C. SMALL.

Portland, Jan. 1,18CG.

PRODUCE

dtf

Lehigh,

Furnishing: Goods.

Gents’

old

imOUEN AND GOO SIZE.

which will be manufactured into Garments which
cannot be surpassed for style and moke in the city.
Also a Fine assortment of

331

I

CLOTHING

FIRST CLASS

a

Tho undersigned being compelled (on

oouut ot ill health) to reliuquisn Hotel business, offers for sale the lea o and a portion
;of the fixtures ot said house.
>tel ranks among the first in tho country,
and commands a large proportion of the travel.
It
has one hundred twenty-five rooms, perfectly ventilated and substantially furnished. Attached to the
house are Bathing Rooms, Shaving and Billiard Saloons, &c. In connection with the house is a large
aud convenient Stable, with a flue
To
stock.
any one desirons of entering the hftel business will
find this a rare opportunity with comparatively a

small capital.

Cor. Franklin Whtrf &
Commercial
275 Tons Hazelton

Tailor,

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,

!

J. A. WrATERMAN, Sec’y.
Gorham, Feb. 8, 1866.—d2w

THE

JOSE

his

to mcot

Coal,

JufuSc!Sf

CHISAM,

of

to

subscribers have this day formed a copartnership for tho transaction of the Wholesale Crockery ana Qlcss Ware business, under the firm name
of

E.

Coal,

No. 96 Exchange Street,
recently occupied by Messrs MCCARTHY & BER
RY, where may be round all fho LATEST STYLES

ja22d4w

~

J. EDWARD GOVE & C0.f

or

Copartnership.

C.

opened
HASSTORE,
at

THE

Principal,

♦

Friday Morn'ng, February 10,

livery

Mr, Brewster would be happy
uiends and the public
generally.
Portlxnd, Feb a, 1861.

NEW STORE!

Merchant

has been formod especiiitting lor College— syste-

_SEMINARY

;

no28d6in

W. F.

Spring Term of this School will ccmmenoe on
^
WEDNESDAY, Fob. 21.
For full information apply to AY. G. LORD, A. M.,

SAM’L FREEMAN,
GEO. L. KIMBALL.

Portland,

formerly of the skowitegan house.

Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4-r-dtf

D. BARROW’S, A. B., Pbincipal.

GORHAM

KIMBALL,

style,

BREWSTER,

Notice,

NEW STOKE,

(Classical Department

copartner-

For the purpose of continuing tho Wool-Pulling and
Tanning Business, lierctoioro conducted by Stevens,
Freeman & Co., on Grove St.

GENERAL

Merchandise of all kinds
Nor thorn account.

&

a

Short

C. BARKER.
N. B.—Special attention paid to cleasing Bed and

Also
Board can bo obtained on reasonable terms.
Rooms for Students wishing to board themselves.
in
or
letter
should
be
made
by
person
Application
to the Principal, or to
D. B. SEW ALL, Secretary.
Jan 26—d4w

-.**+*>—-

Business Cards.

of

FREEMAN,

Portland, Jan 22,1866.

above.

as

most elegant

And is Now Opened to the
Pnblie hr
8. I*.

And Satisiactiou Guaranteed in all Cases*

ally adapted to studonts
matic and thorough.
Music and Drawing by competent teachers.

GEO. L. KIMBALL.

appheu*

on

At

And continue eleven weeks.

A

House.

Augusta

thoroughly refitted, and tarnished In the

SPRING TERM of thi3 Institution will com-

CHARLES

PRESS,

,Lett0r from

77

PORTLAND.

This excellently located Hotel has been

Wednesday, February 21st, 1866,

the

DAILY
--—^

St.

Got up in the Best Possible Manner,

mence on

is this day dissolved by mui ual consent. The affairs
of the lato firm will be settled by either party, at tho
old stand on Grove St.
NATH’L STEVENS,

L1SHF.R8.”

Paper promptly transacted

THE

Dissolution of Copartnership.

Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every parof the Slate) for $1.00 por square for first insertion
and 50 cents per square tor each subsequent inser-

tion

Prank W. Libby.

Portland, Jan.l, 1866.—2m

Let.

Lease & Fixtures for Sale

OPPOSITE CITY BUILDING.

LUSTETSf

GENTS’

Fryeburg Academy!

Dow,

Terms $8 per
annum, in advance.

For Sale and to

International Hotel,

of all

can be had in “Russell Hall.”
in all its grades will bo taught,
usual classes in Mathematics and the

Classes in Chemistry and Philosophy will be formed
weekly Lectures.
E. S. HOYT, A. M.,
or
JAS. BATES, Sec’y.
3wd&w
February Cth, 1SG6.

for tho transaction ol
EIRE AND MARINE

Hanover

1866.

16,

Miscellaneous.

kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
LINEN
without injury to the finest fabrics.

Rooms

Address

LIBBY,
a general

John

No. “GG

with

<fc

I> O \V

FEBRUARY

on

BOARD
Book-Keeping

of

name

Commence
February 26tli«

besides the
Classics.

Notice.
this day associated them-

have

undoraigned
selves under the firm
THE

Spring; Term will
and

Copartnership

Advertising*
length ol column, constitute

$1.50.

or

Tho

_

$1.50 per square daily first week : 75 cent* per
week alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Hall square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head ol‘ “Amusements,’* $2.00 ner square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
“Special Notices,” $2.00 per square first week,
$1.00 per square after; three insertions or less, $l.oo;
hall a square, three insertions, $1.00; one week,

the Office

CO.,

&

Wholesale and retail dealers In LUMBER, COAL
and WOOD, Sawver’s Wliarl, foot ot High Street.
Dee 21,1665— dtf

mem’bo

Kate* of

ore

PERKINS, JACKSON

$8.00 por year

'■'■■————■—p—■————————■—■——^p————————

...

Academy, PORTLAND
CITY. LAUNDRY,
YARMOUTH, MAINE.

exhuing under the
IN.
name of s. it.
.IA(.';KSO N dfc
will be continued after this date under the style ot

Copartnership hereto

THE

_

■■■■■■

.,

North Yarmouth

Copartnership Notice.

FOSTER.

A.

,.

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

Business Notices.
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our national
as a feather In the hands of a
an embarrassment nor a teiror.

this,

The following paragraph from Mr. Richardson’s pamphl.'t is lorcible and worthy of consideration:

viously referred
tyred President

legal tender circulation once retired, the
dangerous policy of a Government becoming
a great bank of issue, with no
ability to redeem, will be remedied, never, it is hoped, to
return again.
Take Irom the Government
the power to expand or con trie t the circulating medium of the country, and the mere
meeting of a Congress, or a Report of the
Treasury Department, will be powerless to
produce a financial panic, or a money strinThe

Commission,

to the presence of our marat the last anniversary of ths
and to the fact that he had then

been touched, even to tears, by the
singing of
that sweet song, and bad requested it to be repeated. Before the singing commenced, Speaker Colfax rose with a last
year’s programme
in his hand, and read these words penci led
upon the back of it in those familiar characters by that hand, once so rich in benefits, now
so cold in death: u Toward the close
of the
exercises let us have ‘Tour Mission' again.
Don’t say I ca’led for it.
Lincoln.”

gency all over the country, 8s was the case in
December, 1865, notwithstanding the vast volume of currency in circulation at the time—
While we have entire confidence in the integrity and ability bf the Secretary of the Treasury, and would not reflect in the least upon
his management of the monetary all'airs of the
nation, it is, nevertheless, unwarrantable to
entrust one man with the power to expand or
contract, at will, the currency of a meat commercial people. The power to regulate that
which governs every other interest of the nation, belongs to Congress, and it should lose
no time in placing the finances of the country permanently beyond the control of a single person, and establishing them upon the
firm foundation of a specie basis.

A neat address was then made by Rear Admiral Davis which was followed by another of
much spirit and power by Rev. Herrick Johnson of Pittsburg.
Many very affecting scene*
and Incidents connected with the labors of the
Commission were portrayed with graphic power and thrilling effect upon the audience.
Mr. Phillips then sang
‘‘We
Mid the

are rising
Jre rising, we
in

changes our land.*'
Further addresses made by Senator DooSir Walter Raleigh Outdone.
little, Gen. Augur and others were followed
The spirit of delicate gallantry Is not yet by “America,” the whole audience
joining
wholly extinct among us. In evidence of this In the singing of this national hymn.
The closing address of the evening was
pleasant fact we cite an incident which has
On one of by Rev.
fallen under onr own observation.
Bishop Simpson, and was very imthe warm days of this week, when the rapid pressive. In
addressing Mr. Stuart he alludthaw had rendered the streets very nearly imed to the custom of the delegates of the Chrispassable, our attention was attracted by the tian Commission of calling him their Major
perplexities of a yonng Irish woman, who was General. “To-night,” he said, “I salute you
trying to fled her way over one of the as our Lieut. General.” He was, by the way,
worst of the crossings. She had the appearYou wear no
sitting beside Gen. Grant.
ance of a servant girl,was
respectably, though military insignia,” continued the Bishop, “but
coarsely dressed, and was carrying a pail of there are stars for you above—stars that may
water. As she stood contemplating with some
never grace your shoulders, but which will
despair the small river which flowed between shine in the crown of your rejoicing forever
her and the side-walk, a
young gentleman of and ever.”
“
fashionable appearance came down the
The Borne of the
Mr. Phillips then sang
street,
and his eye took in the
exigencies of the care. Soul,” Professor Lemuel Moss, of the UniGallantly taking the water-bucket in his nice- versity of Lewisburg, Penn, offered the conly gloved hands he first conveyed that to terra cluding prayer, the assembly joined in singflrma, and then returning, lifted the girl in his ing the Doxology, and the meeting closed with
arms and
carrying her lightly over the watery the benediction.
waste deposited her dry-shod upon the sideAfter the close of the exercises, Lieut Gen.
of the
walk. Talk of
flinging down his em- Grant stood for some time in the desk

Raleigh

a
Clerk of the House, while the people in
to grasp
dense crowd passed before him, glad
and so true a
the hand of so great a captain
men whom I
Grant is one of the few
man.
nor do I ever cease to
never weary of seeing,
hidden
away in that smallt
the
at
power
marvel
that quiet, modeat
compact form, and beneath
and almost bashful demeanor.
Secretary Harlan and Maj. Gen. George E
Meade were expected to speak, but the former

broidered cloak to save the silken shoe of Elizabeth from contact with the mire; Elizabeth
was a queen, and could reward an act of such

flattering gallantry,

but our young

gentleman

such motives to Induce him to splash
his varnished boots. Itf our opinion there was
more of the true chivalry and genuine manly

had

no

courtesy exhibited in this little act of kindness
to one In humble station than in the sacrifice
of a dozen fine cloaks to do honor to a queen.
Wo are happy to be able to add that the courtesy was acknowledged with a cordiality of
gratitude which many of our fashionable la
dies would do well to Imitate.

I

was too ill to be present, and the latter was
detained from the city by the illness of hla

family.
I had almost forgotton to say that aa uaeg-

the Ilutchinsons.
Several letters from the Secretary of War,

me,” by

the Lieut.

straying. When they declined, on account of
his somewhat damaged reputation, to trust
him in so responsible ?n office, he was indignant, and bitterly arraigned them for their
cruelty and want of c mfidence. These recon-

|

General, Vice Admiral Farragut,

iu whole
Gen. Sherman and others were read
or in part.
All expressed the highest apprework acthe Commission and the

structed southern rebels are very much in the
same category.
The villainous teeth with
which they strove to tear the Union in pieces
having been knocked out, they are hungry for
political power; and they find it hard that the
nation hesitates to eutrust to their tender

ciation of

A letter from Chief Justice
Chase concluded with these words which may
serve fitly to close this letter:

complished by it.

‘■Tlie work oi the Commission lor tlie

war

innocent class on
so long.
We do not

and

mercies the helpless
which they have preyed
wonder that they find the situation unpleasconseant, but this is one of the inevitable
conclusion
The
of
a
bad
reputation.
quences
comes is
to which our Southern contemporary

la end-

ed. Its kindlv ministration to the solliers of the
Union, not limited indeed to them, but freely extended t) sick or wounded or imprisoned soldiers, without
regard to uniformoror service-are no longer required
hospital. But they will never be
iu camp, or held,
forgotten. No history of the American civil war—let
us pray Ood it may be the last!— will ever be written
without ailectionale and admiring mention of the
Christian Commission. Not alone iu histories of the
earth will its record be preserved. Its work reached
beyond time, aod its record is on high.”
T. S. P.

thus

expressed:

of the South do, then, to bet“What
Simply nothing.
ter our political condition ?
We must rernaiD in a state oi quiet, and leave
the rest to that God who is supposed to rule
The Registry of Alienated Vessels.
the destinies of nations. The war of arguREMARKS OF MR. LYNCH IN THE HOUSE OF
ments must be fought by the friends of the
REPRESENTATIVES.
constitution and of the President in the North
It is a well known fact that (luring the war and West, and however interesting the contest may be to us, we cannot aid him against
just ended an immense number of vessels the faction who are moving heaven and
earth
owned by Americans procured licenses or sea to drive the country to deeper depths of ruin.”
letters by which they enjoyed the protection
In one sense this conclusion is quite corand benefit of foreign flags without changing rect in another it is fallacious.
The true
;
their ownership. In many cases disloyal men course for those of the South who desire the
have largely availed themselves of the flags speedy rehabilitation of their section is indeed
and privileges of foreigu nations, often for
very different from that they are at present
were
purposes which if not absolutely disloyal,
pursuing. Clamorous protestations ofloyalty,
of
allowing and
yet indefensible. The injustice
angry abuse of those whose duty compels
such vessels to resume at will the character
welfare of the
can we

them to

they renounced in time of danger, and to
compete on equal terms with such as have
faithfully adhered to the fortunes of their
country is manifest. Hon. John Lynch, our
Representative in Congress, lately called the
attention of that body to the matter, and it

guard carefully

the

to advance their cause.

country
Let them
But they have something to do.
prove their loyalty to the government by a
cheerful submission to its authority, not by
holding meetings and passiug resolutions to
the effect that its officials are a nuisance, and
are no means

referred to the Committee on Commerce.
Mr. Elliott, from that Committee, has reportr
ed a bill which provides that:
No ship or vessel which has been recorded
or registered as an American vessel pursuant
to law, and which shall have been licensed or
otherwise authorized to sail under a foreign
flag or the protection of a foreign government
was

the presence of its soldiers among them “a
curse and a blight to the land”—as the Governor of Missisiippi was recently pleased to
phrase it. Let them show their devotion to
the Union by treating Union men with a consideration at least equal to that they accord
to rebels. Let them display their regard for
during tlie existence of the rebellion, shall be law and order by protecting the rights of
deemed or registered as an American vessel, or
shall have the rights and privileges of Ameri- Northern men amongthem; their love of freedom by respecting the freedom of speech and
can vessels except under an act of Congress
authorizing such registry.
of the press; and their fi'ness for power by an
In the debate which ensued upon the merits exhibition of some intention to do
justice to
of this bill, Mr. Lynelihad the floor and made the colored race. In short if
they would have
the following remarks;
their repentance believed in let them bring
Mr. Speaker, I hope that action on this im- forth works meet for
Homilies
repentance.
matter
will
not
be
deferred.
I
believe
portant
on the beauty of magnanimity and the duty of
action
is
demanded.
that immediate
Every
day vessels are coming bock by an evasion of Christian brotherhood and kindness come with
the present revenue laws, and are taking out little grace from their lips, but whenever their
American registers.
acts shall afford some exhibition of those virIf gentlemen will refer to the law of Decemtues they will find the loyal pait of the counber 28, 1852, they will And that it provides for
the issue of American registers to foreign ves- try as eager to welcome them back to the fold,
sels wrecked and sold to an American, where
as they are to return to it. But until they can
the amount of repairs shall be three fourths
themselvee to some actual demonstrabrmg
of the value of the vessel when repaired.
Under this law a great many vessels have ob- of the sincerity of their professions they have
tained American registers. 1 have a long list of no right to complain of a state of things for
vessels which have obtained registers under which no one is to blame but themselves.
this law through the custom-house at the port
of New York; and it is a significant fact that
Hog Killing in Chicago.
all of these vessels were formerly American,
and transferred during the war to a foreign
[A correspondent in Chicago sends us the
flag. They come back in this way: a man following, which, though treating of a somewho had put his vessel under a foreign flag,
and enjoyed all the advantages of its protec- what unsavory theme, yet contains a good
tion during the entire period of the rebellion, deal of information upon the modus operandi
now desiring to procure an American register,
of a very extensive and important branch of
adopts this ingenious plan to evade the law; business. Squeamish or fastidious readers are
is
at
vessel
some
obscure
the
grounded
place
along the coast, and is then advertised as a invited to skip it altogether.]
wrecked vessel in some obscure newspaper; To the Editor of the Trees:
the owner buys her at a nominal price, purA few days since, I took a hasty trip to the
chases sails, auchors and rigging, amounting
situated about four miles
to more than three times the price paid for slaughter houses,
from the business

portion of
with your permission, will give

thus making the repairs amount to
more than tliree fourths of the value oi the
vessel. After obtaining an American register,
these sails, anchors and rigging are sold. More
than twenty vessels have come back by thus
the

vessel,

Eet

me tor

a

moment

call tue attention 01

the members of this House to the position of
these American ship-owners while their vessels epjoyed the protection of a foreign nation
during the rebellion. Their interests were
r.ot only alienated from their own country,
but were identified witli foreign [ship-owners
whose interests were promoted by a destruc

American ship-owner, whose vessel sailed under the
flag of England during the rebellion had precisely the same pecuniary interest in the destruction of Amehcan commerce as had the
tiou of American commerce.

Every

English ship-owner.
Now, is it policy tor the Government to allow, to encourage her citizens to deter! her

during war, and then to return with the return of peace and have the same advantages
as those who have suffered by standing by
her? I trust we shall not so decide.

and

the readers of

high; then a long spout or flue, four feet
wide, running from the pen to the upper or
fourth floor, up which the hogs are driven in
squads of about a dozen. We shall find on
our arrival in the morning about one thouasnd hogs in the pen. How the boys commence to work, and drive about a dozen up
the long flue to the fourth floor of the building
and shut them in a small pen j us t large enough
ries

to hold them.

A man stands ready with a hammer, having
a handle s.ime four feet in length, with which
he knocks each hog in the head as the Maine
farmers do neat cattle. I was astonished to
see how hard a blow it required to knock them
down—harder than to fell a bullock.
As soon as this lot was all knocked in the
head the sticker commenced.
He gave just
one thrust with a knife, and did it so quickly
and skillfully that his knife was never bloody
alter sticking a hundred bogs, although each
stick was perfect The floor upon which the
hogs lay when stuck, is composed of slats
through which the blood runs, and thence into
huge tanks.
As soon as the hog is stuck, two men catch
him by the legs and with a roll or two, throw
him into a flue where he at once falls into the

scalding-trough.
trough is about six teet wide and perhaps thirty feet long, filled with water heated
by an engine, and always the same tempera
ture. The hog never rests after touching the
This

water, hut is passed along by the men stationside, and by the time he reaches
the end is ready to scrape. For this purpose
he is thrown upon a bench about as long as
the trough. Each man does his part, and no
more, each cleans a particular part of the hog
and passes him on to his neighbor. As in the
scalding trough, so on the bench, the hog does
not stop a moment but each man does his part

ed at each

as

Hot so.

city,

your paper some idea of what I saw there.
First imagine a large brick building four sto-

evading this law.

Others have come back under an opinion of
the Solicitor of the Treasury that vessels owned by Americans who took up a temporary
residence in a foreign country during the war,
and sailed during tins time under a foreign
flag and a foreign register, were not divested
of their American character. I think quite a
number of vessels came back under this decision ; hut on the Secretary of the Treasury
having iiis attention called to the subject, I
believe lie does not favor this construction ot
the law. I think it is agreed that an American vessel has a national character which does
not depend wholly upon ownership.
Now, the question arises, whether it is right
to allow vessels to come back in this way by
an evasion of the spirit of the laws; whether
it is just to those ownere of vessels who have
refused to desert the flag of their country in
her hour of peril? It is a cowardly argument
to offer in behalf of these ship owners that their
country^couid not protect them, On the same
principle the whole population might leave
with their property and place themselves under foreign protection. It is for the people to
protect the errantry in time of war; they are a
part of the country, and ought not to desert
her when in danger. It would certainly be
dangerous policy for a nation to offer indheements for its citizens to desert with their property and identify their Interests with fts enemies in tlmffof war.

this

the

hog goes.

When he arrives at the end of the bench,
Tiie NeWhem (N. C.) Times utters a doleful
hooks are inserted into his hind legs, and as
Jeremiad over the forlorn and helpless condi- he is thrown from the bench he is
suspended.
tion of the South, which it describes as prosThese hooks are connected with trucks overrelentless
and
vindictive
a
of
trate at the feet
head, and the iron bar upon which the trucks
enemy, yearning for readmission into the dear run being an inclined plane, the bog runs off,
old Union fold from which cruel radicals per- of his own accord as soon as
suspended. As
sist in excluding her, “powerless to aid in the
he rolls down the room he passes the Gutter,
accomplishment of what woidd do her good, who with a slash neatly disembowels him.—
or to prevent those results which tend to her
This is the most artistic if not the mo6t agreefurther injury and ruin.”
able part of the work, and the one who per“The South,” says the Times, “is emphatic- forms it commands the best pay of any man in
ally ‘out in the cold,’and no one can shut his the house.
eyes to the tact that hopes for a future extenA quick hand will “gut” five hogs a minute
sion of the national blanket over her shivering
He was
Her ene- and if hard'pushed can do eight.
limbs are daily, hourly dying out.
mies predominate in the National Legislature,
leisurely when the writer saw him,
working
aDd their efforts to consummate a final and tobut when timed, we found to our astonishtal dissolution of the American Union bid fair
ment that he was disposing of from four to
to reach success, unless President Johnson
and his friends in the North can stem the dis- five per minute.
union tide.”
As soon as disemboweled the animal rolls
If this is not refreshingly cool then we are along to the washer, who turns a half inch
no judge of temperatures. For these defeated
hose upon him and he is washed in a twinksecessionists, who for four years have waged a ing. After this he is split, and then allowed
bloody war for the very purpose of escaping to roll his way to the dry house, where he
from that national fold they now affect to long hangs uutil cool. A good packing house will
for, to charge their present disabilities upon kill upon an average, including all stoppages,
the men who fought to restrain them, to stig- two hogs a minute or about twelve hundred
matize as “d-,sunionists” those who with infinper diem. Some houses, however, go as high as
ite expenditure of blood and toil and treasure, two thousand, but this is above the average.
Just how long it is, from the time a hog is
have just saved our sacred Union from destruction at these sacrilegious hands is an exlxib_ knocked down until he is all dressed and hung
ition of impudence of which even reconstruct- up to dry, we could not tell, but judge it is
ed rebels might have been deemed incapable. about a minute and a half.
Of course they
It is an idea so monstrous as to touch the are not given much time to die.
inemeu employed
point of absurdity; and we could afford to smile
range something like
this. A crowd of dirty boys to drive
at it did we not hear the same dastardly insult
up the
to the loyal North echoed from high quarters
hogs—one to knock down—one to stick—twenat Washington, and from lips that prate of paty to scald and scrape—one to “gut”_one to
It is enough to call the very dead
triotism !
wash—one to split, and two to arrange in the
out of their ten thousand

bloody graves

when

dry-house.
After they get dry and cool two men take
them down and lay them on a bench, at each

such insults are offered to the cause for which
they died.
lii the same lugubrious strain, anil with a

side of which stand the cleavers.
heroic disregard lor the restrictions of ordinaThe cleavers both strike at the same time,
North Carolina patriot thus
ry grammar, our
the one cutting ofi the head, and the other dicontinues:
vidingthe carcass just above the hips. We
‘•We of the South can do nothing to avert saw many hogs cut up, hut did not see the
Our prothe evil which seems so imminent.
cleaver fail to sever the body at one stroke.—
testations of loyalty to the constitution are of
Three or four strokes cut the animal into
no avail in our behalf, being used by the disuniouists as a weapon against our own bos- suitable pieces for packing, and these several
All the ingenuity of mighty intellects pieces are thrown
oms.
by attendants into hoppers,
are brought to bear in national legislation for
according to quality, and rim down in flues to
The devices of radiour further humiliation.
biuson the floor beneath.
calism arc many, and their hatred of our peop- | large
Just how many hogs two cleavers will cut
le equal to their cunning.”
Everybody has heard the (able of the wolf, up in a minnte, we dare not say, fearing that
who having lost his teeth from old age feared the sober people of Maine will not credit it
Descending to the room below we And nulest he should starve to death, and tried to
make a bargain with the shepherds to employ nitrous bins, and the pieces of meat come
Jiim as a watch-dog to keep their sheep from tumbling down into them with astonishing

]

|

6P” Dr. Goodell, the veteran

the hams, ali nicely cut,
and here the “mess,” and iu another place the
“No. 1," and so on.
The weigher stands at the bin, and weighs
out enough l'or a barrel, and empties it into a
small box, from which the packer places it iu
a barrel, and with a turn passes it to the cooper, who in turnhcads it up and the porter rolls
Here

rapidity.

are

Constantinople, fell upon the ice in Philadelphia, Suuday, Jan. 28th, and broke his
right arm near the shoulder. At the moment
of his fell, he was speaking of the similar accident which had befallen Dr. Todd.
A letter, signed by the entire Congressional delegation from Ohio, has been addressed
to the Bevenue Commissioners, stating that
the tobacco growers of the west complain that
tha present tax on manufactured tobacco is unjust and oppressive, and unfairly discriminates
against them, and In favor ef the tobacco growers of Connecticut and Cuba.
The Commissioners are requested to visit the West and take
the testimony of the representative men of

important branch of industry hi that section, the same as they did that of the eastern
producers and manufacturers.
Twenty-seven school childron were recently drowned at Coelina, Ohio, by the breaking of the ice in the reservoir, upon which they

Death of a Catholio Bishop.
The Right Reverend John B. Fitzpatrick,
Catholic Bishop of Boston, died at his residence in that city, on Tuesday morning last.
He was bom in Boston, Nov, 1,1S12, and re-

went to slide.
Bancroft's name is mentioned in
connection with the vacant collectorship of
New York.

Somebody

has struck ink tu California
having sunk a well which spouts writing lluiil.
6^"Mr. Gosclren made a neat speech lately
at a grand dinner, given by the Lord Mayor of
London. lie said, in allusion to his definite
choice of politios as a profession, that as a merchant he had committed suicide, but he hoped
under extenuating circumstances.

schools

early training
public
of that city, otwhich he was a medal scholar,
His collegiate life was passed in Montreal,
from which city he went to Paris, and was
there ordained

a

Priest in 1840.

He was appointed Coadjutor to Bishop Fenwick of Boston, and consecrated as such iu
1844, and in 1846, on the death of Bishop Fenwick, he assumed the Episcopal functions.
He returned from his third visit to Europe
in 1864, with feeble health, and has appeared
but seldom in church since that time. In December, 1864, he was prostrated by a severe

J3?"H. Gaudin, the eminent French chemist, has recently made a valuable discovery in
the manufacture of iron. He finds that by
adding to it, when in a slate of fusion, peroxide
of manganese and phosphate of iron, a degree
of excessive hardness is acquired, which makes
the metal especially valuable when used in

machinery.
gy”Thc sum of $750 in "prizes, which was
offered by a number of gentlemen of New York
City for the best specimens of penmanship of
soldiers who lost their right arm in battle, was
awarded, by the committee appointed to decide upon the merits of the contributions, to

illness, from which he has never
entirely to rally. His disease was of
the head, evincing a tendency to apoplexy,
though his attacks at that time were of prolonged bleeding at the nose, which it seemed
impossible to check, and which seemed to
exhaust all his recuperative powers.
Bishop Fitzpatrick was a finished scholar,
attack

ot

been able

fourteen left armed men. A book is to be published which will be composed of the best of
these contributions; and the Rev. Dr. Bellows,
President of the Sanitary Commission, has

beloved pastor, and a much venerated prelate. His loss will be deeply felt in the Catholic Church of America, as well as in the diocese over which he held ecclesiastical sway.
His obsequies will take place at the Cathedra]
Chapel of the Holy Cross, on Friday next, at
10 o’clock, A. M.
a

written to M^jor-Gen. O. O. Howard, requesting him to furnish an article for tho volume.
The book should be called “The Empty Sleeve.”
gy Minnesota papers report Labe Superior
free from ice.
gy The Salt Lake Vidette says that funny
A short time since a
freaks occur in Utah.
Mormon was frozen between two wives. He
was engaged in hauling wood between the re-

ITEMS OF STATE NEWS.

(jy The Belfast Age says that
11th

on

Sunday,

spective cabins of his first and second wives.
B3f“A recent decision of the supreme court
of Iowa subjects the earnings of married women to the judgments of the creditors of their
husbauds. The legislature don’t like this, and
a bill to repeal tho law under which the decision was made, has been passed by the house
unanimously.

Mr. Luther Calderwood of Waldo,
committed suicide by banging himself in his

inst.,

He was born in Vinalhaven, June 21,
1802, and was an active business man, and
highly respected. But owing to some reverse
in business in the Autumn of ’Gl, he became
insane in which state he continued till the
time of his death.
room.

gaff” The Charleston Courier learns from the
plantations are being worked

C2P*A

letter was mailed in one of our postoffices the other day, that had no postage stamp
on it, but in plaoe of the stamp had the follow-

interior that the

profitably and the planters are cheerful and
hopeful. It is thought the yield of cotton this
year will be fully one-half that of ordinary
times. The freedmen are behaving remarkably

ing

written on one corner of the envelope :
“Mr. Postmaster—Don't charge no postage on
this, the stamp wouldn’t stick, so I tore the

well.

thing up."—[Whig.
|yThc Bangor Whig says that on Wednesday evening the dwelling house of Mr. David
W. Gould, on Fern Street, in that city, was
destroyed by fire. Loss $1400. Insured $900.
lar-The paper manufacturing firm of A. C.
Denison & Co., Mechanic Falls, have just made
a contract for the delivery of ten thousand

QTA friend complaining of the “internal
revenue system” says he can’t put on bis boots
without

a stamp.
jy It is intended to send out

combination of machinery there.
iy Many of the boot and shoe manufacturers in Massachusetts are curtailing their business.
Few orders are coming in, and the prospects for the trade, and for the workmen also,

very favorable.
tF"Tlic widow of Stonewall Jackson asks
that the efforts to collect money for her relief
may stop because she does not need it.
are

letters that have been published since his deIf
cease, it would not need such information.
the Times will not flare up at the suggestion,we
would gently hint that there are several things

not

gium

^fEdward S. J. Nealley, Esq.,has been appointed Collector of the port of Bath in place
of Roland Fisher,Esq., deceased This is a capital appointment. Mr. Nealley has filled the
post of Deputy Collector of that port for nearly thirty years.
The Whig says that on Tuesday last
Richard J. Cram of Bradley, 20 years of age,

pearance.
—The excavations

^

now

making

at

Pompeii

have brought to light several vestiges of the ancient Christians. In the palaoe of the Edile
Pansa, in the Via Fortuna, an unfinished
sculptured cross has-been found on one of the

walls, as well as abusive inscriptions and caricatures ridiculing a crucified God.
—A gold cross and chain have been dug up
at Clare Castle, Suffolk, England, supposed to
be the one presented originally to Tewkesbury
Abbey in 1235, and alleged to contain portions
of the flesh, blood, bones and hairs of certain
saints, a part of the beam to which our Lord’-'1

while at work in a mill in that town, had his
right hand nearly sawed off at the wrist and so
badly mangled by a circular saw, that the arm
com-

ISP*The Lewiston Journal says that Mr. Job
D. Thompson of Livermore, has a pair of oxen
that girt 8 ft. 2 in. and weigh 4600 pounds, 6

cross

years old; color cherry red; price $500.

was

fastened,

and

a

piece of

stone from

Mount Calvary.
—The Aeronautical Society of Great Britain” is the title of an scientific society just established. The Duke of Argyll is president
—The Russian government has confiscated

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

?y Referring to the late martyr President

Philadelphia Press says : “Murdered at the
moment of victory and forgiveness, his death
was at once a proof of the ingratitude of
slavery and of the danger of toleratiou to
the

the entire property of the Homan Catholic
Church in Poland. By virtue of an imperial
ukase, dated December 26, 1865, and promulgated January 10, the landed estates and hous-

treason."
gy An

es, 03 well as the ready capital, stocks, claims,
anti-monopoly meeting wa3 recently and all other
belongings of the national ecclesheld at Et. Paul, Minn., at which Was seriously
iastical establishment of Poland, have been
discussed a proposition to ship wheat directly
seized and appropriated by the Czar. To make
A
from that point to New York and Boston.
up for this sequestration on a grand scale, the
report made at the meeting said freight could
who, as an indemnity for former
government
he carried from New York to St. Paul for $L30
appropriations of the same kind, previously
and
one
line
of
trans100
leading
per
pounds,
contributed about a third of the church expenportation hints at even lower rates. Transpor diture, now undertakes to provide the whole
tation lines are also talked of via New Orleans;
salary of the priests, as well as sundry other
the times from St. Paul to New York, itis beitems of the current ecclesiastical costs.
lieved, need not exceed twenty-seven days.
—A new quarterly threepenny illustrated
jy The N. Y. World settles the negro prob- magazine is to appear in London this month,
lem in this elegant and classical style : “Sureunder the title of Mission L'ife. It is to he a
ly, chaos cannot be very far off when glib- journal of the Universities’ Mission to Central
tongued mulattoes like Douglass, and born Africa.
idiots like Blind Tom, are glorified by white
—A London publishing hrm has recently
the expense of their own race.”
jy It is said to be a notorious fact that many
white men at the South are so troubled with
negro on the brain, that their ownoffspring are

men

at

trying to prevail on the Poet Laureate to
permit the introduction into England of the
American editions of his works, alleging as a
reason that they are quite as well if not better
printed, and, that they are much cheaper than
the English editions. Another reason adduced was the desirability of circulating Mr. Tennyson’s writings amongst the working classes.
Notwithstanding these representations, the

been

darkly colored.
jy The la3t sale of negroes in the Valley of
Virginia was made by a gentleman of Staunton, April 9th 1865. Ho sold two negro chilnine and twelve years, for 5,000

dren, aged
cabbage plants.
ty Hon. John Minor Botts is to appear beforc the Reconstruction Committee and give
his views at length on the condition of affairs in

Laureate declines.

—“Woman’s Eights”.are to have an organ in
Paris. A new journal is announced under the
title of the Columbine, the editor of which is
Mile. Suzanne Lagier, with Mme.de Chabrillan as sub-editor. Tho paper is to advocate the
equality of the sexes.
—It is calculated that thirty-one periodicals
have transferred their seat of publication from

Virginia.
6yThe New York Sun proposes that the
who have speeches to
deliver on Reconstruction to be sent in a body
to Fortress Monroe, and there read their speech-

sixty-nine Congressmen

to Jeff. Davis, the unhappy victim to be allowed only half an hour for each meal and six
hours sleep each day, until the whole sixty-nine speeches are delivered. Those who be-

es

lieve that “hanging is too good for Jeff. Davis’’
would pity the unhappy wretch who was thus
doomed to listen.

£y The Chicago Journal says the last
has

planted the coming season.
jy A shrewd confectioner in Waterbury,Enghis parrot to say “pretty creature” to every lady who enters bis store.
His
custom is rapidly increasing.

land, has taught

ll^President Stearns of Amherst College,
who has been absent some months in Europe,
reached home after a stormy passage, Jan. 30,
and had an enthusiastic reception

by

the stu-

dents.

jyA greenhorn standing by a sewing

ma

chine at which a young lady was at work,
looking at the machine and its fair operator,
at length gave vent to its admiration with—
“By golly I it's purty, specially the part covered with caliker.”
ty The farmers of Lake county, Illinois,
are
suffering severely from the destruction of
their sheep by prairie wolves. In Ella, Avon,
Benton and Llbertyville their depredations
caused a panic among the owners of large
flocks of sheep. Two wolves have been shot.
ty By the death of l>r. Nott, Rev. Gardner
D. D., is now left as the sole survivor of
the founders of the Americau Bible Society.
Jfty Ex -Brigadier General E. D. Osbaud,
who was reported murdered by the southerners

Spring,

last month near Skipworth's Landing, Miss.,
writes as follows, under date of January 28,
1866 : “The telegraph informs mo that 1 am a
I decline the honor.
neither shot nor otherwise murdered.”

murdered roan.

I

am

THE-

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY
No. 80 Middle Slnael.
A. S. DAVIS.

For Sale.
that will pay a larger per cent, of profit
the amount invested than any ever offered in this
DANIEL CARET,
city. Apply to
No. 80 Federal St.
Portland, Feb. 14.
gndlw*
A Business

on

New Spring Goods!
OPENED!

-AT-

IV. I.

MITCHELL’S,
127

Middle

Street,

elegant assortment of DRESS
GOODS adapted to the season, such as Alpaccau,
an

COMPRISING

Black and Colorod Mohairs. Poplins, Plaids, and
nice lot of

SUPERIOR

BLACK

a

SILKS,

be sold at the BREAK-DOWN PRICES of the
last few weeks.
All to

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS,
Brown COTTONS, TICKS,
Embracing Bleached
and

CRASH, DIAPER, TOWELS, LINEN DAMASKS,
Linen and Woolen TA BLK COVERS, NAPKINS,
Doyliej, QUILTS, with a full lino of WHITE LINENS, CAMBRICS, MUSLINS, are all offered at extremely LOW PRICES, at
N. 1. MITCHELL’S.
Middle St.

_127

BROADCLOTHS, DOESKINS, CASSIMERES,
SATINETTS, and any kind of cloths for Gents’ or
Boys’ wear can be bought at
». I. MI 1C HELL’S,
Cheaper than at any other store in town, as we hare
the hugest stock, at the lowest prices, and will not be
undersold.

1ST.

I.

MITCHELL,

127 Middle Street.
Fob. 26, I860—sxlw

Press”

“Daily

Printing

Office

Is propelled by steam power, and is tarnished with

improved

costly presses—Cylinder

and

and Pla-

HOE’S LARGE

CYLINDER

Capable of throwing off 2600 sheets

PRESSES,

an

boor;

one

of

Adams' Power Freages,
The best Book Press In the world;
Adams’ A

Haggles’ Superior Card Press ; Adams’ &
Union large Hand Presses, Standing
Presses, and all the Machinery necessary for a tcell appointed office.
have just added to

our

former stock

Thousand Doll a ns

worth

over

Two

os

Type, Borders, Ornaments, &o.,

Of the latest styles, which renders this department
of our business complete, and unsurpassed by any

other office in the City or State.
of
We execute all orders for every
Printing in the shortest possible time, and in the
neatest and best manner. Those sending orders from
the country may rely on receiving prompt attention.
The Job Office is under the personal supervision of
the senior proprietor, who is the City Printer, and
is himself an experienced practical workman, and
employs only well-skilled mechanics in this department of his work.

description

The First National Bank
INTEREST OX DEPOSITS.
THIS Bank will issue Certificates of Deposit, payable on demand, bearing interest at lavorable rates.
W. E. GOULD, Cashier.

Portland, Nov. 13,1866.—dtf a w
W-A-IRREISr’S

BALSAM I

COUGH
Has been

found by experience to be the

BEST REMEDY
For the various diseases of the Lungs and Throat,
such

as

DIPHTHERIA,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Consumption, Croup,
Influenza, Pleurisy,-Pneumonia, or
Inflammation of the Laigt)
and Whooping Cough*
these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPERIOR. and while thus efficacious it is perfectly safe to
administer to persons of all eges.
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advantage ofbeing at once valuable as a curative and invaluable as a preventative of all the diseases ot the
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
The world is challenged to produce a compound of
equal efficacy and safety.
#*# Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN,
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market
nol43Nd&ww6m
Square, Bangor, Me.
In

ITCH I

ITCH 1

ITCH!
Scratch!

Swatch,

Swatch,

Ointment

Wbeaton’B

Will Care the Itch in Forty-Eight Hun.
SALT BHEUM, ULCEUS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions qf the Skin. Price 60 cents. For
sale by all druggists.
By sending GO cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
cures

Agents, 170 Washington SL, Boston, it will be forwarded by mail, free oi postage, to any part ot the
United States.
Oct 26,1865.—s N d&wlyr

If A Physiological View of Marriage:
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 fine Plates
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human OrTreagans in a state of Health and Disease, with a
tice on Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
Plan of
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode of
A
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated.
tmthfhl adviser to the married, and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent free of postage to any address,
on receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or postal currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Malden Lane,

Albany, N. Y.
The author may be consulted upon any of the disor
eases upon which his book treats either personally
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world
Oct G—s N dJtwGm

Cough

That

Coufrh and. Croup Syrup,

|

HASHEESH

CAXDV !

The attention of the public it invited to Haaheesh
Candy, which is recommended to them as the best
medicine known for the cure ot all diseases of the

Throat, Lungs and Nervous System, 'rhe proprietors, in thus offering it, feel confident that a trial will
iully sustain the high reputatiou it has already acquired in various parts of the United States. To those
who always let their prejudices blind their judgment
it is useless to present facts or arguments, hut to othfeel that it will be sufficient to say that we offer
no new discovery or experiment; our goods are standard.
In the Bast, Hasheesh is the beginning and
the end of Medicine; it is used for numberless diseases, and that it is used with success we need only
refer our readers to the unlimited testimony of travelers in all age*. That it should no long have escapers we

practical science of the Western World, is an
astonishing fact*, but now that it is prepared in such
a fonu as to make it pleasant, safe, and above all, effective, there can be no doubt that it is destined to
obtain the confidence of the public, and especially oi
those for w hose relief it is prepared.
Invalids can
be assured that it contains not a particle of opium,
or anything else that is in any way injurious to the
system, bnt that it is an agreeable and permanent
tonic.
Sent to any address on receipt of price and stamps.
Price—Large Box $1.00, postage 15 cents; Small

DR. BASCOMB’S

And takirg according to direction,.
J«n 18—SKd2mo»

Colgate's

Aromatic

Vegetable Boap.

A superior Toilet Soap, prepared from refined
Vegetable Oita In combination with Glyceriae,
of Ladle, and

and especially designed fur the am
for tbo Narwery, Its perfume Is exquisite, and It.
wsailing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Drug-

fsio'eeawdty

gists.

HORSEMEN, ATTENTION.
Just published, a book containing tho
experience ot a lifetime in the treatment ol
Horses, by the distinguished Veterinary
Surgeon, Dr. TRIDBALL, giving directions for the
successful treatment of all the diseases this most valuable animal is heir to, together with numerous
tricks practiced by Jockeys, and bow to tell the age
ot horses.
Every man owning a horse tbould have
It. Sent by mail to any address for only 60 cts.
Address OEO. S. MELLEN, Lewiston, Maine.
Diseases ol

Job 3b—«.\ (13wa wit*

W.

F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Maine.

Feb 15—ssdftwly

To Let.
Tlie 2d and 3d stories from Mo. 83 to *9 Federal St,
containing about SOM square feet of flour room. Well
adapted and In a superior location for
Farsltsre Sales Itsasa
Apply at the office o( tho
CADOOM UFO. CO., la same Building.
Feb 10—sndlw

CANADA

OIL

LANDS!

All persons who think of going into

The Oil

Speculation in Canada!
Will do veil to call

L.

ja228N3m*

Postern Railroad.

101}

Western Railroad. 140

Brighton Live Stock Market*
Wednesday, Feb 14. —Amount op Stock

at

Market.

Cattle.
Tills
Last

Sheep. Shotes.
7069
7313

week,. .2501

week,.. 1954

Amount

DRESSES,

Feb 7—SNiliw*

on

99 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND.

Strong, do.
Old 14th, sell Lightbont, Sliuto, Matanzas.
BOSTON—Ar 14tli, ship Templar, Nichols, Calcutta; barque Howland, Lewis, Surinam; schs Mary
Condon, and Adaline, Ryan, Belfast; BrilJarrow,
liant, Cottrell, do; Franklin, Alice, AViscasset; Jerusha Baker,
Barberick, and Eliza Ellen, Noyes,
Portland; Bramhall, Hamilton, and Emma Oakes,
d°; Texa*’ Day» an<1 Lizzie W Dyer, Da-

d°n’

via

g™

Fat

400
00

Ilogs.

Veals.
00
00

00
00

from Bach State.

Specp.

Cattle.
oo
New Hampshire. 94

Maine.

Of.
890
8012
1305
288
1574
00

Massachusetts. 104
New York. 98
Western States.1910
Canada.. 00

CatUe, extra, 13 'alty; First quality,
consisting of good oxen, best steers. Ac, 12 (gl2j;
Second quality, or good fhlr beeC 11 (fc12 ; Third
quality, light young cattle, cows,Ac., 194;$ II,—total
weight of beef, hides and tallow.
Working Oxen—#150%2S9pair; steers$9(^150.
One pair 5 years old. 7 icet 0 inches,. 8256
7 years old, G feet 10 inches,. 228
4 years old, 6 feet 4 Inches. 200
144*
3 years old, 6 feet 0 Inches..
•«
G years old, G feet G inches,. 210
5 years old, G Icet 3 inches. 178
u
u
225
4 yean old. 0 feet 6 inches.
Milch Cows—Sales at 850 <m 75; Extra, $80 <£} 95;
30
46.
@
Farrow,
Sheep—Common, 5 (tile V lb; Extra. 7fcg8 P tt>.
Shotes
lb, 12 (fH 14c wholesale; 11 ® 16 retail,

Hides—9lq,J0c p lb; country lots,8f^9c.
Tallow-Sale* at10c lb 4>.
Calf Skins-At 24@2Se V ft.
Pelts—$1 7&*2 12 each.

Wlll{:>

UnionSLlp J°Ln SWncy

Spinney, Portland.
my* “aeh,aa- MaJac

bar^uo Orchilla;

•

brig

Am

GLOUCESTER—Ar ICth, schs William Butman
Smart, BucksviUe, SC, for Searsport; ^unagu.mden, Boston for Camden.
Ar 12th, &cbs Saxon, Cassidy, and Hannibal Cox
Boston tor t'aatine: lied Robin, Blunt, do for Cutler*
Black Swan, Boardman, do for Camden; Good Hope’
Percy, do for Bath.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 12th, sch White Sea, Lee

Cottage $1-

New York.
Iu the lower harbor 14!b, schs C C Farnsworth,
Gray, Belfast lor Boston; Viola, Coleman, Lincolnville; Hannibal, Cox, Boston for Castine; Angelin,
Cooper, Camden for Boston: Gen Meade, Ferguson,
and Mexican, McCarty, Belfast lor do; Olio. HeckKenneman ; Frank, Cliard, and A Sawyer,
bunk fordo; Gen Graut,Winslow, Portland for Newburvport; Mary Farrow, Condon, St Andrews NB
for Boston; Forest QueoD, Marshall, Belfast Itor do;
Saxon,Cassidy, Boston tor Eastport; Leaping Water,
Dunton, do for Westport : Marine, Brown, do for

Seavey,

Machias; Lizzie Gnptili, Guplill. do for Rockland;
Rochester, Percy, Bath for Boston.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fin Messina 17tli ult, barque Sacramonto, Hus-

sey, for New York.
At Rio Janeiro 4th ult, ship C A Farwell. Gerard,
from Callao for Cork, repg; barque Traveller, Randall, from New York, (Uug.
At St Thomas Jan 31, ship Rising Sun, Orr, unc;
Canada, Wyman, for Navassa; Sarah A Staples, Stafor charier: schs Mary Patten, Turner, and
[ P Russell, Nickerson, do.
Sid Jan 2G, sch Thcron J Dale, Lewis, Ruatan.
Ar at Havana 3d inst, barque Montana, Hcrriman,
Swansea: sch C S Dyer, Dyer, Sullivan; 7th, brig
Prairie Rose, Doughty, New York.
Sid 2d, barquo
Smith, New Orleans; brig
Alihratta, Bibber, for Ctenftiegos; 3d, barque Jossie
Nicholas,
Rouodios;
Nicholas,
brig Frank £ Allen,
Merrill, Cardenas; 5th, twque Brunswick, Sylves-

Percy,

ter, Apal chicola.
Sid

inst, barquo St Jago, White,

Matanzas 5th

nn

Portland.

fPer steamer Brerren. at New York)
Liverpool 29th ult, Flora E Brewer, Brewer,
Galveston; 30th, Thou Whitney, Kelley, Savannah.
Ar at Cowes 28th. U B Wright, Pork, Callao (and
sailed 29th for Uottordam): 20th, E Shenuan, Blanchard, do.
Sid An Holyhead 27th alt, Joe Holmes, Crocker,
New Orleans.
Ar at

Ar at Shanghae Nov 30, H..ratio. Drew, New York.
Sid Im Foochow Dee 18, Nabob, PetUmgill, Boston.
Ar at Hong Kong Doc 4, Santee. Inughiin, Boston ;
13th, Orpheus, Crowell, San Francisco.
Sid Uth, Tagore, Murtin, New York; Midnight,
Crosby, do.
Sid fm Penang Dec €, Monitor, Larrabcc, for BosBatavia Dec 21, Panama, Johnson, Au Hoag
sailed 16th for Holland;) 8th, Andrew
•lac' s..n, McClellan. New Zealand.
At Colombo l»ec 30, Ellen Foster, Robinson, lor
Calcutta; Industry. Linnell, lor do.
Sid fm Manila Nov 2S*, Speedwell, Cooper, for Sait
Francisco; Dec 1. Lottie Warren, Holmes, London.
Aral Battjowangie Nov 21, BD Metcalf. Anderson, P&ssaroeang (and sailed 27th for Uotterdam.)
Ar at Ahjlcr Nov 29, Golden Fleece, H ubbard. Zebu
for New York: 30th, WUd Gaselkv Humphrey, do
for do; Dec 9, Bencfhctrese, Mudge, Amoy tor do.
SPOKEN.
Jan 31, lat 264,
20, brig Circassian, from
Philadelphia for cienAiego*.
Feb 8, off Carysiort Roef, was seen sch W S Hill,
steering SSW.
I
Feb 13, off Highlands of Neversink. sch Maria Hall,
from Mobile for Boston, leaking badlv.
No date, lat 3110, Ion 69 30, sell A t.illiken, from
New York for Cieniuegos, leaking badly and making
lor Charleston.
Ion 68

Harmon and Miss Susan M Babb.
In Augusta, Feb 4, John G Darritt and Matilda
A Fisb, both of A.
In Augusta, Feb 10. Edwin F Stone and Sarah W
Jewett, of Pittsfield.
In Gouldsboro, John Vansaw and Mrs Eliza Miller. both ot G.
In Tremont, James W Ober and Miss Hannah M
Webber.
In Warren, Jan 28, George Yose and Qeorgi&nna
Turner, both ot Waldoboro.

In Scarboro, Feb 15, Lottie E, daughter of Osgood
and Deborah S Libby, aged 12 years 2 months.
In Brunswick, Feb 13, Mr James Ham, aged 90 yrs
and 19 days.
In Bath, Feb 13, Mr William Stacey, aged 52 years;
James, son ot Wm Heunessy, aged 7 yoars.
In Bowdoin, Jan 29. Mrs Phflena B, wife of Capt
Seth H Leonard, aged 36 years 10 months.
In Bowdoinh&m, Feb 8, Mr Martin P Hall, aged
37 years.

at

an

early

hour in the

14
14
14
Tonawanda.Boston.Havana.Feb 15
Helvetia.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 17
Damascus.Portland.... Liverpool.Feb 17
Bavaria.New York. .Hamburg..Feb 17
City of Washington New York. .Liverpool.Feb 17
Santiago de Cuba. .New York. .Calitomia.Peb 20
New York. New York.. Aspinwall.Feb 21
City of Cork.... ^. New York.. Liverpool..Feb 21
Australasian.New York. .Liverpool..Feb 21
South Amorica_New York. .Rio Janeiro.. ..Feb 22
Bremen.New York.. Bremen.Feb 24
Corsica.New York. .Havana.Feb 26
Feb 28
Canada.Boston.Liverpool

SPECIAL

Miniature Almanac.February 111*
Sun rises.7J5C Moon sets....7.21 PM
Sunsets.5.31 High water.11.0B AM

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

Firemen’s Ball—lvx> America Hose.
Clym nasties—Portland Turnvereln.

Theatre—Leering
NEW

MARINE NEWS

New York Weekly Magazine lor February 17tli.

Wanted—Agents.

Wanted—Furnished Rooms.
Help Wanted—Look.
Statement A2tna Insurance Company.
State Normal School—K. Ballard.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
JANUARY TERM—TAPLEY, J., PRESIDING.

Thursday—On motion of J. H. Drummond, Esq., Gen. llenry G. Thomas was admitted to practice in the Courts in this Stale.
No. 1050.
Mary E. Tliurlow, libellant, vs.
David S. N. Thurlow. Libel lor divorce. Divorce decreed. Vinton & Dennett for
libellant. No appearance for libellee.
No. 655. Josephine E. Kenney,
libellant,
vs. Stephen B. Kenney.
Libel for divorce.—
Cause, desertion. Divorce decreed. J. O’Donnell tor libellant. No appearance for libellee.
No. 274. Jonathan A. Fenderson vs. John
W. Owen. Assumpsit to recover the amount
of a note for $100, and interest, said note alleged to be dated June 5,1658, signed by defendant and payable to Joseph Holmes, or order, and by said Holmes endorsed over to
plaintiff The defendant contends that tin
note was given without any consideration
therefor; also that it is dated January 5,1858,
which would bar its collection by the statue
of limitations—the writ being dated June
4,
1864. The case was tried at the April Term.
lotto, but the Jury failed to agree.
The cane wns argued by Mr. S. C. Strum for
defendant, and by Mr. Dennett for piaintiil
The Jury had not agreed upon a verdict el
the adjournment of Court.
Vinton A Dennett.

MUNICIPAL COURT. PER. 15.

George Hants wav brought up for nkleged
larceny of fitly dollar* from the person ot Mr.
Frederick Webster.
The story of Webster is that lie went to
Harris’ place to purchase a pup.
That he
made a bargain for one at three dollars, and
alter he had paid for it Harris refused to let
him have the pup or to return the money.—
During the controversy about the matter,

Webster's pocket, in which was a wallet containing fitly dollars, was cut off. Subsequently the wallet was returned to him, minus the
Webster immediately made his way
money.
to the police olhce, and entered a complaint,

of $300 for his appearance at the March
Supreme Judicial Court. He fur-

Making 2,288 pages

a

exclusive of

year,

a

covers.

Week.

THE CHEAPEST MAGAZINE
EVER PUBLISHED.

Examination of the High School.
The examination of the High School took
place yesterday, and was of a most satisfactoiy

character.

For Sale

all Newsdealers.

by

follows:

Music.
Croaker*.L. B. Alxirrnaa
Women of our Time*.M. F. Brae*
Character.E. B. 1 -el
Unaeltish l.lve-.M. F. Merrill
Manic.

Domestic Tale.

MUSIC.

Diplomatist’s Story,

Queen Dido....!.M. D. Oerrtsh
Smoke..Nathalie Lord
On the Threshold. l'.£. dark
Claims of tho Freud men .Isabel Shirley

A Mexican Tale.

The Shepherd’s Uut.
A Thrilling Australian Sketch.

Music.

Influence.... M. M. Ilurp or
Chronicles...A M. I oid

Majesty of

A Swiss Guide’s Story.
A

Silent

Prophecies.M,
Music.

Aboard The Promised Land.

Valedictory...C.

A Story of the Sea.

Fortune in Wall St.

a

t

The Queen of the West.
Form Sickness. (Fiom Dickens.)
An Englishman's Opinion of America.

CLEARED.

Sch S H Jackson, (of Thomaston,) Capt Wiley, from
Baltimore Dec 14, for Boston, before reported missing
registered 350 tons, and was built at Waldoboro in
1863. Capt W belonged in St George.

Brig Prairie Bose, of Harpswell, from New York,
which has been reported abandoned at sea, arrived at

arc

an

Englishwoman who tried It.

Death’s Sensations.
Or, How

one

(By

Feels when

one

a

Is

Sheriff.)

Hung.

Love's Mishap—The Moss Rose,&c
TERMS.—For ono year, t4; six moots, $2; three
months, $1. Specimen -opies, 10 cte.

O. H. BAILEY & CO., Publishers,
No. I Heelimnn St., New York.jJ
Feb 16—d2t2p

STATEMENT

the 7th Inst.

NOTICE TO MARINERS.

—OF

FIXED LIGHT AT
SOUTHWEST COAST OF SICILY
CAPS GRANITOLA.
Information has been received at this office that on
the 15 th day of July, 1866, alight would bo exhibited
from a lighthouse recently erected at Cape Granitola,
on the Southwest Coast ol Sicily.
The light is a lixod white light, plaeed at an elevation of 123 feet above the mean level of the aeu, and
in clear weather should be seen front a distance of
19 miles.
The illuminating apparatus is dioptric,or by lenses
of the second order.
The tower is 116 feet high, in the form of a truncated cons, and stands a short distanoe from a guar-

Mr. Stone, tbit Principal of the school, has
hilly sustained the high reputation this school
has acquired, and has gtven perfect satisfaction,
not only to the School Committee but also to
the parents. It is hoped he may remain long
enough to carry out the plans he has in view
for the elevation and prosperity of the schooL

Treated in France.

Harem Life in Egypt.
By

THE—

—

dian's dwelling.
No mention is made of the light hliherto exhibited
on Sorello Point, but the new light is supposed So

replace

it.

By order,
W B SHUBRICK, Chairman.
Treasury Department, Office Lighthouse Board,
Washington, DC, 1866.
DISASTERS.
See telegraphic columns.
of
Bath, before reported ashore on
Vincent,
Brig
the Sow A Pigs, struck on Monday noon and next
ol the effects of the officers
Most
bilged.
morning
and crew werj saved. She was sold as she lay to
When
Church.
twenty-three days out
Betij
Capt
from Loudon the V liad a heavy gale in which shipand the crow had been
the
a
gnlley,
sea,
losing
ped
on short allowanoo lor 10 days.
Ship R Robinson. Robinson, at New York from

Liverpool, was
English coast,

19 days getting off soundings on the
with a continuation of violent gales,

which hail heavy w eather, split sails, Ac.
Blig Samson, Davis, at New York from Palermo
had very rough weather the entire passage; lost and
split sa!ls, Ac.
Brig Mansanill*,at Now York from Satilln River,
was nine davs North of Hatteras, with heavy gales,
and split sails, Ac.
since

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 13th Inst, ship John Tucker. Hallett, New York.
INDIANOl.A—Ar 28th nit. sch Kate Walker, Tapley, New York, (to load lor do.)
APALACHICOLA—Ar 29th ult, barque Frank
Marla, Stinson, Providence.
Cld 29th, brig S P Smith, Smith, New York.
Sid 4th. ship Keren*. Nichols, Liverpool.
In port 28th ult, ship lUsdlla, York, for Liverpool,
500 bales engaged; barque Phllena, Davis^ for Boston, l.lg; brig Abide • Titconib. Titconib. lorAt Elast l'sss. 11 ships, 11 barquss, 3 brigs, and t

idtna Insurance

Co.,

OF HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT,
the first day of November, Anno Domini, 1865,
as required by the laws of the State of Maine, approved April, 1S56.

ON

$2,250,000

The Capital Stock is

And with the Surplus is invested
Real Estate, unencumbered,
Cash on baud, on deposit, and In

as

follows:

$81,707
agent's

35

248,188 48

hands,

6S1.1U3
United State Securities,
W7.442
State and City Stocks and Town Bonds,
1,067,000
Bank and Trust < Company Stocks,
260,096
Railroad Company Stocks,
Mortgage Bonds,
6,750
Mutual Insurance Company Scrip of 1864,

Total Assets,

$3,785,806

83

$163,053

04

Amount of Liabilities fbr losses not due
or adjusted.
Amount at

Hartford,

Nov. 6, 1865.
TiiOS. A.

ALEXANDER, rrest.
LUCIUS J. HEN DEE, Secretary.

Slate ef Caaarctieal.
1
Hartford Courty, M,
Hart lord, Nov. 6. letHi.1
Personally appeared before me, Henry Fowler, a
Justice of the Peace, duly qualified to administer
oaths, Thomas A. Alexander, I-resident, and Larins
J. Hendee, Secretary, and made solemn osth that
the foregoing statement of Uk seeeU and condition
of the .Etna Insurance

[Rev. Stamp.)

Company

is trus.

HENRY FOWLER.
Justice of the Peace.

_

schooners.

brig Harp,
Murphy, dlsg;
A rev lor -. ldg;
Korvt, Elliot, and Martha Maria.« olson, for Boston,
tor New York.
Queen of the West, Rogers,
SAVANNAH—CM sth, sch Sea Foam, Orillia, lor
Brunswick, Oa.
CHAULESTON-Ar 9th, brig Ersdonla, Howes,

COFFIN

FOYE,

(

Surf Swaetland. Philadelphia.
BA LTIMOR K—CM 13th, sch Sarali E
Nickerson. Calais.
__

PHILADELPHIA—CM 11th,

brig W

and

York;

fw Boston:

Nightingale,
m

A

Dresser.

Hatch, Boston; sch C Fattauzil, Wooster, for Provkteiice.
NEW

YORK-Ar 13th. ship Sanil Russell. Lucas.
Yokohama Nov2: brigs Samson. Davla, Palermo;
Navarino. ttlles. Mobile; Mansauilla, Magnne. Barilla River, Oa; sch Conneaut, Sawyer, Jacksonville.
CM 13th, I rig J B Campbell, (far) Anderson. Portland, to load lor Port au Prince.
Ar 14th. barques Sunshine, from Bonleaui; Mary
C Dyer, from Apalachicola; brigs BenJ Delano, Coleman, Uaivestcn: H C Brooks, do: flilmer Meredltli,
Malanzas: John Bernard, Havana; Charles Heath,
Dix, Portland; schs Agate, from Ponce; Julia Crawford, Buckler, Matagorda Bay; B D Pitta, Jones,
Providence for Lliza'ethport.
CM 14th. barque Enrique, (Br) Circuit. Havana;
brig J Leighton, Brow n. Demerara.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 13th, brig Richmond, Powers, from Mobile; schs Delaware,Bishop, from PhilaMary Ann, Bryant, from ElUabcthpurt.

delphia;

8WAN, AGENTS,

23 Exchange Street,
Feb 16—dlw

large crowd.
While the first piece

was

being performed,

and the young ladies were kneeling around
the “AJtar of our Country,” the skirts of the
dress of one them took fire from the foot

lights, and blazed up her back. The cry of
fire was raised, and quick as thought Mr. Albert H. Waite sprung from the floor to the
stage, and instantly extinguished the flames.
Soon all was quiet again, and the young ladies finished their performance as if nothing
had happened out of the common course. On
the whole, this society has reason to be perfectly satisfied with their success, and certainly the people were well pleased.

PORTLAND. ME.

In coneequence of the Montreal train having
got stuck in a snow snow bank at Coaticook,

yesterday, the Burgees, Prendergast, Hagbet
and La Hue Troupe did not arrive to perform
last evening. They will be on hand to-night,
however, witji their budget of fun and nr<ro
eccentricities.
Be on hand early at 1 leering
Hall to-night, if you export a seat tor the B.
r.HAL The boys draw like a teem of elephants.
Iwmtraxce.—Tt will be noticed by sdver
tiaeroent that Mans*. foye, t iffin and Swan
__

appointed Agents for that uU and
sound Insurance Office, the .Kina, of flirt
ford, the agency of which for a long period of
hands of the late foment* I
years was In the
It fo one of the
Hun. James C. Churchill.
moat reliable offices in the Union.

have been

State Normal School*

Inst,
JACKSONVlLLE-lnportlst
«hs Omlle,

fth, brigs JII
ounce,
liyTll.MINOTON—CMOmaha,
Mobinson, New

A

Casco Street Cuurcr Fair and Levee.
This came off last evening at City Ilall, and
drew a full house. The whole affair was well
arranged, and carried out in admirable style.
The tableaux were excellent, and the music
from Chandler’s Band enlivened the occasion.
The tables in the hall were filled with ftincy
articles, and loaded with cake. The supper
was all that could be expected, and drew a

The Great Minstrel Troupe To-.Vioiit

$173,867,320

risk, estimated

D. Paine

Singing of the Class Ode.
Addrone by the Principal and Boy. Mr. Burgess.
Conferring oi Diplomas.
Awarding of Medals.
Ankl Lang Syne.
The Brown Medals were awarded to Misses
Agnes M. Lord, Kate Fuller, and Caroline A.
Woodman.

French Felons.
How Criminals

8. MrCohb

Haste Not. licet Not..C. A. Woodmen

Tale of tho Alps in Winter.

How I Made

pro-

The Sunbeam*. E. II. Rank*
Finis Coronat Ope*.Kale Fuller
Peasant (Jula Voaae Vin<1cnsur .K. F. Farley
Proverb*.L. C. Andrew*

The Family Picture,
The

class was

by
graduating class, the programing of whk-h

The contents for this week are.

A

graduating

that has gone from that institution.
In the afternoon there was an exhibition
was as

Beady !

The

nounced eqnal, if not superior, to any class

the

THE NUMBER FOB

Feb. 17 Now

discharged.

oner.

Of Popular Literature,

A Sketch of Men and Things about Cincinnati.

Barque Sarah B Hale, Hutchinson, Cardonas—
Phiuncy & Jackson.
Brig Unionist, (Br) Smith, London—H T Machin.
Sell Eoho, (Br) Dunham, St John NB—T Paddock.
J Porloons, and J Koazer.
Sell W It Genn, Parker, New York—E Freeman.
Sell Citizen, Upton, Boston—Thos Asencio A Co.
SAILED—Barquo Acacia; brigs Martha A Berry,
Clara M Goodrich, Delmont Locke, and Alpha; sobs
Windward, and Ruth H Baker.

on

S. C. Strout.

B. D. Verrill, Esq., appeared for the pris-

48 PAGES 1

43 PAGES,

11

PORTLAND.

Thursday, February It.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
Sell Orion, Kalloch, Rockland for Boston.

Havana

iiall.

ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

nished the sureties and was

—OF—

Conclusion.

OF

NOTICE COLUMN.

The “Daily Press” Printing OlHce.

—

PORT

day.

New Advertisements To-Day

term of the

DATE.

Africa.Boston.Liverpool.Feb
City of Manchester New York. .Liverlool.Feb
Eagle.New York. .Havana.Feb

-.-

VICINITY.

wHT* Advertisers will benc.it themselves, as well as
accommotlate us, by sending in their advertisements

sum

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
FOR

1866.

Judge was inclined to believe his story rather
than that set up by the prisoner, and he ordered him to recognize, with sureties, in the

For Ten Cents

died.

FROM

■—

Harris attempted, by means of his family
to prove an alibi.
But Webster swore positively that Harris was the robber, and lisa

New Advertisements.

Feb

NAME

AND

■

and Harris was arrested.

15, by Rev Geo Leon Walker,
Lincoln
Meserve and Miss Charlotte A Worcester,
both ot Portland.
In Buxton, Feb 14, by Rev Mr Richards, Geo W

city,
R

PORTLAND

ton.
Ar at

Kong (and

_MARRIED.
In this

Friday Morning, February 16,

^ ® Boynton, llylor, for New Orleans;
PUot* Sprague, for Rockland; Laconia, Proctor,

Eles,

Boston Stock List#
Sales at tiie Brokers Board, Feb 15.
American Gold.i. 137,
lot
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,
United States 7 3-10tlis Loan, 1st series. 99
do
small. 99
do
2d series. 99
do
3d senes. 99
United States Five-twenties, 1862. 103
Portland City Sixes,. 92
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds. 74
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens. 24
Vermont Central First Mortgage Bonds. 83
Vermont Central 2d Mortgage Bonds. 25
Boston and Maine Railroad. 118|

Cyclone,

ed the

Box 50 cents, postage 0 cents. For sale by all Druggists and Apothecaries, or Patent Medicine Dealers.
Imported and manufactured solely by the SYLVAN ORIENT COMPANY. 151 Washington St.,
(opposite the Ok! South Church,) Boston, Mass.

by

Portland, and by all Druggists.

Potter’s Fast Machine Job Presses;

dividuals indirectly contributing their part to
the production of the smallest leaf of printed

SPECIAL NOTICES.

SIC MERIT.
It will not soil the finest fabric.
Is neat, clean, and highly perfumed.
It will positively restore the whitest or grayest hair
to its origual color.
Will purify the head from humors and dandruff.
As a dressing is bewitchingly desirable.
Everv bottle is warranted or money refunded.
TEBBETTS BROTHERS, Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.
Sold
W. W. WHIPPLE and W. F. PHILLIPS,

«

ten—from the most celebrated makers.
We have in constant use one of

Also

Tibbetta* Physiological Hair Regenerator. This article is unequallod in INTRIN-

Prices— Beet

THE

New

Portland, Jan. 23d, 1866.
I have used JOHNSON'S REPRODUCTOR for
ten weeks and have strictly followed the directions
contained in his circular, and I now have a fine
growth of hair where I was entirely bald.
I Lave no hesitation in recommending it to any
one who may have occasion to use it.
J. M. MULLALY.
Jan 30—BNdtf

Vermont.295

CAN BE CUBED by going down to No. 15 Middle Street, and getting a Bottle of

paper.

sea-

‘Remember the No., 96 Middle Street, OPPOSITE CASCO BANK.
fd4sxd2w

25 Gem Arabrotypes, 50 cents.

JUST

and Gentlemen arc invited to call at
Street, and look at Speci-

SC Middle

mens.

25 Tin-Type* for 50 cent*.

jaltSHdtf

Ladies

BURNHAM'S,

LOOK ! /

-AT

J. U. P. BURNHAM lias returned to liis Rooms,
Middle Street, where he is ready to wait upAll kinds of pictures
on his friends and the public.
taken, including Tin-Types, Ambrotypes, Cards,

freckles.

S !

Turin to Florence, where at the present moment sixty-lbur serials exist, giviug employment to about fifteen hundred persons in the
printing houses' only, without counting the in-

developed

the feasibility of raising
cotton and tobacco in Southern Illinois, and
that large crops of both these products will be
son

LOOK !

Notice.

Vignettes, large Photographs,old pictures copied and
enlarged to any size, finished plain or in color.
Also, the PORCELAIN PICTURE; this is the
most beautiful picture yet seen—does not show

OF PORTLAND.

—When the body of King Leopold of Bel
was on exhibition after his death, his face
was painted and enamelled to improve its ap*

colored Ace.

is

Old 13th, schs Giraflc, Joy, ElizabetLport; Globe,

No. 96

N^TYPE

T I

FOREIGN MIOEI.IiANY.

in relation to which its knowledge is not perfect,
one of them being the inveteracy of its opposition to everything like perfect justice to the

Follow the Three

BURGESS, FOBES St CO.,
Genebal Agents,
80 Commercial Street, ( Thomas Block,)
dec27dtfs n
Portland, Me.

of the Al-

type-setting machines to the great international exhibition in Paris. It will, without
doubt attract more attention than any other

of newspaper, and also about the same
amount of hook paper.
E^“The Bangor Times would like to know
when and where President Lincoln suggested
coupling universal suffrage with universal amnesty. If the Times had read Mr. Lincoln’s

man

Use CHARLES’ LINIMENT.

Photograph

tions strictly and we warrant a cure.
For sale, Wholesale and Retail, by

We
one

den

reams

had to be amputated. The young
fortable and doing well.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Chilblains Can Be Cured!

that

yet seen anything so perfect in its'way as porkS. W. S.
packing in Chicago.
Chicago, Feb. 8, 1866.

in the

NOTICES.

from

it to the store house.
You see a hog taken from the hooks and
laid upon the bench to be cut up, and before
you have time to think the same hog is headed up in a barrel and rolled away.
1 am more or less
acquainted with every
large city except New Orleans in the United
States, and I am free to say that I have not

ceived his

SPECIAL

missionary

'«"

■■

■

pected but very pleasant part of the exercises
love
was the singing of “Z live for those that

Farmington,

Ponusn, Feb. IS.

Mr.

Spring Session wDl begin Msrcb T, under the
direction of
Mr. GEORGE M. GAGE. Principal.
EDWARD BAI.LABD,
>ehn.Js.
Superintendent of Comioon
MtBttwW
Brunswick. Feb W, 1*65.

THE

Wanted.
rn'RNISHED ROOM' In

F

s

central locality, sullaa private

Physician. Thefirst It.sir ol
1,1, for
bouse pretorrtsl. CGI upia.* eddrara
a

Internallenal House. Portlead.
Feb if—dit‘

Help

Wanted.

GIRL well recommended, who ran cook ami do
three persona
general housework in n Mindy of
An American preferred.
Apply in iwison at the
SU.
house south-east cor. Pine and Lewis
Feb

A

16—dtf___
Wanted.
In New
t»4f P^y*

Iq^very OmuU
ami

AGENTS
»t**iu]y employment
Apply

England)—

or addroaa
_ri ,,,
WARREN & MORTON. ®4 Ml< <!>***•»

to

fed!6*lw

—

Wrtlimcl, Marne.

Mu. Todd :—Dear Sir:—I had been sick
with the lever sad my hair waa coming oat by
hands ftdl; I thought I should loose It *11, and
1 must say that I had bat Hule fofth that any
preparation for the hair would prevent Its foiling off. I waa injured to try your HanffiMfoa
Balm, and to my surprise, in a few day’s apIdying the Uahn. my hair stopped coming out
and I can eheerftdly recommend it to the pubWith Respect,
lic.
Joseph £, Buy amt.
“One Pbicb.”—Just look at the advert! |
ment of Messrs. Eldon A Whttman, and then
nail at No. 5 Free Street Block and see wh.it
bttrgaius they offer to purchasers of dry goods.

INkw Good*.—Messrs. Vickery A Bowen,
No. 2 Free Street Block, have just mode additions to their stock of dry goods, and they of

tef

them at

bargains.

■■

1

'■■■

___■■
Washington.
Washington, Feb. 15.
The bill reported to the House to-day front
the Post Office Committee, authorizing the
Postmaster General to sell postage stamped
or letters at the valfor

Augusta, Feb. 14.
SENATK

On motion of Air. Boynton, the report (from
the House) against passing a resolve relative
to the punishment oi' traitors, was laid upon
the table
Mr. Weld reported reference to Use next
Legislature of petition for annexing town uf
Auburn to city of Lewiston.
Mr. Perkins offered the following:
Ordered, That the Investigating Committee
he directed to report on or before Saturday
the 17th inst.
Air. Woodman explained that the committee were doing all they could and did not wish
to be compelled to report on a particular day.
Mr. Bead offered an amendment to the or-

der, providing (hat the committee should repot t on Saturday, if consistent with the progress of tlie investigation, and the object of the
committee.
The amendment

was adopted, 13 to 8.
Air. Porter inquired of the chairman of the
committee (Mr. Woodman), when the committee would probably report, if the order requiring a report, should not pass.
Air. Woodman stated that another meeting
or two would be required, before the committee could positively determine that point. It
was to be hoped that definite action in reference to a report could be determined
upon,
alter next Tuesday.
The order passed as

amended.
Passed to be enacted—An act to incorporate
the Richmond Alanufaetcry and Boot and Shoe

Company.

Mr. Pierce called up hi I

act to enlarge
the powers of the Portland and Rochester
Railroad Company, and for other purposes,
and it was passed to be engrossed.
an

Adjourned.

HOUSE.

Pa}son of Westbrook, offered resolves
relating to the restoration of the lately insurMr.

gent States, which he asked to have laid upon

.

the table and printed.
Mr. Jones inquired if the reception of the
resolves was in order, after the vote passed by
a concurrent vote of the two Houses.
Mr. Shepley said that the minority in this
House is very small, and for one he was in favor of any motion that would
give to that minority an opportunity to express its views.—
The resolutions ottered by the gentleman from
Westbrook may be offered as a modification
or substitute lor the resolves reported
by the
Committee on Federal Relations, so that the
proposition of the mover will consume no
time. He was opposed to cheeking tire debate
op. this subject; lie was ready to meet the
arguments of the minority, and liojred no obstacle
in the way of the fuil presentation of their
views would be raised.
He moved therefore
that the rules be suspended that the motion
of the gentleman may be entertained.
Mr. l’aysou said that he rose chiefly to thank
the gentleman from Portland (Air.
for Iris kindness, but also to state that lie was
partially led into the error, ii there were any
error, of ottering this resolve, by the announcement of the Speaker that it was in order.
The rule whs suspended, the resolves received and laid on the table and ordered to be

Shepley)

printed.
Mr. Hathaway from the Committee on Education, reported leave to withdraw on petition
of the Trustees of Gorham
Seminary for aid
that they may gratuitously educate the chil-

dren ot disabled and diseased soldiers.
Air. Shepley moved that this
report be recommitted, with instructions to report some provision for tlie education of disabled and deceased
soldiers, and spoke in favor ot the motion. The
objection to the resolve which had caused the
committee to make this report, he understood
to be that this matter is local in
character, aud
under the care ofa single denomination. Ho
thought the State should adopt some general
policy to protect the children of our soldiers.
There is a proposition to erect a marble monument to the memory ol those who have fallen.
This would be a far more necessary and enduring monument, and one which will do as
much credit to the State. While
heartily hi
favor of the monument of marble, he was as
heartily in favor of the educational monument.
He therefore respectfully made the motion to
recommit with instructions.
Mr. Stevens of Augusta, took the same view
in remarks made by him.
The motion to recommit with
instructions,
was agreed to.
Mr. Bradbury of Hollis, offered the follow-

ing:
Ordered, That

he directed to

the Committed on Elections

inquire whether any person
claiming a seat in this House is disqualified
from holding office in this
Legislature, by reason of his having
accepted an office under the

Federal Government.
Mr. Woodman opposed the order.
He
it too late to send matters to a committee.
aicssrs. Bradbury, Wilson of
Thomaston,
and Woodman discussed the questiou involv-

ed in the order.
Mr. Foster ofBangor, moved that the order
he laid on the table.
Air. Garuesy said that the Committee on
Elections have as yet passed on the
right of
but two members, and there is
opportunity for
an y one to present
any facts he may have regarding the right of any member to a seat.
The order was laid on the table.
Bill to regulate the
measure, sale and inspection ot milk, was read the third time, and
tn motion of Air.
Paysou, laid on the table
and tomorrow assigned.
Bill additional to an act to
incorporate the
Portland and Forest Avenue Railroad Company, was lead the third time. Mr. Burleigh,ot South Berwick, ottered au amendment add-,
ing anew section, subjecting the property of
this company to the same laws
regarding taxation as other railroads in the State have imposed upon them. The amendment was
adopted, and on motion of Air. Alesser the hill
was laid on the table and ordered to be
printed.
Bill to increase the salaries of the Justices
of the Supreme Judicial Court was read
the
third time, aud on motion of Mr.
Brown, laid
on the table and to-morrow
afternoon as-

signed.

liill to

enlarge

the powers of the Portland
& Rochester Railroad Company, and for other
purposes, reported in the Senate, was twice
read and assigned.
Rill to amend the charter ol the
Androscoggin Land and Petroleum Company, was read
three tunes and passed to be
engrossed, under
a suspension of the rules.
Passed to be enacted—An act to
incorporate the Portland File
Company; an act to confer certain powers on the
city of Portland; an
act to make-valid the
doings of the town of
Maehias; an act respecting school district No.
in
5,
Watervllle; an act establishing tlie salaries of the Juage and Register of Probate of
Franklin County; an act additional to an act
to incorporate the Cumberland Bone
Company an act to authorize the Milford and Princeton Turnpike Company to build a
branch; an
act to incorporate the Bass Harbor Salt Marsh
Company; and act to Aid in the settlement and
disposal of the assets of banks alter the surrender of the charters; an act to
incorporate
the Watervillo Hotel Company; an act to increase the salary of the
Register of probate
for the county of Androscoggin; an act additional to increase the capital stock of the
Searsport Bank; an act to incorporate the
_

Madison Falls

Manufacturing Company; an
incorporate the Albion Manufacturing
Company; an act to extend an act entitled an
act to authorize the
City of Bangor to aid in
the construction of the
European and North
American Railway; an act to extend the
provisions of an act to
incorporate the Somerset
KailT-ond Company; an act to
incorporate the
Wmtlirop Petroleum Company; an act authorizing tlieCouiity Commissioners of Kennebec County to rebuild or
repair a bridge over
Sebasticook livei in Clinton
Gnre; an" act to
incorporate the Swan Creek Union Oil and
Mining Company; an act to incorporate the
West Virginia and Pennsylvania Land and
Mining Company.
Finally passed—Resolve in favor of Joseph
L. Orouo; resolve in favor of Edward E.
Sbedd; resolve in favor of Sawpiel Gabriel; resolve authorizing the Laud Agent to convey
act to

certain lands to JI. S. Drummond and David
Fuller; resolVe in favor of Pool Sockis; resolve
abating the State tax of Starks and assessing
the same upon the town of
Mercer; resolve to
provide for the payment of expenses incurred
by the .Committee on alleged frauds in the
matter of
enlistments; resolve in favor of Wm.
i itzgerald.

TO THU DAILY PRESS.
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Washington,

Feb. IB.

SENATE.

A protest of the colored
delegation which
recently waited on the President, against the
passage of the pending Constilutiohal amendment, was presented.
The Military bill was taken up and read.

The Constitutional amendment was then
taken up.
Mr. Williams, of Oregcn, took the floor and
spoke in favor of the amendment.
Mr, Hendricks got the floor, but was not
prepared to speak to-day.
The hill to prevent and punish kidnapping
was

passed.

The bill to relinquish the title of the United Stales to certain lands within the city limits ot San Francisco, was passedTUe Senate went into Executive Session.

Adjourned.
HOUSE.

A bill was reported from the Committee on
Appropriations, providing appropriations for

the Post Office for 1SC7.
The bill relative to the sale of
in the South was postponed.

newspapers
and
ue of the stamps impressed upon them,
of postallows dead letters to be returned flee
the
age and prepaid letters to he foawarded «t
to another
request of the person addressed
and also
post office without additional charge,
letlers endorsed to be returned to the writer
shall be free of postage on the return. It also
authorizes the transportation of mails by sailin" vessels, to and from Ibreign ports, at a cost

envelopes

------##►»---

postage stamps

The miscellaneous appropriation bills,which
failed last session, were then considered.
The bill amendatory of the postal law3 was
reported from the Post Office Committee, and

postponed two weeks.
An appropriation of $40,000 was passed for
repairs to the President’s Mansion, with an
amendment providing for the removal of the
fence in the hall of the House of Representatives, and the removal of hucktsers from the

not exceeding sea postage. The mode of advertising letters i3 left with the Postmaster
General. The money order fees are made 10
cents on $30, 25 cents on $10, and 30 cents on
$50 dollars. The order shall be good for one

year.

Among

sume

nominations:
Isaac N. Arnold, Auditor of the Treasury,
for the Post Office Department; Henry 0.
Yandyca, tor Assistant United States Treasurer at New York; J. S. Graham, for Assistant Register of the Treasury at Philadelphia;
N. B. Brown, lor Assistant Treasurer at the
Mint; Daniel C. Whitman for Deputy Comufissioner of Internal Revenue; W. E. Chandler and J. C. Hartley for Assistant Secretaries ot the Treasury; E. A. Rollins, Commissioner ol Internal Revenue..
The following to he Collectors of Customs—
Edward Prentiss, of New London, Conn.,
Setli M. Macy, of Newport, Win. Stanley, of
Marblehead, .lames Bradv, Fall River, S. C.
Booth. Fairhaven, Mass., Washington Long,
of Passamaquoddy, Maine, Allred Macy, of
Nantucket, Lawrence Grinned, of New Bedford, Mass., Charles Anthony, of Providence,
R. I., Hannibal Hamlin, of Boston, Mass..
John Yinson, of Edgartown, Thomas Spring,
of Plymouth, J. S. Putnam, of York, Me.,
Owen B. Cliadbourne, of Saco, Me., Thomas
Harmon, of Belfast, Me., William Clapp, of
Burlington, Vt., Edward J. S. Neallev, of
Bath, Me., G. Foote, of Wiseasset, W. It. Wingate, of Bangor, J. F. Babcock, of New Haven, E. P. Currier, of Ncwburyport, O. Attley,
of Middletown, S. W. Devereaux, of Penobscot, and J. L. Boggs.
To be Surveyors of Customs—Reuben Daniels, of Ipswich, Charles J. Talbot, of Portland, A. B. Underwood, of Boston.
To be Naval Otiicers—Daniel W. Gooch, of
Boston, George L. Colby, of Newport.
To be Post Masters—John W. Cummings,
of Ware, Mass., Levi Smith, of Watertown,
•
Mass.

M.,

EVENING SESSION.

Messrs. Newell, Strousc and Defress, made
speeches on Reconstruction, after which the

llouee adjourned.

Three Days Later

from Europe
New Yoke, Feb. 15.

The steamship Bremen, from Bremen via

Southampton, arrived at 10.15 A. M. Her
dates are to Jan. 81.
The steamship Moravian arrived out on the
30th.

The steamships Canada from Boston, and
Edinburg from New York, arrived out on the

29th.

The William Casey, from New York for
Liverpool, was abandoned at sea Dec. 26.—
Crew saved.
The Cambria, of

Glasgow, from New York
with corn, was abandoned in lat. 40 N., ion.
08 W., witii pumps checked and cargo having
shifted during a gale. The master and sixteen
men landed at Barbadoes Dee. 28Tlie steamer Canada arrived out on the 27th,
and the Wyoming and Monarch of the Sea on
the 28th uit,
The Haversham, from New York for Adelaide, was spoken Dec. 3, lat. 5 N., Ion. 29 W.
The mates and seamen of the ltoscoe, from
New Orleans for Liverpool, arrived at Islay
and-report the ship fast breaking up. Most of
the cargo saved.
The Sunday Gazette says the first reading
of the reform bill will not be moved before
Easter, and more probably not before the reassembling of the House after the holidays.
Government has issued another proclama-

Hold and

the

enthusiastically

have assented to the

bill in the Senate in favor of

Pope’s temporal

power.

The

Spanish

Minister and Consul to Peru have returned to
St. Nizaire.
Intelligence from Lima announces that diplomatic relations are interrupted between
Spain and Peru.
Several vessels bearing Chilian colors had
appeared off Valencia pursuing the Spanish

shipping. They are supposed to be pirates
under cover of the Chilian flag.
The Norway Chamber has rejected by a majority of two an amendment to the Constitution proposing annual Parliaments.

making an appropriation in aid ol
the construction of the
Milford and Princeton
came
Turnpike
up on its final passage.
Mr. Dodge of Oxford,called for
the previous
question, the House seconded the call and
the inam question was ordered to
be put
On motion of Mr. Otis the
yeas and navs
were ordered on the final
passage of the re
solve.
_

The question being taken was decided in
the affirmative by yeas 74, nays 48.
the resolve was finally passed.
Mr. O ranger moved a reconsideration of the
vole finally passing the resolve.
.Mr. Otis moved that that motion be laid on
the table.
Doth motions were lost. Adjourned.

Ouachita River at Monroe is quite low.

Cotton continued to come in there and at
Trenton: also at Shreveport
The Vicksburg and Shreveport Railroad had
heen sold by the sheriff at Monroe, under a
mortgage. It was bought for $50,000 by a
company composed of contractors, to whom
large debts were due, and to whom were joined a number of old stockholders.
The road
will be put hi running order immediately
from,
Vicksburg to Monroe.
The railroad from Shreveport to Marshall,
Texas, will soon be finished.
The G ovemor to-day vetoed the Parochial
Election bill, on the ground that sufficient notice lor the election had not been given.
Havana dates of the 9th state that the
steamer Louisiana had arrived from France,
en route to Vera Cruz.
She had on board a
special Commissioner from Napoleon to Maximillian on important business.
She also had on hoard a Belgian
General,
who will inform Maxim illian of the accession
of Leopold II to the Belgian throne.
Dates from the City of Mexico to the 27th
of January are received.
The Imperialists liad gained a great success
in the surrender to them of Kapantla by the
Libera) Generals Murios and Alaloe. The city
after the surrender acknowledged the authority of the Empire. The principal officers are
to go abroad if they wish.
From Mazatlan and Sinaloa the news is unfavorable to the Imperialists. The Liberal
General Crona holds all the mountain passes
and the Imperialists are in too small force to
torce them.
The Liberals have been defeated and driven

Co.,

Free Street

&

York.
The steamer Moses Taylor sailed for San

Juan to-day.
A Portland, Oregon,
dispatch savs the
steamer Pacific had sailed for this port with
$140,000 in treasure.
Navigation is not yet open to Dallas and

Uuadilla.
The merchants of this city held

Block, being determined to
reduce their stock, prior to removing to Lancaster Hall, will offer great bargains in their
iue tor a few days.

The Committee on Courts in the House of
Delegates to whom was referred the resolution
requesting Senator Underwood to resign, reported a substitute to-day, declaring his efforts to procure the overthrow of the State
government, wholly inconsistent with the duties of his position, and meets with
unqualified reprobation. No action was taken.
The House decided to-day that the Adjutant General heretofore appointed by the
Governor, should be elected by the General

Assembly.

Jeno Burnham,

Theatre.—It will be noticed by advertisement, that the Company of the Boston Theatre will visit this city, and
perform in Deering

Mali every evening next week.

Cincinnati, Feb. 15.
To-day is the coldest day of the season.—
The mercury at 8 A. M. stood gt zero.
Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 15.
The worst storm this season commenced last
night, and continued to-day. The weather is
The mercury
very cold with drifting snow.
stands at C aboVe.
Nashville, Feb. 14.
The river is at a stand. There is seven feet
of
on
the
shoals.
The weather is very
w^ter
cold.

St. Lours, Mo., Feb. 15.
„,/'o°ut four inches of snow fell last night.—
ibe
mercury this morning is 10 above.
A heavy storm
prevails in Kansas and other

points west.

The mercury at
Lawrence at
morning was 10 below.

*nd Now York Railroad hill
morning by a vote of 81
Su t was received
with great ap-

'IUSuillU

daylight this

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS,

N. J F*»l»
Assembly late last
ed a bid ratifying the lease of tl„. night passMorrisand
Essex Railroad to tlie Great
Western Rail-

Nashville, Tenn., Feb. 15.
Gen. Sweeney and Col. Hoberts arrived here
last night from Louisville. '1 hey were sere*
naded during the evening by a band of
music
To-night they address tlieFcDian Brotherhood"
at the old Theatre. Preparations are bein'*

Monroe.

made to extend to them an enthusiastic
tioii. Tlie proceeds of the sale of tickets is to
be applied to the purchase of arms.
To-day has been the coldest of the season.
The river is rising.

recep5-

Fortress Monroe, Feb. 14.
The schooner J. H. Cater, ol Norfolk was
the

|

Received

And

opening

now

THE BOSTON

by the Mercer frauds for an injunction
against the owners of the steamship Continental. Messrs. Buck and Chittenden, the
counsel, will take further steps 1'or their reers

lief.

DRAMATIC COMPANY,
Streets of New York!
The vivid pictures of the

complete assortment of

BROWN

AND

Linen Damasks,
Brown and Bleached
In all qualities

Tho Popular Young Actor and Boston

and sizer.

HUCKS

DIAPERS,

Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 15.
A Convention of the Soldiers of Indiana
held to-day, and permanently organized
the Indiana State Soldiers’ Association, with
Nathan Kimball as President.
Resolutions favoring equality of bounties,
and the establishment of a home for soldiers
and sailors in Indiana, were adopted.
The weather is very cold. The thermometer is 10>) below zero.
was

Arrival of War Steamers.
New York, Feb. 15.
The Spanish steam frigate Isabel La CatoliSbe sailed in
ca has arrived from Havana.
company with the Spanish frigate Carmere,
also for this port.
Financial.
York. Feb. 14.
The Commercial's monoy article says stock have
taken another upward bound. At the xn ruing
board there was a decided preponderance of buyers,
and the list
throughout showed more strength than
for Borne days. The improvement appears to be due
to some extent, to purchases to cover short contracts,
but apart from this there is an improvement due to

by tho yard; AMERICAN

NAPKINS and DOYLIES, in common, Medium*
and superfine qualities.

was

Tablings!
Piano Covers.

In all g.ades from those Heavy American Quilts to
the finest FOREIGN GOODS.
—

T-8, 4-4, 9-8, 5-4, 9-4 anal 10-4

Bleached and Brown Cottons!
Bought before the

{mrchases

df7$

sterling, and francs

are

Lowest

MANCHESTER MARKET.
The Manchester
market was quiet and steady.
LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFFS MARKET, Jan.
31.—Flour very dull and Cd lower. Wheat quiet and
steady. Corn easier and 3d lower: mixed 28s 9d (a)
—

Embraces PLAIN, PLAID and STRIPED CAMBIOS and NAINSOOKS, Plain and Figured
MUSLINS, TARLETANS, White and
Chintz Marseilles,—small figured,
STRIPED and BROCADE

One

Price!

J>ress

at

and

LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, Jan. 31.
Beef steady. Bacon firm. Butter tend downward.
Lard tends upward; quoted at 67s. Tallow dull.
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET, Jan. 31.—
Aslies quiet and
steady. Sugar dull. Coffee steady.
Rosin inactive. Spirits Turpentine no sales. Petroleum steady; refined at2s 3d @ 2s 6<1.
LONDON MONEY MARKET, Jan. 3L-Consols
closed at 8G£ @ 87 lor money.
AMERICAN SECURITIES.—U. S. 5-20s 66 @ 66j.
Erie Shares 56i @ 56b Illinois Central Shares 75j
751.

One

at 28 37
«

ONLY.

ELDEN&WHITMAN,

for

148 and 150!

February!

Wants to

Buy !!!

Have Gome Back
—

15.

at

Again I

—

Flour—dull.
Wheat—active and 1 @ 2c higher; sales at 1174 G5>
120 for No. 1, and 80 @ 82 for No. 2.
Corn—dull at 32 @ 32,1 for rejected.
Oats—dull at 22 @ 224 for No. 1.
High Wines—dull at 2 15.
Mess Pork at 2G 00.

148 & 150 Middle St
Remember

Every Day,

Remember Every Afternoon,

Cincinnati Markets.

Remember

Cincinnati, Feb. 15.

Wheat—unchanged.
Hogs—dull and nominal.

FOR THE NEXT THREE DAYS

Provisions—Mess Pork at 28 50.
Lard—sales at 17jjc.
Bacon—in moderate demand.

WE WILL SELL

Havana Markets.
the 9th

are

at74@7$.

Havana, Feb. 14.
received. Sugar—sales

Coffee—sales at 16 @ 16$.
Exchange on New York 25 @ 26 percent, discount;
on London ?64 @ 16$ per cent,
premium.
1Vashville Cotton

Market.

Nashville, Feb. 15.

Markets.
New York, Feb. 15.

O
Second
Board.—Stocks strong.
Amei ican Gold.
U nited States

1374

5-20.1031

United States coupon Sixes. 1881.....
1044
Treasury 7 3-10..Y.
9»I
United States one year Certificates, (now issue).. .9»I
Missouri Sixes.
774
..

Canton

Company..!'..*.!*.**!*.444

Cumberland Coal Co..
454
New York Central.'. Y.\..

Reaibng.

****"’.

Michigan Central.

1034

Michigan Southern
..7()3
Clevc'andand Pittsburg..
..8ll
Chicago and North Western... 28^
..

108*
sland.10C|

Cleveland and Toledo.
Chicago and Rock i

SPLENDID UNFINISHED

HOTEL,

On Middle, Willow an^i Silver Sts*,
in the City ot
Maine, belonging in part to
the Estate of Hon. JOHN M. WOOD, and ln|part to
the undersigned, is offered for sale and can be purchased at a GREAT BARGAIN.
It occupies about nineteen thousand square feet ot
land, with an aggregate frontage of live hundred and
seventy-five feet. It is Five Stories High* and contains about two hundred and fif teen apartments f%.r
the use of guests, besides tour capacious stores,and all
the most approved modern conveniences for a FIRST

CLASS HOTEL.

It was designed by Wm, Washbtjkn, Esq., Architect, of Boston.
Its arrangements for Hotel purposes are pronounced by competent judges lo be fully equal to those of
any Hotel in the country. Its construction is most
thorough in ali respects; the basement and first
stories being quite tire-proof, and all other part;
nearly so.
Its original estimated cost was $177,000, exclusive
ot the land; ot this sum about $140,000 have been
expended to bring it to its present stage of progress,
and it is beUeved that notwithstanding the present
enhanced prices, it can be completed for occupancy
for $75,000, according to the original plans.

The sale will include all the interest, which the
subscriber has in the same property, in his individual capacity, so that the purchaser will acquire the
entire estate. Title to be made satisfactory.
For terms of sale and other particulars, inquire ot
JOSEPH 1LSLEY. Administrator.
Jan. 31,1866.
feldtf

Knit Goods, Knit Goods!
doz. Breakfast Shawls,

$1.25

Forjper price, $2.00

doz. Breakfast Shawls,
Former price, $5.00
doz. Breakfhst Shawls,
Former price, $8.00
20 doz. Soul age,
Former price, $1.25
14 doz. Sontags, hand made,
Former price, $2.00
12 doz. Hoods,
Former price, $1.00
15 doz. Hoods,
Former price, $1.25
20 doz. Hoods,
Former price, $1,60
10

lot

of

DeLaines and Ginghams,
Fine, Medium and Heavy Brown and Bleached

A

75
1.25
45

NEW LINE

Spring

Wear.

BEAUTIFUL STYLES

Prints,

15 to 25 Cents.

White ALL WOOL FLANNEL 35 Cents.
A few morj of those all Linen Army Sheets for
1.40. Pillow Slips 36 cts.
A complete an<l g ncral assortment of HOUSEKEEPING GOODS at the lowest market prices.
ISO Middle Street.
EASTMAN BROTHERS.
fcl4dtf
a

75
95

PRICE

CURRENT
-FOR-

Ofp the Track.—A merchandise train,
yesterday afternoon, in backing down to
Smith’s Wharf, got off the track and smashed
through a building, scattering debris in every

QUESTION—Who Reduced the prlco of

Hoop

direction.

Portland Council, No. l, U. L. of
A.,

will hold their next

ening, Feb. 17th,
P^6-

meeting

on

Saturday ev-

at 7 1-2 o’clock1 at the usual

Pee Order.

Get a package of the celebrated Hasheesh
Candy, at Crosmau & Co.’s Drug Store.

Dr.

E.

Hoop
Our Own

F.

RIPLEY,

20
30

HAVING

TO BE SOLD AT A BARGAIN.

STORE and STOCK FOR SALE.
store is two stories, (dwelling
overhead,! eUgihly situated on Lisbon Street near the Post OMioe
The stock consists of School Books, Stationery Fancy Goods, etc. Store and Stock * lb be sold together

The

will son the Stock and let the Store. The
above
offers a fare opportunity for a
young man with a
small capital. The store is now
doing a navinr
busi6
ness which
may easily he increased.
Inquire at
E. M. YATES. Bookstore
or

»»»

St” LeWi“Wn’

6

Skirts! India Rubber
in the
$1.00

Tapes, 3 inch,

1.50

CORSETS !
our own

importation.

Yankee Notional
Pins—American and Howe's, 5c per paper.
Needles—Milward's G-old Eve, 5c per paper.
Press Braids—10c piece.
Corset
Gents’

Clasps—sc piece.

Paper Collars—-25c per box.

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
Belts and Buckles, former price $1.00, ior 60 eta.
100
doz.
Bibbed Hose tor 22c per pair
each;
1
Si:^ All our Gloves *t Cost.

Man’s Rubber Over-Shoes, $1.20 par pair.
“
Women’s Rubber Over-Shoes, 1.00
“
.80
Miseee’ Rubber Over-Shoes,
“
Men’s Rubber Boots.
5.00
“
2 40
Women's Rubber Boots,
“
Misses’ Rubber Boots,
2.00
“
3.25
Boys’- Rubber Boots,
*'
2.50
Youths' RuV’or Boots,

Also Rubber Goods repaired in a neat and subtantial manner.
I3P* Don’t forget the number oi the new Rubber

StFeb l^-W,Thrs/l''^Sat,Tii,Th,SA,Ta, Tli,S. lot

500

CLOAKS,
AT

CLOAKS,

CLOAKS!

EXTREMELY LOW PRICES.

New stylo Embroidery
Sets, Sleeves and Collars, tor 3J..25 a sot. An invoice of New Style Buttons, just .received. MO boxes Palm Soap, 12 cakes
for J7 cents. 50 doz Har
Nets, at 10 cte each. 20
doz. Shirt Bosoms, all
linen, from 20 to 75 cents.Black Lace Veils B urn 16 cents to
$5.00.
100

Fitzgerald & Hods don return thanks to the citizs ns
Portland and vicinity, for their liberal patronage

of

uiepast year.

Wo will endeavor by close attention
tne wants of our
customers,.and a uniform courtesy to those who may favor us with their trade, te
merit as heretofore
yot r approbation and kind tavors.
Rcspectfull r,
FITZGl .RALi) & HODSDON,
to

I^Ooods

Emporium,

147 MIDDLE STREET.
ALL FIRST QUALITY.

Trade!
Topes, 3 inch,

Genuine French Woven, $1.75 and $2.00,

Stable,

sold.liis Livery Stock toH. L.
Tavl r &
Co., would most respectfully inform bis old
patrons and the public generally that he is now
giving
his whole attention to tho treatment of Horses
worses and
and
other <1 mesticated animals.
At his residence tu
Westbrook,
(across
Tukey’s
Bridge) may he round a good infirmary for the deeoromodation of those wlio may wish to have their
Horses under his immediate attention.
•P.' A“ orders loll at his Office, on Temple Street
will be promptly h-tended to.
Portland, dan. 16,1S66.
Iel5

6

HALL’S

Manufacture—Unequalled

CORSETS,

Veterinary Surgeon,
Office at H. L. TAYLOR & Co’s
Temple St., Portland, Me.

Hoops,
Hoops,

India Rubber Boots and Shoes,

Skirts ?

MS and 150 Middle St, Portland.
will)) e Marked in Plain Figures.

AT AUCTION!
Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, Robes,
Harnesses, &c..

O. H.
No. 8

OSGOOD,

PORTLAND, MAINS.
on

where

Carriages cau be stored and Horses boarded it
to or after the sale.
These sales will be
undercover, and held without
regard to weather.
BAILEY
& Co., Auctioneer*.
■p.
Dec
14—dtf

desired, previous

E. M. PATTEN,

fe7dtd

Ladies

an

HALL,

On Monday Evening, Feb. 19, ’66,

The proceeds to be devoted to a charitable purpose.
The committee will try to uiftlce it interesting to all
who may favot them with their patronage.
Doors open at
o’clock to commence at 7$ o'clock.
Admission 25 cents; Children 15 cental*
Feb 12-dlw*

“Always

AUCTIONEER,

18

Exchange

St

CHANCE.

This day, Thursday and Friday, I shall cloeo
out every lot of Linen and Woolen Goods.
Urea*
Good*, Blankets, Quilts, &c.t &c. No postponement.
Goods will not be re-packed. Weather fior or
foul,*
goods must be sold.
Sale at 10 A. M., and 2J P. M.
E* M* FATTEN.

Feb. 15—dtd

EDW’D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 18
Exchange St.
On SATURDAY, February 17th, at 10 A.
M., Beef,
Tobacco, Cigars, Spices, Coflee, Salaratus, Molasses
Tea, Pickles, Soap, Cream Tartar, Onions, Boots.
Ak0’ DryGood,>doffing, Ac.

CFebeifc2td*,

Geld, Silver and Kill-

canite base. Teeth extracted without paiu by the
Nitrous Oxide Gas, Ether or Chloroform. All opera-

tions warranted to give satisaction.
Aug 1ft, *86—eodis&wly

NOTICE.
rr?BOSE having any claim upon U. T, S. RICE, of
X Portland, Me., arc hereby requosted to present
the same on or belore the firvrt March iitfxt, to
S. L. CARDETON, ESQ., Attorney.
Feb 13—eodlw

X3t* II you are in want of any kind ol PH LNTINO
call at the Daily Press Office.

MEDICAL

174 MIDDLE STREET,

& Civic Ball!
Birth

NiglU,

HALL!

Tr<

F.

as.

F.

Hovey,

S.S. Burnham,
Fred. A. Drink water, Jr.
W. D. Clark.

L. E. Rice,

Fichett,

they

Electrician

staml

Saisy

ARRANGEMENTS:
Vice Pres. G. W. Pridhain,

L&ne,

C.

yearn we have been in this city, wo have cured some
ol thf worst forms of disease in persons who
have
tried other forms ol treatment in vain, and curin*
patients In so short a time tbatthe question is often
do
asked,
stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not
stay cured we will
doctor the second time without charge
Dr. D. has been a practical
(br twentvone years, and is also a regular graduated phvsiclaii
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neurahna
in
fie head, neck, or extremities; consumption % lien
lithe acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula bin
d senses, white
spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs
or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance,
deafness,
lerfng or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, imligesUjn, constipation and liver complaint, piles_we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of lemale

swellings,

February 22d, 1866.
COMMITTEE OF
Pres. Chas. E. Chase,
Sec. John \V. Lane,

United State. Hotel

the

be would

GRAND FIREMEN’S

Washington’s

DEMING,
Electrician

respecttulJy announce to tbe
WHERE
citizen* of Portland and vicinity, that he ha*
NO. I. permanently
located in thi* city. During the three

Will give their 4th Annual

On

N.

!M!edical

Ready.”

EX-AMERICA HOSE CO.,

Military

ELECTRICITY

W.

DR.

Nearly Opposite

complaints.

Electricity

By

The Rheumatic, the gouty, the laine and the lazy
leap with Joy, and move with the agility and elasticof youth; the heated brain is
ity
Floor Managers.
cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities rePres. Chas. E. Chase,
Vice Pres. G. W. Pridhain,
faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
moved;
Sec. J. W. Lane,
Treas. P. Hovey,
Strength; the blind made to sco, the deal to hear and
Claudius Lane,
S. S. Burnham.
the
palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ot
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature Hie
prevented; the calamities ot old age obviated and an
Susie
Chandler's Full Quadrille land.
active circulation maintained.
D. H. CHANDLER, Prompter.
LADIES
t
Who have cold hands and leet: weak stomachs, lamFloor Tickets 41.26.
BOcte.
Ti«Let»
Gallery
and weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dizziTickets to be had of the Committee ol Arrangeness ami swimming in the head, with
imligesl ion and
ments and at the door.
constipation of the bowels; pain in the side and back;
fiV'-Clothing Checked Free.
loucorrhoea, (or whites); fading ofthe womb with inFireman And Military are requested to appear in
ternal cancers; tumors,
uniform.
polypus, and all that long
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure means
Dancing to commence at 8 o'clock.
of cure.
For painful menstruation, too profuse
Feb. 16—d d
n menstruation, and all of
those long line of troubles
wlt1t> y';u“g ladies, Electricity Is a certain specific,
lODCOUB.]
time’ re®toro the sufferer to the

Ry

GREAT
-±T

•

FAIR

TIUP-

H-A.3L.L1

CITY

IN BEHALF OF THE

Portland

Aid

Freedmeu's

Association!

commencing

MONDAY,
To

Feb.

96th, 1866,

Public
Fair, to Commence on the 26th of February next,
to raise funds to be expended in supporting teachers
among the Frcedmeu of the South, and so far as
in supplying the present destitution among
necessary,
them of mod ana clothing, his been received in this

THE

city

proposition ol this Society

with

general approbation.

to

hold

men

TEETH 1 TEETH 1 TEETH 1
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without pain. Persons
having decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines lor sale
tor family use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate i> lew patients with board
end treatment at his house.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.; from
1
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 In the evening.
Consultation free.
novltt

a

ami

have promised their assistance and co-operation
to make the contemplated Fair worthy oi the noble
charity with which ft is connected, and a suitable exhibition oi Che liberal amt
spirit of
Portland and of the State of Maine. No pains will be
spared to make this Festival of Charity aft successor to those which in our sister cities aided, the Govthe war in preserving tb*health and
ernment
efficiency of outVictorious armies.
While the chief reliance for returns will be upon
the sale of articles useful and beautiful, it is expected that the rooms in whioh they are exhibited will be
made attractive to our citifcehs and visitors from the
adjoining towns and cities, who will be glad to meet
each other in common aympaUiy with a cause that
has moved the best instincts ol the popular heart.—
To add to these attractions it if
tli it the
evenings ol the Fair shall be devoted, in part, to entertainments ora character consonant to the public
taste, the particulars of which will bo from time to
time notilied.
All persons whose eyes shall meet this Circular are
most earnestly solicited to contribute to the interest
and success of the occasion. They can do this best
it their countenance anu presence, and imby
mediately, by themselves or in comftctlon with others, commence the preparation of articles for exhibition and sale. Any saleable articles will be accepted
and those ol prime use ol course will be prefered
Merchandise, wares, and manufactured goods of every description; all farm produce, such as grain, apples, iH'tatoes, and vegetables of all kinds win bo acsale. To families in the
ceptable, and meet a
city, as well as in the adioming towns, th© committee appeal with conildcnce for meats and poultry,
cooked or uncooked, milk and cream, eggs, cake,

philanthropic

during

giving

—

ready

pastry, bread, butter, cheese, and fruit, prepared or

otherwise.
it would much lighten the labors of the Committee,
who have the Fair iu preparation, if at a very early
day, they can receive a written reply indicating the
kinds ol articles for sale and for the refreshment tables they may bo allowed to expect from different
persons and places. Further information may be obtained on application to cither ol the undersigned
Executive Committee on Fair.
iCr'All articles intended for the Fair should be addressed “FUEEJDME2s *S EAJUt,City Building, Portland, care ol the Mayor."

Executive Committee on Fair.
Miss Harriet Howe, Alfred "Woodman,
F. E. Pray,
Mas. F. O. Libby,
M as. H, ft. Jose,
Jacob Me Lellan,
Mrs. Chas. Holden,
Jonas H. Peeley,
Mrs. L. X>. ^iepley,
N. A. Foster.
Portland, January 20th. 1866.
d&wtt

HOUSE KEEPING

GOODS !

nSToa 4

Temple St.,
AT

THE LOWEST PRICES

Fine 4-4,9*8, and 5-4 Bleachtd Cottons.
6-4,8-4, 9-4 and 10-4 Bleached Sheetings,

(Belt Motel.

10-4 Linen Sheetings.
White

English Quilts.

Table Linens.

Napkins and Doylies,
Pillow Linens.
Russia Crash.
»

;q' a

Scotch Huckabuck, for Towels.
Scotch Diaper,

flannels, Ticking, &c., (See,
Feb 10—d2wl»

Deering Block,
Congress Street,

JJAS jnst

from market with

returned

a

stock

tnll

DRY GOODS!
purchased at the LOW PRICES, anil will sell at tho
very LOWEST PRICES poasible. It would be advisable fur all who think of
buyiug any Dry Goods
soon, to call and look
show you bargains.

R.

through

M.

Has opened this
and Dark

day

bis

stock,

for he

fan

FROST,
the best assortment

of Light

AMERICAN PRINTS
city, and will sell them from 20 to 28 ctspr. yd

in the

P.

M.

FROST.

Will offer great Bargains in fine Brown
yard wida

COTTON, at 25 cents per yard.
--“♦♦♦——--.

T-

M.

FROST,

»» CLOAKS, CASSOCKS and
SACQUES,
H»f
wldcl.he will Bell at Bargains.
Prices from
to

$15;

$10
prices $18, >20 and $25. Any one In
of Garments, It will pay to look at them.

former

want

to 0RET
Pi°ASN>lhl?f
all wool, blU?'*in
tLANNKJj, thn
only 374 cts. per
fcl0di.w
yard-_
Ne\v
Goods I

TWILLPD
TWILLt-LD

lino of WHITE GOODS,
A FULL
good assortment of other
a

13 3R

together with

GOODS 1

NOW OFFERING CHEAP,

AT

copartnership
of

rrtHE
linn and

s.

BOWEN’S,
fel5d2w

» Free Street Block.

Dissolution of
X

&

VICKERY
Ifo.

Copartnership,

heretofore existing under the

style
N. BEALE

«C

CO.,

this day dissolred by mutual consent. The liability of the late Una will be fettled by cither party at
the old stand, No. 5 Commercial Wharf.
S. N. BEALE,
C. A. B. MORSE.
Feb 1,1866.
fe3d*wlm«

Is

Edwin A. Marrett,
Codman Bloch,

GOODS !

m."frost,

p.

wo-

men

DRY

vlgorof health110"

NEW

Contiuue One Week.

OFFERS FOR SALE

DENTIST,
Clapp’s Block, Market Square,

Artificial Teeth inserted

Every Saturday at 11 o’clock A. M„
Stable, comer Federal and Lime Sts..
For?,at

LAST

and Gentlemen of the Sumner
young
THE
Street Sabbath School, assisted by the Children,
will

CITY

shall sell

WE

designed

OF

WOOLEN GOODS, for
American

5.00

DAMASK and

TABLE COVERS—Every Variety.

3.00

10

new

Rich Dress Goods!

LINEN

10

entire

an

COTTONS!

PRICE LIST !

Horsey Carriages, Sleighs, &c.,

RUE, Manager.

Energetic, patriotic, and influential

All consignments, and must be sold—bring wbat
they will—give us a bid.

per cent of ihe purchase money
7 will be renHirrequired to be paid on the day ol tale.
HENRY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneer*,
xeb 7—dtd

TV O T I C E

Property

FOR SAFE!

Have just received

STACKS OF HOODS,
STACKS OF SONTAGS.

fSL?"

AUCTION!

EASTMAN BROTHERS

STACKS OP BREAKFAST SHAWLS,
STACKS OF CLOUDS,

and nominal.

Itm

TWENTY BRILLIANT STARS!
Led by the inimitable Cool Burgess, Archy Hughes,
Tom Penderga'd. and Paul Berger.
Gallery, 85 cts; PoftjuetSO cts.
Seats may be secured at the Box Office from
10 A. M. to 4 P. M. dailv.

forenoon.

Every Evening!

Feb’y ■'Util, at 3 o’clock I>. M., on
shall sell at public auction,-lb..
1°,d <0 tho «ty,-SIX WOODEN

'"““'•“Uuns, Ac to be removed
WlHf,tbev
by the lfftliof
March next. These Houses are aitua*
side of Brackott
adf N"rtl;
Easterly
Buck School House and known Blroet,
as T^ink-

The most perfect organization ev<*r outside of New
York. No stalejokes, but everything entirely new,
with a change ol periormance every evening.

Hale

Pursuant to License lrom the Court of Probate for
the County of Cumberland, the above property will
be offered for sale, at Public Auction, at the Merchants’ Exchange, in Portland, Maine, on Saturday,
the third day of March next, at eleven o’clock in the

*_

—

Houses at Auction.

ONtheTUESDAY,
premises,

MINSTRELS !

Three for H.

COMMITTEE.
JohnL. Shaw,
C. H. Sawyer,
J. C. Dennis,
Thos. McEwan,
A. D. Reeves,
G. M. Howe.
Feb 12—dtd

THAT

1866!!

Old Prices

Flour— unchanged.

’G6.

Portland,

Bill

Who

Lard—dull at 164.
Live Hogs—dull and lower.
Dressed Hogs—sales at 10 60 @ 10 75.
Receipts 4,000 bbls. of flour, 13,000 bushels of
wheat. 9,000 bushels of corn, 12,000 bushels oats.
2,200 live hogs.
Shipments-2,900 bbls. flour, 1,100 bushels wheat,
400 bushels corn, 4,700 bushels oats.

HALL,

MARBLE

148 and 150!

the Goods in said store, consisting of
Tea, Coffee
Molasses, Sugar, Spices, Wooden and Earthen Ware,
Brooms, Palis, &c.; Beef, Pork, Scales, Measures,
Ac., Ac.
HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
Feb 13—dtd

MUSIC BY CHANDLER’S QUADRILLE BAND.

ELD EX & WHITMAN.

o’clock A. M.. at
near the liend ot
Gould & Whittier,

Music, Recita’ions and Declamations.

cles.

15, I860—dtf

assortmentirV.

fel3dtf

I’rcen—and recently occupied by
all

To consist of

Valuable Hotel

genera!

with a
Inch must be sold to tho

joining^tlie
Ten

LANCASTER

MONEY, MONEY,MONEY,

Molasses—quiet.

Naval Stores—dull.
Petroleum—dull.
Freights to Liverpool—firmer.

Chicago Markets.
Chicago, Feb.

Concert!

St. Block.

N. B.—Found in our store and subject to the
claims of the owners, One Valuable Breast Pin, Kid
Gloves, Sun Umbrellas, and a variety ofothe arti-

»

Groceries, Ac., at Auction.

-in-

-ON-

AT

ot

FRIDAY, Feb. 16th, at 10
ON Store
No. 384 Congress St.,

La Hues

give

Administrator’s

together

Portland, February 6,I860,

GYMNASTICS, EXHIBITION,
To be followed by

or

sizes

_

Burgess,
Pendergast,
Hughes, and

Portland Turnverein will give an Exhibition

TICKETS FliTY CTS. EACH,

£n(:li»l>

to the sale.

The Great Confederation oi dislinguiuhcd Ethiopian
Artists and Unparaloiied Constellation oi
Talent 1

o'clock.

'•

1

AT ONE PRICE

@

Coffee—firm.

Havnna dates of

TJ1HE

iDstfil’

wTi°

Extraordinary Combination.

to be had at Davis Brothers', Crosman & Co.'s, at
the door, and of the Committe.
$3f~Doon open at 7—Exhibition to commenco at 8

IN GREAT VARIETY

Feb

continue throughout the

highest
*
bkldU
DIUU‘**
without record to coat.
p.u"*i0.“re invited to examine this stock on
Wednesday afternoon previous to sole. Ever, lot
Co
warranted perfect.
Ladies are inv ited to the examination of goods and
-*

Minstrel Carnival!

Concert!

Tuesday Eve’ng, Feb. 20,

GLOVES AND SMALL WARES,

Lard—heavy; sales 700 bbls. at 151 @ 18.
Whiskey—dull.
Sugars-firm; sales 710 hhds. Muscovado at 114 (®
Jl£; 1,000 boxes Havana at 12c.

Whiskey—dull
Gold 137$.

Promenade

Silks

Handkfs., Hosiery,

5 Free

New York. Feb. 16.
Cotton—quiet; sales 1,300 bales Middling Uplands
at 44J @ 45c.
Flour—10 @ 15c lower; sales 9,100 bbls.; State at
GOO@820; Round Hoop Ohio 8 45 @ 10 75; Western at 6 70 @826; Southern at 8 70
@14 50; Canada at 7 90 @ 11 50.
Wheat-2 @ 3c lower; soles 22,000 bushels; Spring
mixed at l 60; Amber Milwaukee, new, atl 70; Amber Michigan, new, at 175
Corn—2c lower; sales 15,000 bushels; Mixed Western at 744 @ 78c.
Oats—lc lower; Canada at 55.

Provisions—dull;

of the Drama will be presented tbc
cetebrated pictures:
The Snow Storm 1
Union Square by Moonlight S
And the Great Fire Scene!
Pronounced to be one of the most thrilling and lifelike representations ever witnessed on any stage.
PRICES OF ADMISSION:
Parquette.50 Cents.
Family Circle,.35 Cents.
Reserved Seats in Parquette,.75 Cents.
Efr^Seats can be secured at the Box Oftice in the
Theatre, commencing Saturday, *eb. 17, at 10 o'cl'k.
Doors open at 7—to commence at 71 o'clock.
Feb 16—d3t

CITY

Shawls l

all

Tkarulart Friday aad Saturday, February 15, 10 and 111b.

course

Promenade

Only!

Is lull and carefully soleeted, and marked at prices
to ensure its IMMEDIATE SALE.

New York Markets.

Peb. 13th, at 10 A.
M, & 21 -2 P. M,

And

Goods, all

NIGHTS ONLY!

a

Goods,

And

29s.

871.

by T. C. Bartholomew.
by Henry Rough,

EXHIBITION

Goods Department!

BRILLIANTS,

Tnoaday

we

THREE

WM. FOOTE, Jr., Agent.

Our White

GOODS!

Vta*'8iSlnrts, Hosiery, Gloves, Shawlss, D^leUf{
Cloak. Aw1?."?

IIATLe

Doors open at 7—commence at 8.
D. C. LA

Commercial.

_

In the

JPrices I

OUR STOCK OF

new mess

D EPTRING

-AT-

^
Steamship Bremen.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Jan. 31.—Sales
for two days were 17,000 bales, including 6,000 bales
to speculators and exporters.
The market is dull
and quotations are barely maintained.

Beef—unchanged.
Pork—firmer; sales 5,800 bbls.

ANDERSON,

ALIDA BLOODGOOD, the Banker’s

correspondingly higher.

Per

28

ADDIE
as

NEW

of

BroadCkuhf HatS

Music by D. If. Chandler’* Fall Band.
Tickets $2.00, tolie had of the Floor Managers only. Dancing to commence at 8 o'clock.
te!2td

PORTLAND TURNVEREIN

advanco at the

recent

GOMERSAL,

THE NEW SCENERY,
THE MECHANISM,

QUILTS,

c mlidoncc of holders. Chicago & Rock Isespecially active, owing, it is supposed, to

for the control ot the management. A
arge line of shorts was put out in anticipation oi a
decline alter the election to be held in March.
Governments are still strong but quiet, there being
few buyers and as low sellers. Sixes of 1881 rose },
and 5-20*3 of 1805 4. Money is in more demand from
brokers, but sur plus balances are more anip.e and
the majority of the call loans are made at 5 per cent.
Discounts quiet. There is little ptouuce paper in the
market.
Dry goods and other merchandise notes are in ample supply. Fir. t class names are discounted mostly
at 7
per cent., with exceptions at
per cent.
The Sub-Treasury to-day commences the payment
cl interest upon 7-30 notos, the total amount falling
due being $10,950,000.
Gold easier. Loans are now made at 1-32 per cent,
per day. Government has sold a small amount during the past lew days, which has eased the market.
Price ranged about 1372.
Foreign Exchange firmer, owing to the scarcity of
produce bills. Leading drawers ask 108 for 60 day’s

W.

AUCTION!

Guilt ', Crash, Alpacea.rCoburm,
Flannels, Boaverand
uieres,
skins, shirts and

_

Daughter.

Embossed and Printed

Covers,

Feb. 19th.

Complimentary Manager*.
Cen. S. J. ANDERSON,
Ool. T. A. Roberts,
Lt. W. n. Ayres,
Lt. E. A. Marrutt,
Major Bradbury,
CapL Jonathan Smith,
Lt. James T. Todd,
Dr. E. Mason,
};*■ t.CMumr,
I Barnum,
Copt.
j. T. window, Esq.,
James E, Fernald, Esq., M. F. King. Esq.,
A- A- Osgood, Esq.,
•Va^)ri;„Vut!,roJ:J. A.Grant, Eso.,
Williams, Esq.,
G. M. Chase, Esq.,
a™eV. Lsti-,
9*
A. Wheeler,
P, Burnham. Esq.
Cant. John Chose,
Capt. G. W. Tuhey.
Lt. J. L. BootheV,
0, A. Douuell.
Lt. Col.C.B.Mernl>,
Floor Director,
A D. BEEVES, assisted by
J. F. Libby,
J. D Mitts,
Geo. Webster,
Jas. W. Plalsted,

AS PUFFY, THE BAKER.

Miss

New

increased

MR.

OF

SALE WILL COMMENCE

E. S. Warner.

Will appear

Wool

Favorite,

In his Artistic and Excellent Personation ol T OM
BADdER.

and RUSSIA CRASHES; a very superior article of
SCOTCH CRASHES, at a Decided Bargain.—.

Colored

l>e

MB. FRANK MAYO,

A lull line of HUCX and DAMASK TOWELS.
Soldiers* Convention.

will

in JYew York !

Life

Covers,

portrayed

scenes

easily recognized by all who have visited Kaw York,
and will appeal not only to the sympathy, but serve
as a les#on of humanity to all who witness
them, constituting s perlect representation of

SALE

Coinmittre of Arrangement*.
ALEX. BELL,
A. D. REEVES,
JOHN V. MITTS,
J. F. LIBBY,
GEORGE WEBSTER.

In Dion Bouoicault’6 powerfully drawn Drama, in
.Five Acta and a Prologue, entitled the

No. 5 Free Street Block.
BLEACHED

P.auil.

HALL.

at

ELDEN & WHITMAN’S,
A

AT

BALL!

ARRIVAL

Monday Eve’ny,

THEATRE

Aicli.«.r,

linen and woolen goods

—

LANCjASTF.R

FATTEN,

POSITIVE

—

DRESS
-AT

Commencing Monday, Ftb’y 19,1866.

GOODS,

AND

M.

Sales.

No* 18 Exchange St*

MILITARY
—

CIVIC

EDWARD

L. I.,

GRAND

POSITIVELY ONE WEEK ONLY,

DOMESTICS & WHITE
•Just

I*.

ttA-LL.

JARRETT,_LeiueasdMmagrr.

Auction

TTBnWJonT

A

4

LINENS,

New York. Feb. 15.
The Superior Court of this city has denied
the application in behalf of the teniale suffer-

T,ThsS3m*

From XathvilU.

Newark,

Hatteras, and

10’ above.

Weather Reports.

Trenton, N. J., Feb. 15.

number, lost.

auctioneer, has been

The thermometer at miduight stood 10°
above. Weather clear.
Reports from Canada and Michigan indicate
the weather to be very cold. Considerable
snow fell In Michigan.
At Washington to-night the thermometer

Yew Jirmci/ Lcyt-elaturc•

wre;ked last Saturday, on
captain and crew, eight in

mock

city.

head.

JFrom Fortress

a

sentenced to 2 1-2 years in State Prison for
swindling a lady out of $2,000.
Alkov's Assembly Rooms, from No. 442 to
452 on Broadway, was burned this momingi
This includes the American Theatre, known
as 444.
Loss over $200,000. Iu addition to
the American Theatre
buildings, the Continental Hotel adjoining was
burned, The
losses are mainly covered by insurance in this

three complete heats, a«d was just 65 miles
ahead of the Algonquin, and going at the rate
of 2 1-2 knots (?) per hour.
At 8 A. M. to-day both vessels started for
New York, and in three hours the Winooski
ran the
Algonquin out of sight from the luastr

H. C.

*

weather is colder than at any time this winter, the thermometer ranging Irom 15 to 80
below zero. All the railroads in Minnesota
and Wisconsin are more or less blockaded by
tbe snow, and it will take a day or two for the
trains to get running again.

Stock

stock..

New Youk, Feb 15
The Winooski returned to the
Navv Yard
at half-past 12 o’clock to-day. xhe race
was
abandoned last night on account of the stoiin
on the Sound, when the Winooski hail made

ONLY! DEERING

ONE

Cotton—dull. Receipts small.

Nek York, Feb. 15.
The steamer Algonquin arrived at the Navy
Yard at 1.30 P. M. to-day. She put into New
Haven last night.
The Trustees of the National Bankers Express Company have appointed C. R. Williams, of Albany, as General Superintendent,
and authorize a call for 20 per cent, of the

The Jfavul Iiace.

?f

AND

Milwaukee, Feb. 15.
There was a heavy snow storm yesterday
and last night, all over the northwest. The

Various Items.

was

THEATKE !

and

Remember Every Morning,

Richmond, Va., Feb. 15.
Governor Pierpont sent a message to the
Legislature to-day nominating three judges of
the Court of Appeals, and fifteen Circuit
Judges. The nominations are generally approved by the conservative members, but a decided opposition to one or two names is anticipated.

Disaster.

PRICE!

ONE

two

Virginia Legislature.

Boston, Feb. 15.
ot the Morning, from Shields,
with a cargo of coal and chemicals, while attempting to enter this harbor during a southeast rain storm last night, got ashore on False
Spit, half a mile inside Boston Liifiit,, btaving
a hole in her bottom.
She remains this forenoon with ten leet water in hold.
A steam
pump and lighter will be sent to her assistance,
ami she will
off'
alter
probably get
discharging
part of her cargo.
Ship Hamlet, ashore on Nanset beach, was
badly shaken up by the violent south east
gale
last night, and this
morning the sea brakes
over her.

Th*

meeting

a,

Ship Herald

plause

a

last night, to adopt measures to secure the
Montana trade, and claiming live of the best
routes for this side.

of Miclioacan.
The latest dates at the City of Mexico from
Santiago and Monterio were to January 15th.
All the roads to Monterio were infested with
guerrillas. A number of leading merchants
had returned and resume! business,
among
them them the well known Millions.
In Chihuahua the Imperial authorities had
issued an order disarming the people.
None
were allowed to have arms without a
special
license.
Maximillian has granted certain Mexican
and European parties the privilege for seventy
years of running a railroad from PueBla to the
Pacific.

Efotd m^

by the Hobbcrs

not

Heavy Snows in the West.

land

Entertainments.

pox

Four well knowu citizens of Evansville.
Ind., were drowned yesterday while crossing
the river in a skill' at that point.

Th» Mercer

Entertainments.

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous Dispatches.
Albany, N. Y., Feb. 15.
A locomotive passed over the Hudson River
bridge for the first time to-day.
Cincinnati. Feb. 15.

arrived, with passengers and freight from New

out

'I1'

Burroughs

Lad

thorities.
The Victoria Chronicle announces the total
loss of the American bark Mustajig, January
21st. She left San Francisco on the 14th.
The ship William Tell, reported lost some
time since, has entirely gone to pieces.
The steamer America, from Nicaragua, has

mously.

~

A

California and Oregon.
San Fbancisco, Feb. 15.
Honolulu dates of the 22d state that the U.
S. war ship Lancaster was still there. The officers were being extensively feted by the au-

New Oeleans, Feb. 14.
The Louisiana Legislature has pasied the
City Municipal Election bill ahnost unani-

mi

—

From

From New Orleans and Mexico.

Marine

ltobbery

cumstances :
Twelve men entered the town about two
o’clock, three of whom guarded the suburbs,
and the oilier nine went to the Clay Cotinty
Savings Association. Seven guarded the outside of the building, while the other two entered and presented cocked revolvers at the
heads of Mr. Bond, the cashier, and his son,
forced them into the vault, and compelled
them to deliver up all the money in the bank.
As the robbers were leaving, Mr. Bond thrust
his head out of a window and gave the alarm.
A boy named Wymoon repeated the alarm,
and was shot five times and instantly killed
by the robbers, who mounted their horses and
escaped. A party of thirty men started in
pursuit, and fifty more followed yesterday, but
at last accounts no captures had been made.
The robbers divided the money at Mount Gilead Church, ten miles from Liberty, to enable
them to scatter if necessary.
Three of the
robbers were recognized as notorious bushwhackers during the war.

The French official Yellow Book, containing
dispatches to the Washington Cabinet on the
Mexican question, is published.
The Emperor and Empress of Austria are

a

Hank

Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 15.
The bank at Liberty, Clay County, Missouri, was robbed Tuesday afternoon of seventytwo thousand dollars, under the following cir-

’Change.

Ministry

Suceesefnl
Shot

tion olferiug £2800 for Stephens’ capture.
An additional seizure of titty rifies and Bayonets had been made at Dundalk,
Intelligence that Chandler’s motion was
negatived in the United States Senate in reference to the Alabama claims and the recall
of the American Minister had no effect on

introduction of

publication.

Confirmations by the Semite.
Washington, Feb. 15.
The Senate to-day confirmed the following

funeral.
An amendment was passed that hereafter
all carpets purchased for the use of the Government shall be of American manufacture.

received.
The Spanish

thousand,*as

as

mittee on Reconstruction to-day.
H. R. Pollard, of the suppressed Richmoud
Examiner, was at the President’s house this
A. M., endeavoring to obtain permission to re-

appropriations for Coast SurLighthouses, Public Buildings, &c. Also
$30,000 tor the expenses of President Lincoln’s

were

Tbe reports of the ravages of the small
There has
here are grossly exaggerated.
been oveivtwo hundred cases, instead of
has been stated at one time,
the disease is now on the decrease.

authentic.
Hon. John Minor Botts was before the Com-

regarded

The bill makes

They

are

Buffalo.

Buffalo, Feb. 15.

sailing

veys,

visiting 1‘esth.

to

The bill also authorizes the Postmaster General to employ
vessels for mail transportation to any foreign ports, the compensation not exceeding the sea postage occurring
on mails so conveyed.
Mr. Romero has received official news from
Ei Paso to the 20th lilt. The French troops
had made no further attempt to move on that
place, and the Mexican army was about taking the initiative against the city of Chihuahua, occupied by the French forces.
The published protest of Gen. Ortega is not

corridors.

The House then took a recess until 7 P.
for speeches.

the items in the Post Qffice Appro-

$150,000 for
day,
priation bill, reported
steamship service to Brazil, $250,000 tor such
service between San Francisco, Japan and
China, $900,000 for overland transportation
between Atchison and Folsom, and marine
transportation to California.

itcsoive

Fc'RsmTTBE.—Messrs. G. T.

Small Pox at

From

LEGISLATURE OE MAINE.

COPARTNERSHIP.
The undersigned have this day formed
whip under the style and firm or

BEALE

&

a

copartner-

MORSE,

For the purpose of continuing the Lime, Cement and
blaster business heretofore conducted by S. N. Be ala
& Co., at their old stand.
S. N. BEALE,
C. A. t» iHOnaE.
fe3dAwlmO
Feb 1, I860.
M

_

Guardian’s Sale.
of Mary E. and FranrpHE undersigned, Guardian
children
I

cia E.

Leavitt, minor

brldge G. Leavitt,

Into of

and

Scarborough,

heirs of Elin the Coun-

ty ot Cumberland, deceased, hereby givea notice that
ho will sell a: public sale, pursuant to a license from
the Probate Court lor said County, on WEDNESDAY, March 14tlr, 1866, at ten o’clock A. M. the following lieal Estate belonging to said minors, subject
to the Widow's dower therein, viz:
Homestead Farm containing about 30 acres, with
the buildings thereon; Wood-lot and pasture con'»in» s’ out lourteen
acres; and about five acres of
salt marsh,
LEMUEL COOLBROTH, Guardian.
w3w,
February 7, 1866.

Insurance.

Poetry.

General Insurance Agency!

I Feel I'm Growing Auld, Gude-Wife.
feel l»m growing auld. gude-wife—
1 teel I’m growing auld;
My steps ore
trail,1‘my ecu are bloareu,
My pow is uuco bauld—
I've seen the snows o’ lour score years
O’er hill and meadow fa’,
And, Minnie, were it na for you
1M gliully slip awa’.

FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN,

PATENTED ‘APRIL
of tho best

materials, in tho most improved manner, It is commended to the public
MADE
to
other in

FIRE COMPANIES.

as su-

perior

tho market.
All who have
used it speak of it in the highest terms of
praise: and
the manufacturer will continue his best endeavors to
advance tho reputation which it has already acquir-

Of Hartford.
Of Liverpool aud London.
Of New York.
Of New York.
Arctic,
Of New York.
Yonkers aud New York,
Of New York.
Fulton,
Of Norwich.
Norwich,
Of Worcester.
People's,

.Etna,
Royal,
Continental,

ye’ve

lay

The Modem Idea of Hospitality.

The poetry of the world is fast dying out.—
Love means a good bargain. Devotion means
going to church in the morning on comfoitable
Suudays, and hospitality—well, wo are forgetting what that dees mean. It is a tradition,
the rounding period of our grandmothers’ ep-

itaphs.

maiden lady, a little ancient, yet not
Old. I teach ail the year round, except in
vacation. Last winter a married schoolmate
living in N-wrote me a pressing invitation
“Come any time,” she said:
to visit her.
“We are always delighted to see you; only be
M.” I am not credulous
dealsure aud come,
x am a

in tlie matter of

invitations, having certain
horrible examples of imposition ever before my
this
one
I
but
really thought I must aceyes;

The summer vacation came, and a
June day brought me to the home of
my triend. i soon spied her as I came near
the lioute drawing her baby in the yard, looking very fresh and pretty in her bright pink
dress. I hurried a little, all ready for a warm
embrace. Lo l the tips of her fingers, a tiny
kits on one cheek, and “I’m very happy to seo
you, Margaret,” in a tone that means to sensitive eare, “I will be polite, but 1 wish you
were in Joppa.”
My heart sank but there!
was no help lor it.
Into tlie house I must go,
and there must I stay ten mortal days. The
invitation mood had passed off.
I resolved to make myself useful, and began
vigorous embroidering of baby-hoods and crocheting of baby-sacks; but I soon made the
pleasing disovery that all this was calculated

SOLD BY

KENDALL & WHITNEY,
Wholosalo and Retail Dealers in

Agricultural

Of Hartford.
Counceticut Mutual,
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Of Hartford.
Connecticut General,
STATE AGENCY OF THE
New York Accidental,
Of New York.
The undersigned, Agents and
Attorneys of tho
above named reliable Companies with a combined
capital and surplus of more than

AT MANUFACTURERS PRICES.

Premiums, oftered to NEW ENGLAND FARMERS for tho best experiments with my

or

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.
And Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer in growing
Com, Potatoes, Turnips, Oats, Grass, and Tobacco,
on not less than one acre of laud each.
For the best experiment on Indian Com with my
$50
Super Phosph ite of Lime,
30
For the second best experiment on Com, do.,
do.
third
do.
20
do.,
For the best experiment on Potatoes.
50

Now

These

were

things that vis-

Company.

"

Fort

basket was always jiassed with the gingerbread side towards me.
The ten days came to an end. I packed my
trunk with a lighter heart than I had felt
since I unpacked it, stretched my conscience

woefully to say what a pleasant time I had
had, aud sped away with unutterable reflections. After riding five or six liouis iu ears

and stage, the reflections were somewhat dulled by a decided sensation of faiutness; for you
must know that the custom of putting up
luncheon for departing guests is quite obsolete. No matter if you are well aware they
will have no chance to get even coffee and
cake before night. Ask them no questions.—
Hid them good-bye with a smiling face. Urge
them to come again very eoou, and say “This
has been only a call; wc want a long visit
next time.” Then shut the door and give a
sigh of relief that it is all over at last.
There are myths about sharing the last crust
with a friend. There was certainly something
in the geography about savage tribes, who reverence even a mortal foe under the title of
Alas for the romantic faith of childguest.
hood.
mey naa prooaoiy reckoned the value
of the venison steak they had eaten, after they
had gone. Don’t be too indignant on the general sabjeet. Yoa know very well you didn’t
dare to ask your old friend George White
holm to uine with you yesterday, though you
hadn’t seen him before in a dozen years. You
didn’t like to risk the storm with madam. It
wasn’t in her plans to have company to dinner that day. She’s a very systematic housekeeper. 1 to'd you I was an old maid, but I
did once have brothers and sisters and a home,
like other people; so I’m not so unpractical as
you think. I know the hidden mysteries of
housekeeping—the biscuit made in a hurry for
unexpected
company, the tirade from Bridget,
1
who won’t stir a step to carry wather up stairs
aither doin’ all this day’s honin’.”
I know
the hurry to finish sewing before the arrival
of guests and the hurry after they had gone to
make up the lost time; but to grudge all this
effort was not the custom when I was young.
To tell you the truth I think it was the religion in oar little home that made it so easy to
entertain guests in season and out of season.
The mother’s cheerful self-foigctfub.ess only
emphasized the father’s serious voice, reading
at prayera, “Use hospitality without grudging/’
It rarely occurred to us to think of tke trouble
If we did we were soon ashamof company.
ed of it, and as for the visits of real friends
they were the great delight of the year. How

unsophisticated—how old-fashioned we were!
Gail Hamiltou has a sensible chapter in “A
New Atmosphere” on public meetings, anniversaries, &c., where the heavy burdeu of entertaining falls on already overtasked housekeepers. Sensible as it was, we recoiled a lit-

tle threading it because it seems to us the tide
set3 quite too strongly that way already. We
know well the headaches and various miser/ ies that result from the unusual sweeping and
dusting and coolring and smiling oftbe.se anniversary occasions. We Intow too tbc parting look of gratitude, the warm pressure of
the hand, the teartm eye that somehow
strangely reminded one of the distant music,
“Ina-mucli as ye have done it unto one of the
least of these, ye have done it unto me.”
After ali, it is a fancy of ours that we don’t
live just to have as easy a time as possible,
and that generous hospitality needn’t be conIt reflects no great honor
fined to the rich.
on cur common nature, if the struggle to make
small means meet high prices must blunt our
affection, cool cur ardor, and change the geni-

al, graceful courtesy of hearty friendship into

A Cube fob Bad Gbammab.—A schoolmaster, after giving one of his scholars a sound
drubbing for speaking bad grammar, sent him
to the other end of the room to inform another boy that he wished to
speak to him, and,
at the same time, promising to
repeat the dose
if he spoke to him ungrammatically. The
youngster, quite satisfied with what’he had
got, determined to be exact, and thus he addressed his fellow-pupil: ‘-There is a common
substantive, of the masculine gender, singular
number, nominative case, and in an an«Ty

sits perched upon the
eminence""at
the other side of the room wishes to articulate
a few sentences to you in the present tense.”

mood, that

“Till Death!” Just before Lafayette
breathed his last, his son George observed that

sojght for something in his bosom, and
placed in his hand the medallion which he always wore suspended from his neck. Lafayette raised it to his lips. It contained a loek
he

of hair and the minature of the wife whom he
had mourned for twenty-seven years, and by
whose side he had often wished to be laid tor

the long sleep.
The great secret of amicable relations lies
noi so much in what is saltier donees in how
it is said or dose,. It is the manner more
than the matter that carries the
sting and
the passions. He who acts conscienand
in
tiously.
good temper, will rarely excite i

enmity, though he may

encounter

opposition.

tiTTlwi Judiciary Committee of ttie House
rejected a bill to punish the offence ef courrterf.-itiiig national currency with death..
has

Utt.

THE CHARTER OAK Life Insurance Company
declares Dividends each year, and pays them at the
payment of the second and each succeding premium,
thus aiding the insured in meeting their payments by
RETURN.

The advantages of this system over that of dividends payable after a term qf yearn without interest,
are obvious. No other Company pays dividonds in
this way.

the best experiment

premiums

Pamphlets containing testimonials and directions
for using Super-Phosphate of Lime can be had, free
ot charge, by addressing the manufacturer or dealers: also Bradley’s Manual for growing Tobacco will
be sent free to any grower ot the weed, by asking for
it by mail.
WM. L. BRADLEY,
Manufacturer of Coe’s Bradley's Patent Super-Phosoi
phato Lime; Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilize; Fine and Extra-Fine Ground Bone;
Powdered Raw Bone, &c.
24 Broad Street, Boston.
Jan 27—d4m

CARE
Also in the selection of risks, itt fosses for the last
years haring been from 30 So 70 pr. et. lew
than of any other Co. of as long .Sanding*
As the losses ol a Co. are so aro Its profits, and as
its proflu so are iU dividends. Tho moral is readily
understood.
six

as

solicitors.

State Fair.
certain parties have expressed

sire to have
WHEREAS,

£3?” Office Ho. 25 Exchange Street,
S. H. McALFINE,

Insure

INSURANCE

Against Accidents!

ALL

or

the small

sum

tho old stand No. 88 Middle Street, can be
an extensive assortment of

ATfound

Fashionable Boots and Shoes,

of

For

CENTS PEE DAT!

TEN

Also,

Thus,

10 cts. will insure to Boston or Now York;
30 cts, to Chicago or Milw aukee;
$0 cts. lo St. Louis or Cairo;
70 eta. to New Orleans, and so on to
any pari
of the country, and for any number of days dosired.
Before entering a Rail Car, Steamboat, or other
conveyance, secure yr ursclf and family or friends,
Three Thousand Dollars in case of death, or
$15 per week in case of injury, whereby you may be

D.

HILTON Sc

Dec 14-dtf

Groceries, Ship Stores,
AND

PORTLAND, ME.

INTERNATIONAL

loa Commission.

_

INSURANCE COMP’Y

CHEROKEE

Sickness, Nervous and SjAnal

*

Co. la the FIRST and ONlY Co. orar organized on thla Continent, with an

Original Capital

REP. h. D. HODGE.

of West Randolph, Vt., who is a practicing physician, as well a3 a preacher, in a letter to Dr. F dated
May 21,1863, says-. “1 find it an excellent medicine
in kidney disease.”
FROM A BOSTON PASTOR.
Boston, Janua ry^Gl$62.
Rev. J. W Poland M D.
Dear Sir.—Your White Pine Compound has been
used iu my family, and I know of ethers who have used
it, always with a good effect, and 1 fool fully justified,
and it is with pleasure that 1 say that 1 regard it (uu
like most preparations of the day,) as wholly deserving of tho entire eonttdenco of the public. Not only
do I consider it a. safe, but an efficient remedy 4qr all
diseases of the throat.
LETTER FROM REV. L. C. STFVENS,
Pastor ot baptist Church, Qojfstown Centre, N' H.

Dr. J. W. Poland—My Dear Sir:—You asked me
what I think of your White Pino Compound. 1 novor
before put pen to paper to toll auy man what I
thought of a patent medicine. My lather, a physieian of theo d school, early led me to serious suspicions of all nostrums of whatever kind not bearing
the stamp of that fraternity. But tlieso .suspicions!
have parted with by degrees, as lhave carefully acof Hyquainted myself with the loading

dropathy, Homoeopathy, Thompsouia ism, Eclecticism, and other systems which have claimed public

favor within the last twenty-live years j so that 1
feel at liberty on this ground to speak my convicto relinquish the ministry
uccount of ill health, but still cherishing
all the ardor of your early years for this blessed
work, and laboring to your utmost, in other ways to
proclaim the glorious Gospel—inc inod me, as a matter of duty, to comply with your request.
In 1863 I became acquainted with Deacon Holmes
Boardman, of Maine, bro her of tho late George Dana Boardman, formerly missionary in Burmah, and
from him for tho first time learned the wonderful
Jde had a
medicinal qualities of white pine bark
few years before been brought to tho borders of the
grave by what the bes: of physicians pronounced
pulmonary consumption, and was given up to die,
but was nevertheless entirely cured by a preparation
Since that
made by his own hands from this bark.
time, until 1 became acquainted with your article, I
have been surprised tha; no phi osophical mind was
found to undertake a cough preparation from white

the very g' eat benefit which I have received from the
In August, 1861,
use of your White Pine Compound.
I took a very severe cold. which continued to afflict
me, increasing in severity, attended with a very sovere cough, m*lit sweats and some b ceding, probably from the throat. Through the tall and winter my

cough was very distressing, reducing my flesu and
strength, and rendering me unfit for labor. I tried
medicines of various kinds, but none of them, how-

Dr. WRIGHT'S

REJUVENATING ELIXIR,
Or, JEssence of IATe,

We are prepared to issue policies on Dwelling
Houses lor a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

Cures General Debility, Weak11 ess. Hysterics in Females,
Palpitation of the Heartland
all Xertous Diseases. It restores new life and vigor to the
aged, cm using the hot blood of
As the Phenix rises
youth to course the'veins, restb* Organ*
does Ucm. remooing
tills Elixir rejuven- Debility, restoring Manliness
ate the system and and full vigor, thus Droving a
overcome disease.
perfect Elixir of Love." removing Sterility ana Barrenness in both sexes. To
the young, middle-aged, ond need, there U no greater
boon than this Elixir of Life.M It givCe a new
lease of life, causing the weak and debilitated to
have renewed strength and vigor.

MARINE INSURANCE.
Marino Insurant* on HULLS, CARGOES, and
TAKES SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. Th* public will find It for their mtereet
to giro ns a call.

neii

FREIGHTS,

New York blimale of (ho International.
indication tl bow this Company stands AT
HOME, we take the City business of 10S Companies
and Agencies, name* 1 in the Treasurer’s Report of the
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
1S64, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL RECEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ON £ 1 This Ust Includes the English Companies and t'ie Hartford Agencies, all of which foil
far behind bhe International In point of patronage in
this City. _A’«o Fori Commercial Advertiter.
This i a most gratifying and remarkable fort, best
understood by those who best know the real merits
and skillful management 01 tills sterling corporation,
wb'.ch thus withia two years takes the lead of scores
°f other
Companies that have boon established from
*a quarter to a half
century.

‘JmmMd “Lil
uf™-‘o
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v

SZTi
IfnpoUncyand

bottle |2; three bottles $5; sent by

Fnce,
express to any address.
Our medicines are sold and recommended by all
the civilized
resnoctable druggists in every P»rt
unprincipled dealers, however, try to
eceive thetr customers by selling cheap and worthless compounds in order to make money. Be not
deceived—ask for these medicines and take no
others. If the druggist does not keep them, write
to us. and we will send them by express, carefully
packed, free from observation. We will be pleased
to receive letters with full statements in regard to
one

an

5lobe;.somo

any disease with which ladies or gentlemen are
Address all letters for medicines, l>*tnphafflicted
jeU* or advice, to the sole proprietor,

Dr. W. R.

MERWIN,

37 Walker

any re iel. In March, !S6i,
I wroto to you stating my dn
efiulties and asking advice. You scut me some of the
White Piuo Componnd. I commenced taking it, and
immediately began to amend. At the time of writing to you my weight was only 135 pounds. In five
weeks I was out in active labor, and. in a few months
gained np to 165 pounds. 1 know that it was tho
White Pine Compound which did all this for me.
JL
soon began to have pelsons apply to me for the mediciue, and as you *■ now, I ordered it lor sale. In eight
mouths, though without much exertion, 1 disposed of
540 bottles of the Compound here on the Cape.
I would add that several persons of my acquaint
ance, whose condition was as hopeless as my own,
have been cured by the White Pine Compound.
The W hite i'ine compound, advertised at length in
our columns* is not only as to its uarno inviting, but is
a highly approved medicine, Dr. J. *
Poland, the
inven or, has the confidence of the many who know
he
which
while
enjoyed
him, a confidence
laboring
usefully many years as a Baptist minister. Uis experience os a sufferer led him to make experiments
which issued in his medical discovery.
[Rostou
Watchman *>nd Reflector.
The editor of the Manchester Daily and Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Daily, thus speaks of the
ever valuable, gave mo
as you may remember,

Dr. W. E. MEEWIN, 37 Walker 8t., N. Y.
B.—Cherokee Pills No. 2 are prepared for
special canes, when milder medicines fail; these
are sent by mail, free of postago, on receipt of $5,
the price of each looo.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

on

St., N. Y.

Compound:

“Tho White Pine Componnd is advertised at much
in our co uinns, and we are happy to learn
that the demand for it is increasing beyond aU previIt is the very best medicine for
ous expectations.
coughs and colds we know of, and no family that has
We speak from
once used i' will ever bo without it.
our own knowledge, it is sure to kill a cold, and peasinventions
come by aceisure.
The
ant as
greatest
deut, and it is singular that the Whi e ine Comand
Colds
made for
Coughs, should prove to
pound,
be »be greatest remedy for kidney difficulties known.
But so it is. Wc cannot doubt it, so many testimoj
niais come te us from well known men. Besides, the
character of Dr. l*o and is such that we know ho will

length

>

notcouutenauco what is wrong. For years a Baptist clergyman, studying niedioiue to find remedies

delicate consumptive look,
standing with one foot upon the grave, he made tho
has
saved
him-elf and cal ed out
which
discovery
from hundreds of others the strongest testimonials
Dr.
Polmdfbr years, and I
know
We
have
possible.
forbid ailments, with

never

SPRAGUE’S

knew

a more

a

conscientious, honest, upright

and we are giad to state that we beiieve whatho says about his White Pino Compound.

man,
ever

SURE RELIEF! TheWhite Pine Compound)

CHARLES TAYLOR, PRESIDENT.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, ASSISTANT SECRETARY.
OFFICE, 1BC Fore Street, Portland, Me.

GEORGE ¥ SWETT, M. D.,

in wibcb

Hunger

& Co.,
Agents.

Valuable Real Estate In Scarboro’

Sures

For Sale.

I

Will be manufactured in future at the

3

,

are

Proprietor,

New Gnffland Botanic Depot.

Positive !

Street, Boston,

106 Hanover

Under the supervisien of

SURE

REV.

J.

W.

D.

Relief from all Rheumatic Affections.
DR. S WETT will attend to the business department,
to whom all ordors should be addressed.

SURE

For Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup. Bronchia*,
Oongostion of the Lungs, Pleurisy, Consumption, or
er difficulties ot the Lungs or Air Passages.
For the above dboaaes this is the best remedy that

anv ot

public,

was ever offered to the
as any person who has
ever used a bottle will testify.
For Croup it has no

sat-

For

Consumption It will give relief when all other remedies fail. PRICE FIFTY CENTS.
Prepved anl sold by I>R. E.F#BascOM, No. 15
Middle Street.
BURGESS, FOBES & CO., Wholesale Agents, No.
Commercial Street, Portland, Me.
Nov. 15.
<Umgn&w3ai*

Notice.
rpHE Annual Meeting of the State of Maine Oil Co.
A will be held at their office on Exchange St., on
''
ednesday, Feb’y 21st, at four o’clock P. M., to act

OF NO INJURY TO THE SYSTEM.
SURE

the

following business
toar an<1
ui>on
ami other officers.

7?°

rectors*011111611(1

legacy

41

^cle

of

\Eoard

•fSftEpw£ofc£Wry

i

relating

of Director*.
0thir busine5*

Feb’y 12. 186C.^odtd

....

Reports of Directors

**““

to

Di-

00,110

H‘ P’ DEANE- Clork’

deMr'pt‘or> "*aUy «*«“*

Of An

Agreeable Application

in its use!

Invaluable remedy for Sciatica,
Gout, Neuralgia, Lame Back, Side or Stomach; Strains, Spraine.
and all joint affectione; Chilblains, Cramp; and will
take the soreness from Cuts, Burns and Bruises.

Sold

by

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Medicine everywhere.

W. F. PHILLIPS, and H. H
for the State of Maine.
Nov27—eodieowJm.

J. IF. PERKINS,
HAY General Agents

An

H. H.

HAT, Druggist, Portland,

Agent for the State of Maine.
Jan M—aotUmw

ensuing year.

EDWARD T. LITTLE, Clerk.
fol4dtd

PORTLAND

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.
Leave

Portland for Boston at 8 45

SPRAGUE’S SURE

RELIEF a prat Remedy
lor Sciatica, Gout, Neuralgia, Lame Back, Sido or
Stomach, Strains, Sprains, and all Joint alt'ections,
Chilblains, Cramp, and will take the soreness from

Cats, Barns, Bruises.
H. H. HAT,
Feb B—wtaosfl

Driujeist, Portland,

Ageatror the State

and 220 p.

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 A. it. and 2 30 p.
M

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.
_T.

A1

Portland, Nov. 6,1863—dtf

CHASE, Supt.

PORTLANDS ROCHESTER R.R.
—

River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40 A. X.

Leave Portland for Saco River at 8 00 A. u, and 2 00
and 5 30 p m.
The940 A.u and 200 p. *. trains will be freight
trains, witli passenger ears attached.
C3F-Stages connect at (ioriium for Wost Gorham,
Standish, Steop Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sehago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jaokson Limiugton, Cornish,Porter Froodom, Madison, and Eaton. N. H.
At Buxton Center for West Buxton,
Bonny-Eagle,
South Liinington. Limiugton, Limerick, Newfield,
Parsonsfield and Ossipee
At Saecarappa for South Windham, Windham HU1.
and North Windham, daily
VAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oct 26.18G5—dtf

GRAND TRUNK
Ot

of

Maine,

Will dispatch
rogularly, on the
22d ot each month, at 3 P. M., from Piar 43
North
•
River,
ONE of their NEW FIRST-CLASS

the worst esse of
One Bottle
Dyspepsia in existence, and one dote will instantly
of
attacks
relieve the most aggravated
Sick Headache
Cholera Morbus,
Sickness at Stomach,
Dysentery,
Heartburn,
Fever and Ague,
Colio Tains.
cure

STEAMSHIPS.

The South
E. L.

diseases proceeding from tho Stomach
and Bowels. It is a sovereign anu permanent cure for

and in every instance regulates and restores to a
healthy coudition a disordered stomach, enabling the
patient to take healthy food without daugor of distress from it. It is the most wonderful remedy aud
the most speedy in its action, ever known to the
world- No one will do without it in tho house that
has ever used it onoe.

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF

Drops!

Steerage,
$25
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to
H. <£ A. ALLAN,
5 G. T. R. Passenger Depot.
Portland, Dec. 11th. 16G5.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, aud paid for at the rate of
passenger lor every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDOES, Managing Director,
H BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Nov.
nov2dti
Portland,
1,1865

one

PORTLAND

&JENNEBEC

Pills

Philadelphia,.at

SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO.,

Nov 22—dlyr

Complaints,

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

Summer
pany each bottle.
Prepared by JOHN L. LYON, St. D.

Wharf, Boston.

9 T

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE I

CASES

especially forbidden In the directions whloh

Arrangement t

accom-

Every Intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general Use should have
their eflicacy established by well tested exptrie.nco in
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies fits 1dm for all the duties lie must
fulfill; yet the country' is flooded with poor nostrum-*
and cure-alls,
purporting to be the best in the world,
are not only
useless, but always injurious. The antortunalo should be particular in
selecting Ins
as

it U a lamentable yet incontioN ertphysician,
ablo met, that many
syphilitic patients 110 mace
miserable with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment
inexperienced
in general practice;
physicians
prom
lor it is a point
conceded by tho best typiifigenerally
ographers, that the study and management o» theso
complaints should engross the whole time of th ,se
who would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure.
The inexperienced general practit-

ioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make
acquainted with tliclr pathology, commonly
pursues one systom of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dan-

gerous weapon, the Mercury.

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

Forest City, Lewiston and

Montreal,

Will, until further notice, run as
follows-—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday aud Saturday, at 7 o’clock P. Al : and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday. Tuesday, Wednesday/Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 5 o’clock P. M,
Fare in Cabin.
$2.00.
2JT Freight taken as usual

C. a. CLARK & CO., Gm’l Agents,
Por D. 8. and Canada.
J. W. PERKINS lr CO.. W. F. PHILLIPS If CO.,
and H. H. HAY. Portland. Me., Wholesale Agents.

All who havo committed an excess o 1 any Ijtnd,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or tho tinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in malm or y^ais,

SEEK FOR AN ANTjDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, aro
the Barometer to tho whole system.
Do not wait tor the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait lor L nsiglitly LI leers, tor
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions In sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in

youth,—treated scientifically,
ranted

or no
a

Hardly

Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays
for Bath, Lewiston via Androscoggin K. B.), Augusta, Waterville, Kendall's
Mills, Skow began, and intermediate Stations, at
1.00 P. M.
Portland lor Bath daily (Sundays excepted)
(Mixed Train.)
at5.15P.ff.
Leave Skowhcgan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A. M., Augusta 10.36 and Bath at 11.55.
This is tho only route east without break of gaugo
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this
line, also on the Maino Central K. R., can be purchased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.

Coe’s vougii Balsam1

nss53^£l

^W^y^oxcented)

change cars at the first depot they arrive at in
Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first class eating house. Superior
and well ventilated cars ore run with the through
will

No Medicine ever known will cure

▲ug 5,

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

New England Screw Steamship Co

Influenza, Whooping Cough,

SEMI-WEEKLY

A CONSUMPTIVE COUGH I
quick

.lee,

MAINE CENTRAL

R.

u

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.?

the reach of all, the

Only 3S Conte I I

and lsfor sale by all Druggists.
O.G.CLARK A CO..Proprietors, New Haven, Ct.

J

Trains leave Portland daily (Grand
Trunk Depot) Sundays excepted,tor Auwiston at 7.30 A. M., and lor Bangor and
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,
trains trom Auburn and Lewiston aie due at 8.30 A.
M., and from Bangor and all intermediate stations,
at 2 P. M., to connect trains for Boston.
Freight trains leave daily at 8 A. M.

rr. F. PHILLIPS If CO., J. W. PERKINS If CO.,
and H. H.HAY, Portland He., Hholeeale Aoentt.

eodfcwlyr

Auirust 3l.ld65.

Important to Travelers
TO

West, South,

BOSTON AND CUBA

Carrying the United States

W.

D.

T

H R

the leva! States and the Canadas, at the
LOWEST

sail from the end ot

WILL
day, February 15tb, 18G6, at 3 P. M., to be ioltlio Steamer
lowed
Bailing Thurs-

CORTEZ,”
by
day, March 1st, 18G6, at 3 P. M.
These steamers aro first class, and will sail semimonthly. Having very superior Cabin accommodations, they ofl'er unusual lacilities for those wishing
to visit the Island of Cuba.
Price of passage, $C in currercy.
For freight or passage, apply to
WM.H. KINSMAN & CO.,
209 State Street,
Or to
BRIDGE, LORD a CO.,

MRS. MANCHESTER,
THE INDEPENDENT

COLD WEATHER!
COLD WEATHER!

And all need Ail information cheerfully furnished.
Travellers will find it greatly to their advantage
to prooiuo Through Tickets at the

P<H"3lana Railway Ticket Office. 31 Exchange Street, lap stairs.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passaee Tickets for California, by tbe Old Line

Hail Steamers and Panama Railroad may be secured
by early application at this offioo.
March SO. 1886.
marSOdfcwtf

To the Public.
Having

engaged

preparation) ii\juricus

supply

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There are many men at the age of thirty w ho arc.
troubled with to® frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner
the patient cannot account lor.
On examining tho
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish huer
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of tho cause, whieh is the
1 can warrant a perfect euro in such cases, and •
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons, v/ho cannot personally consult tLe Dr.r
can do so »y writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and tho appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will txi
returned, it desired.
Address:
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street [comer of Middle

Water’s Anti-Freezing Force Pump

From 618 Broadway, New York, has xoturnod to
Portland, and can be consulted at her office, No, 11
Clapp's block.
A Clear Case of Clairvoyant Sight.
Dear Afadam .—Permit me to tender you my sincere thanks for tho cure you have effected on my
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick
last January in a very singular manner. Wo called
in six of the best Physicians in the city; they said the

now for Frozen Pump.,
Surated Pipe, in Mid-Winter.

N* ExenM

as a

public benefactor, to

I have used Todd's Hungarian Balm, and can say
that it is the best dressing for the hair in use.
My
hair was failin' off very fast, and by the use of
half a bottle of the Balm is bae stopped falling off entirely, and is fast thickening up, ana Is in fine oondltion.
F. H. STKOUT,
Me.

Portland,

Sold wholesale and retail by
JOHN M TODD,
No. 74 Middle, eor. of Exchange St„ Portland. Me.
Anil bvCrosman & Co, 76 Middle St.
None gonuine except the name is blown in the

firlaas.

TO AGENTS.
take tliiB opportunity to answer the many inquleries made to me, I appoint but one agent i'or each
town. X want an agent in every town in the State.
Would like to hear from Biddeiord, Saco, Lewiston.
Brunswick and Bath.
Wholesale Agents, J. W. PERKINS, PHILLIPS
& CO., and W. W. WHIPPLE, Portland, Me.
M. J-amilXER, F. SWEET8IR, and CHAS.
E. BECKHTT corner or Congress and franklin Sts.,
Portland.
My Hungarian Balm is for sale at
J. BENNETT’S, Denmark,
S.M. HAYDEN’S, Bridgton,
I

Electic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly nviles all Ladies, whe

a medical adviser, to call at hL rooms, No. 3
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for Iheii

especial

Coughs, Cold* and Consumption!
in 1832, and >m the but imom
remedy for all affection! of the Lungi, Throat and

For

get the genuine.
REED. CUTLER & CO., Boston, Proprietors

Large Bottles, $1.00.

Small,

►

v.

I

v

Whit

This pump CANNOT iraeze as no water remains in
the pump wuen the pump is not in motion.
A capital chance is offered to anv enterprising man
to make money. Messrs. Libbv, f.idback & Co., 3d
.tory. No. i Manufacturer's Block, Union Street,
popriotors of Cumberland County, will put up single pumps in .aid County, and will furnish them at
short notice to owners of other counties.
The Countios unsold are Androscoggin, Franklin,

Dfc. HUGHES’,
by addressing
No. 5 Tomple Street (earner of Middle), Portland.

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of th«fi
A lady of experience in constant attend

own sex.
anco.

so cents.

Cod Liver oil

Bottled expressly for Medicinal use hr REED.
CUTLER Si CO., who have facilities tor obtaining oil
oi the most reliable quality. Large Bottfos, $1,00.
Nov 10—abwsm

jant.lSGod&wly

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.
Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair. They
act directly upon the roots
of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disappears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant growth is the result. Radies and Children
will appreciate the delightful fragrance and rich,

glossy

appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress.
Sold by all Draggists,
198
& 200 Greenwich St. N. Y.
Depot

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., General Agents lior
Maine
Sept 27, 1866—d&wGm

DR. STRICKLAND'S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM is waranted to cure Coughs,Cokls. Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, and and all affections oi the throat and

Lungs.

For sale bv Druggists. 50 cent9 per bottle.
GEO C. Goodwin & CO., 37 Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents lor New England.

Kennebec, Lincoln, Oxford, Penobscot, Piscataquis,
Sagadahoc, Somerset, and York.
Call on them for particulars.
THOMAS WHITTEMORE.

Feh 2—dim

DR. STRICKLAND'S PILE REMEDY lias cured
thousands oi the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding
Piles.
It gives immediate relief, and effect* a i>er-

cure.
Try It directly. It is warranted to
For sale by all Druggists. 60 cts. per bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN «SJCOv 3S Hanover Street*
nevl0d6in
Boston, Sole Agents lor New England.

manent

cure.

“There Is

no

such Word as Fall."

TARRANT’S

;

Cubebs and Copaiba,

Lead.

i

a Sure, Certain, and Speedy Cure tor all dlseas88 of tlie Blatlder, Kidneye and Urinary
Urgant,
either in the male or female, frequently performing
a perteot cure In the shirt space of tfcreo or tour
days, and always in loss time than any other preparation. In the nee oi

IB

Atlantic V\ hite Lead

It is not

and Linseed Oil Co.,
of New V

I:,

LEAD, Dry and

in

LITHARGE,

Glass-mj' ers’

Lead,

Oil, i.ED LEAD,
Red

etc.

!

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav, Boiled
and Refined.
For

sale

by Druggists

gent» ady, and

Sc

Dealer*

Copaibt

To restore Grey or Diseased Hair
to its natural condition and color.
Eradicates all Humors and Dandruff from the Head. Will prerent
Will
and cure Nervous Headache.
cause the Hair to grow, giving it
the natural color and beauty of
youth. It will not stain the skin,
or soil the finest linen.

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,

P ORTLAND AOADEJfl.Y
Hall, Free Street’.
Be*nu November
attention

,irepaid to vonng
PARTICULAR
paring themselves tor College, kxcoilent opp
offered for
ladles
men

>r-

young gcntlom, n
wishing to study French, German, Mathematic.
Book-Keeping, Sx. Pupils of both sexes receive, 1
in all brandies usually taught in a tint class sehooL
The services of Miss E. JONES have been secured, us Teacher of Pencil and Crayon Drawing, Ac.

C.

young

O.

or

FJLfjES, Principal,

(• Hanover St,

P. 0. Box 10J,
Jaa S—diw*

OF

BUTFLOOR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS,LARD,
TER and WESTERN PRODUCE generally.
byqlohrt
Particular attention glTent_oj.hippin){
South Water St.,
Ao*
and cheapest route*.

Chicago,

XTtb.

Pupils Received at anytime in the Term.
tunities

979 Greenwich St., New York.
Sold by Druggists all over the World.

maytififidly

MAINE.

Price 91. Far Sale by all DruggUle.
Jan 12—eod&wlyr
J. W. SYKES.

Ternt

TarranVt Compound Extract of Cubtbt and
Copaiba JVEVER FAILS.
Manufactured only by
TAB BA NT A CO..

Proprietor.

PORTLAND,

Agents,

287 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

Union

thereis no need ot confinement or change of diet
In ite approved form of a paste, it i-entirely tasteless, and causes ne unpleasant sensation to the pationt, and no t xpssnre. It is now scknrnledgcd by
the most learned In the profession that in the above
elate ofdiseascs, Cabebs and Copaiba are the oulv
two remedies known that can be relied uj on with
any certainty or success.

AUSTIN B. FRENCH,

by

ROBERT COLGATE Sc Co.,
General

Tarranti Compound Extract nf Cubebt and

a

WA&RASrfE®

Manufacturers of PU vE WHITE

Winter

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam!

accommodation.

Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating alJ
Female Irregularities. Tlicir action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluablo in all cases of ob
structions after all other remedies havo been tried in
It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
vain.
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full d’rectiona

COMPOUND MXTKACT OF

LIBBY’S, Limerick,

Samuel Hanson, Buxton.
A. O. Novce, Norwav.
J. R. HfNT, 108 Mmdlo St.
J’ A- JACKSON, Gardiner
H. CLARK, 5?d
A. ^B,?AN,!iP
Pittston.
A. BAKER it CO.,
Gardiner, will supply
agents for Kennebec and Somerset Counties.
I will supply agents as last as possible.
J. M. TODD, 74 Middle Street,
POBTLAtm.
January 23, I860.—dim

Street], Portland. Me
Stamp fbr Circular.

or

state

I have tried Todd's Hungarian Balm, and I consider it the best article in use tor the hair.
J. B. WEBB, Gorham, Me.

a

mHI subscriber offers for sale the right to manuJL factitre and sell this unequalled pump in the un•old Counties in this State at a low i'gure.

it—and
what the diseaso was. Some friends advised that we
should call on a Clairvoyant; thero being none in
Providence that we could rely on, we wrote to Mrs.
MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symptoms. She immediately exam inod her caso and told
that she had a Snake in her stomach, told where she
drank it, and that it has boon growing, and from the
boBt of her judgement she should think it ten or
twelve inches long. 1 gave the child her prescription
and in a few hours the child ejected the snako alive
from the stomach; it war* measured and found to bn
eleven and a half inched long. Wo have it preserved,
that all may seo for themselves that this statement fci
really so. Iam confident, that the child could net
have lived, had it not been for Mrs. Manchester, and
we feel as though she never could be repaid for her
skill.
MARY RAY,
GEORGE W. RAX.
dcl2ti
Providence, R. I„ Nov. 16, 1866.

•

that my hair w as falling off very badly, and I was
troubled with a disease of the head known in the
medical world as Porigo, which causes severs itching
I tried your Hungarian Balm, and to
of the head.
my surprise and pleasure my hair stopped tolling off,
and humor ha« entirely left the head.
C. R. PACKARD, M. D.,
Boston, Mass.

Pure

«r Send

Hanson,

Thornes, H. Lewis.

Mr 7 odd
1 feel it due to you,

l

very singular one—they nover saw one like
came to tho conclusion they could not tell

they

J

COLD WEATHER!

Physician

Electric

caso was a

been
for more than
twenty years in the Hair-Dressing Business, and knowing as I do all the preparations that are offered for the restoration of the Hair, and how
are made
and what composed oi, and knowing
most of them to be useless and some injurious, and feeling the great noed for
some preparation free
from injurious
substances, such as Oils, Alcohol, and
Sugar of Lead, Lac Sulphur, (a most poisonous
to the
health or the hair and body. I have endeavored to
the want by preoaring an article
that is free from oils of all kinds, and all substances
known to be injurious.
It will keep the hair moist
and glossy longer than any oil, cures all humors of
the scalp, stops the itching of tho nead. prevents tlio
hair from falling off in the worst cases of fever or other diseases, and will not soil tho nicest silk.
My
Balm is not a Dye, but purely a Dressing for the Hair
and a Medicine for the Head. I here oner the names
of a lew persons who have used my Balm. Let them
speak for themselves.
I am permitted to refer to the following gentlemen:
Capt. A. P. Hart is, Goo. W. Parker, J. Dunn, Esq..
D. Drinkwater, H. C. Hastings, B. C.
A.

6 India Street.
I'ebTdtf

Boston, Feb. 3d, 1SC6.

CLAIRVOYANTI

RATES OF FARE,

The

John Berry, Commander,
l^ong Wharf.on Thurs-

T !

A

O

LITTLE

IS

Mails.

STEAMER “TON A WAN DA/'

North-West and the Canadas.

Agent for all the great Leading Routes to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, LaCrosse, Green Bay,
Quincy, St. Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
fico.. and is prepared to furnish Through Tickets
from Portland te all the principal Cities and Towne

COMPANY.

FOR HAVANA.

The Eye, Ear, Catarrh

jgggg

TH.

follows:

STEAMSHIP

EDWIN NOYES, Supt.
dc22tf

Bee 15.1865.

in

a cough, hut loosens It so that the
patient oan expectorate freely. It is within

It does not dry up

R.

run as

Leave Brown's Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 1 P. M., an.1 leave Pier
38 Bjst River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 1 o’clock P. M.
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this the most speedy,
safe and comfortable route for truveliern between
New York and Maine.
Parsage, In State Room,
•8.00. Cabin passage *6.00. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal, Quebec, Banger, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and
St.John.
Shippers are requested to tend their freight to the
staamers as early as 3 P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY h FOX, Brown s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL fc CO., No. 88 Weet Street,
New York.
dtf
May 29. 1886.

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!

Price Being

LINE.

The rolondid and fast Steamship, 1'IRItiO, Capt H .Sherwcod,
IU FitAKCoNIA, Capt. W. W,
■Iuekwood, will until further no;

OR RKLIRTR

u

perfect cure war-

need

trains.

Fare as Low by this Route as any other.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson. Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and for China, East and North Vassal boro* at Vassalboro*, and for Unity at Kendall’s MUl’s.
W. HATCH, Train Manager.
Dec. U, 1S66—iltf

L. BILLINGS, Agent,
feb.18,1863.—dtf

1865.

a

but wo are consulted bv one
or raoro young man with tho above disease, soma ct
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
have it. All such cases yield to tho proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short tinro ait,
made to rejoice in perfect health.

....

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 18C5-66.
Commenoing December, XI, X865.

and

charge made.

day passes

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNE8S.

STEAMERS

TUB

Sold by

Druggists everywhere,

R. R.

Portland to Skowhegan via Waterville
and Kendall’s Mills*

EYE If Y FIVE DAYS.
From Long Whar Boston,.at 12 M.
From Pine St. Whart,
10 A.M.
Freight for the West forwarded bv the Pennsylvania Railroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by
Canal or Railroad, free of commissions.
For freight, apply to

and is safe to use at all times

For all Female

team ship Line.

_

now

Powders 1

or

Philadelphia

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
form the line, and a steamer leaves each port

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.
Better than any

and

Boston

PREPARED

FLUID PREPARATION

any amount

fel2dtd

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Auburn, at 7 35 A M.
Muil Train for Watery!lie, Bangor, Gorham, Island
ond, Montreal and Quebec at 110 p m
This traiu connects with Express train for Toronto,
etroitaud Chicago. Sieoping Cars attached from
land Poni to Quebeo and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or chocked after the
me above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows
From 8o. Paris, Lewiston and Aubnrn,
810 a. m
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.
1 45 f, h.

Liverpool.

Passage to Londondery and Liverpool:
Cabin (according to accommodations)
$70 to $80

UffgEgSEEfcQ

—

and

The
Steamship Damascus, Capt. Watts, will
sail from this port for Liverpool, SATURDAY, 17tii
February, 1866, immediately after the arrival et the
train of the previous day from Montreal.
To bo followed by tbo Peruvian, on Feb. 24th.

H. H. HAY, W F PHILLIPS I, CO, and J. W.
PARKIN'S If CO., Ageats, Portland, Me.

SCIENTIFICALLY

cess.

Return Tickets Granted at Reduced Rates

Mew Uaveu, Conn.

A

private diseases, whether arising Irt m
Impure connection or the terrible vice of Hi-sbuM).
lievoting Ids entire time to that particular branch of
tlio medical profession, he feels wai ranted in GC ARRAN l'EEING A CURE IN ALL CASKS, W hether Of
long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removin
tlio dregs of' disease from tlic system. and uuy in" a
PKKM
AN
ENT C U KK.
perfect and
lie would call tho attention oi the afflicted to the
fact of his long standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing sulhcient assurance of his si.ill and suc-

himself

Passekoebs Booked to

-a

^£_j&g&jyN.Londonderrv

C. G. CLARK & CO., Proprietors,

RAILWAY,

On and after Monday, Not. 6tk, 1865,
Bgp?jgg2*Hrains will run aa follows
Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and

Mo.

Carrying the Canadian and U. S. Malls.

-T|||

Sold by Druggists everywhere.

Periodical

Portland,

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,

trial

one

WHEKE

CAUTION TO THE PUELIC.

Feb 10—dtd

THAT ABE RUFFE BING,

ROOMS,

No. 5 Temple Streit,
lie can lie consulted
j.rlvately, tad with
tho utmost confidence by tiiu kln.cted. at all
hours caily, and from 8 A. M. to 0 P. M.
l>r. H. addresses those who are
suffering under tl e
afliiction of

LEAVE

On Thursday, the 22d ot February.
An experienced Surgeon b attached to each Steamship.
All letters must pass through the Post Office.
tyLarge lots of heavy freight at low rates.
For froight or passage apply to
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
17 Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO A CO.,
Or,

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DE13IL
ITY

We bee of you, if you are slok. to make just
of it. Prloe Oua Dollar por bottle.

America,

TINKELPAUGH.Commander.
WILL

and in fact all

Lyon’s

Pernam-

STEAMSHIP COMPANY

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

Canada.

Thomas, Para,

THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL

STOMACH AND BOWELS!
is guaranteed to

CAN BE FOUND AT HI9

PRIVATE MEDICAL

buco and Bahia, Every Trip,

and all diseases of the

YOU

On and after Monday. Oct 30, 1865,
psggsgs
; ruins will leave as
a.-1*follows, an til further

notice
Leave Saco
and340 p. m.

St.

DYSPEPSIA!

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Established
Chat. Be earelul to

FOUND

IN

▲. m.

M,

FRANCIS

RIO DE JANEIRO,
CALLING AT

-FOR-

Watervill:, January 31,18C6.

A. O.

POLAND, M-

Watervlllo.

DR. J. B. HUGHES

-FOR-

Romedy

The World’s Great

Feb. 28th, 1866,

Medical.

United States Mail Line

Dyspepsia Cure

MEETING

The Stockholders are horebv notified
MPtf” "CTwPtliat the Annual Meeting of the Stocktne
Maine Central Railroad Company will
holders ot
be held at the TOWN HALL, in WATERVILLE,
on WEDNESDAY, February 28th, 18C6, at 11 o’clock
in the forenoon, to act upon the following articles,
viz:—
1st—To hear the Reports of the Directors and
Treasurer oi said Company, and act thereon.
2d—To mako choice of a Board of Directors for the

principles

Brbwsteu, Mass., March 19, 1863Dr. Poland:—1 ice it my duty to inform you of

N.

Dollars !

Farm, containing ’.bout 125
acres very superior un-land, being the property rethe
late
Hon. Horatio Southgate.
owned
by
cently
Enquire of Soth Scammon on the premises, or
EZRA CARTER, Jr., Portland.
May 3—eodCt&wtf

pound

FROM ELERY E. CAHOON.

in the land.
Ladies can address ns in perfect
confidence, and state their coniin
as
we
ireac ail remale lotnpmint*,
ruu,
plaints
and
prejiare Medicines suitable lor ail diseases to
which tnc*y arc subject.—Thirty-two page pamphlet,
in a sealed envelope, free.
The Cherokee Pills are sold by all druggists at $1
per box, or six boxes for $5; or they ore sent by
mall, free of postage, in nn ordinary letter, free
from observation, by addressing the sole proprietor

Thl«

200
Also tlio Homestead

A very ’arge number of important testimonia's
have already been received from Physicians, Clergymen, Apothecaries, aud indeed, IVom all classes in society, speaking in the most fia.tering terms of the
White Pine Compound.
Dr Nichols of Northfield, Vt ,says:
“1 find the White Fine Compound to be very efficacious not only in coughs and other pulmonic affections
but also iu affections of the kidneys, debility of tho
stomach and other kindred organs.”
Rev J. K Chrse of Kuumey, N. H writes:
“I have for years regarded your White Fine ComI can truly say that
as au inva uablo remedy.
I regard it as even more efficacious and valuable than
1 have just taken the Compound for a cold, and
ever.
it works charmingly.”
Hon. F. H bweetsor of South Reading, writes:
“Having long kn >wn something of the valuable
medical properties of the Whito Fine, I was prepared
on seeing an advertisement of your White Pine Compound, to give the medicine a trial It has been used
by members of my family, for several years, for colds
and coughs, and in some cases of serious kidney difficulties, withexcellcnt results. Several of our friends
have also received much benefit from the Compound.
We intend to keep it always on hand

are easy
aro nicely

should be

f
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ACRES ©I Salt Marsli, in lots to suit pur-

TESTIMONIALS

dy for kidney diseases and diabetes
L C. STEVENS
Yours truly,
[Several other clergymen and physicians have also written o Dr P., nigliy approving ol his White
Pine Compound ]

to administer,
sugar coated.
’in the hands of
I every Maiden, Wife, and Mother

they

\ They

$1,204,188,40

John W.

White Fine Compound.

good

L tions, and
as

o**11*

Jiossibly

As soon as your article was brought to my notice, it
therefore secured my attention: and 1 have not failed
to acquaint my self with a sufficient number of facts
toproduco a settled judgment as to i s vaue Some
of my own family have tried it with signal benefit.—
I believe it one of the bestcough medicines ever prepa' ed. Besidesits value as a Cough M odicine, 1 have
reason t ■» believe it to be all it claims, as a reme-

Af-

At

teaspooiifuls

pine.

fections, Pains in the Back, SickJJeadache, Giddiness, and all diseases that spring from Irregularity,
by removing the cause and all the
effects that arise from it. They
are perfectly safo in all cases, except token forbidden by diree-

$1,000,000■II paid in.

A>

PILLS,

Cure Suppressed, Excessive and
Painful Menstruation, Green

CASH CAPITAL,

One Million

febld3m

Female Regulator,

Or

»

_

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

Amti

high

•

Cough and Croup Syrup!

one bottle will
m the house.

RETAIL,

Cor. of Milk an. Lima Sts.(

BASCOM’S

equal. For Coughs and Colds,
isfy anv one that it must be kept

PRODUCE.

WHOLESALE AND

State Agent.

Surplus, 204,188,40

early
spring of 1855 that this comoriginated. A member of my family was
afflicted with an Irritation of the throat, attended
with a disagreeable cough. I had for Borne months
previous thought that a preparation having for its
basis the inside bark of white pino might be so compounded as to be very useful in he case of the throat
and lungs. To t6St the value of it in the case alluded
to, i compounded a small quantity of the medicine
that I had boen planuing, and gave it hi teaspoon!' il
doses. The result was exceedingly gratifying. Within two days the irritation of the throat was removed,
the cough subsided, and a speedy cure was effected.
Soon after this, 1 sent some to a lady in Londonderry,
N. H., who had boen suffering ibr some weeks from a
bad cough, occasioned by a sudden cold, and had
She soon found
raised mucus t-treaked wiih blood.
relief, and sent for more. She took about ten ounces
ol it and got well.
J. B. Clark, Esq., editor of the
Manchester Daily Mirror, made a trial of the same
preparation in the case of a severe cold, and was
cured immediately, lie was so highly pleased with
the results, and so confident of success attending its
sa^es if placed before ihe public, that he finally persuaded uie to give it a name and send it abroad to
benefit the suffering. In November, 1855, I first advertised i‘ under the name of White Pine Compound
Iu two years from that time there hod beon wholesaled in Manchester alone one hundred dollar's worth,
where it took the lend of all the cough remedies in
the market, and itstilikinaintaius that position. There
is good reason for all this: it is very soothing and
healing iu its nature, is warming to the stomach, and
pleasant withal to the taste, and is exceedingly
cheap.
As a remedy ior Kiuneycompiainis,ine White rmo
Compound stands unrivalled. It was not originated
for that purpose; but a persou iu using it for a cough,
was not only cured of the cough, but was also ourod
of a kidney difficulty of ten years’ standing. Since
that accidental discovery many thousands havo used
it ior tho samo complaint, and have been completely
cured.”
The above was writton by Dr. Poland in 1800.—
Since i ben, as in Manchester, the White Pine Compound has >&*eu the lead of a 1 cough remedies, ai
well as preparations for the cure of kidney difficulties, in every city, town, village andkainlet, through
out the New England States
The past year has given great opportunity to test
tho virtue oi the White Pine Compound.
It has
been au unusual time ior Colds and Coughs, and very
largo quantities of the Whi'e Pine Compound havo
been Sold and used with the happiest effects, it
speaks we 1 fur the Medicine, and the people where it
in its praise.
is prepared aro
One bottle of this Coinpounu is generally sufficient
to remove a bad cough, and frequently 1 have known
persons to havo a cold cutircly removed iu two days,
by using less than half a bottle. From one to two
is a largo close. I sometimes put a little
white sugar and hot water with it, when taken on going to beu.
The limits to which I purposely confine myself in
this circular will not allow of that full expression
which I would liko to give iu favor of the White Pine
Compound. It is universally admired by all who use
it,—it has attained to sueh a popularity among those
whoso opinion is valuable indeed, that vanity may
in part prompt me to record more hero than
lurried poop e will have patience to read; so 1 will
stop, by merely recommending to all who need a
cough or kidney remedy to test the virtue of the

merely

CO.,

Wednesday,

COMPOUND!

tions.
Then the sympathy which I feel for you, as a former
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Ticket & Insurance Office,

LITTLE,

S. K. Dtbb.

ANNUAL

Steamers.

Medical.

MAINE CENTRAL R. B. CO. Coe’s
On

Baptist pastor-obliged

EXCHANGE STREET.

31

Made to Measure

W. W. Lotubop,

R. L. Mouse,
3—eod3m

Feb

ting

IF.

Shoes

and

wear.

We solicit the tormcr patrons and the public in general to call and examine our stock and styles, guaranteeing our prices—qualities considered—as low as
the lowest.
The storo will bo under the direction of Mr.
Lotlirop, who will give his personal attention in part
to this branch of the business.
We are also Agents lor the Howo Sewiug Machine.
W. W. LOTHROP & CO., 88 Middle St.
ty Wholesale Store, Union St.

saults by Burglars. Explosions of Lawns, Falls,
Kicks and Bites of Horses or other animals, upsetof or falls from Carriages, &c., &c.
Every person U liable to accidents of some kind,
and should therefore insure without delay.
Policies issued and Tickets sold at the

Bailway

Gents', Ladles'. Misses’ aud Children’s

Boots

disabled.
Policies issued for any sum, covering accidents of
of any kind, such as Falling of Ice and Snow from
buildings, or Falling on th»? Ice Skating, or Broken
Bones, Bruises, Sprains, Cuts, Bums and Scalds. As-

General

aus-

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers!

TRAVELLERS.
steamboats, sailing
VESSELS, STAGE COACHES, or other public
conveyances may insure against loss ol life, or sorions bodily* Ittfury, for SilOOO In esse
ol'death,
and SU5 weekly bcnetita in casoof bodily Injury,
railroads

By

and Fair under the

Show

de-

inducements or proper guarantees are offered on or
beforo tho first day of April n*»xt.
SEWARD DILL, President.
S. L. BOARDMAN, Secretary.
Russell Eaton, Samuel Wasson, E. R. French,
Trustees State Society.
Augusta, Jan. 27,18G6.
N. B.—Communications to be addressed to the
President at Phillips.
feld3w

augilG’65dly

CHEAP

a

a

pices of the MAINE STATE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY, during tho coming season, and whereas,
th? Societv Is mt In tlio enjoyment or an allowanco
from the State, tho Trustees have fagreed to appoint
an Exhibition, provided, in tbeir opinion, sufficient

State Agent fer Maine.
Nor. 15.

examining

t5r*The above-named Fertilizers can be purchased from roliable dealers throughout New England.

distinguishing foaturo

wanted

Grass, either Pasture

on the 1st day ol
January. 1S67.
To avoid any poss'blo chemical error in the manufocture of my Fertilizers, I have made arrangements
with the highest chemical talent, to aid me in this
important department, and not a single ton of Phosphate or Tobacco Fertilizer will bo allowed to go to
market until it hasboeu sampled and passed inspection by actual any sis.

IT JETER HATING LITIGATED A CLAIM!

men

on

Meadow,

second best experiment

reports; the premiums to be paid

PROMPTNESS

A few competent

do.

disinterested gentlemen, whoso duty tit
competent,
after
shall be to award said
the

The Dividends of the Charter Oak aro equal in
value to thoso of any Life Co.
Dividends without interest payable tal four or five
years, or at death, suffer a romarkable diminution
when reduced to their present value.

a

30
20
30
20
30
20

Bradley,

an

the payment of losses is
tin. Company,

Potatoes,

50
on Grass, do.
30
third
do.
do.
20
For the best experiiuont on Tobacco with Brad60
ley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer,
second best experiment on Tobacco, do.
40
Reports to bo sent in on or before tho 1st day ol December, 1866, to Willifim L.
Boston, containing description ot soil, mode of cultivation, quantity of Super-Pho -phate ol Limo used, ef whom purchased, and whether with or without barnyard manure; every report to be certified to by somo citizen
oi integrity in tlio town whore made: theso reports
when ui, will be referred to a Committee of three

a

calculation of trouble and expense. No
matter on what “baraely fare we din,” or bow
often the “hodden gray” has to be made
over;
do let us welotne our frieuds with
simple,
old-time sincerity, to share it just as it is. If
wc can’t have all the new magazines on the
table, or many pictureson the walls, we can
be so tmeiy affectionate, so thoughtful of our
visitor's commit, so moroughiy hospitable, hi
the true old tease of the word, that there will
always be in their memories a halo round our
plain", quiet home. If we can have all these
comforts for ourselves, it argues a miserable,
indolent selfishness not to rejoice in sharing
them with our friends.
We want another
Mrs. Opie to write a new chapter on ‘White
lie3
of
Lies,’—the
iuvitalion,—and a new apostle to preach on the beauty of ministering.
mere

second best

“

ol

on

third
do.
do.
For tho best experiment on Turnips,
second nest
do.
For the best experiment on Oats,

or

In

experiment

second host

OAK

bright

itors would be likely to do! I did think in
time to refrain from adding to the washing
and ironing,and expressed the utmost indifference to certain rides and excursions planned in the evident hope that I shouldn’t wish to
go. The price of provisions was discussed at
table in a way that made me afraid to take a
second cup of tea or piece of cake, though the

Hundred Dollars I

Five
in

1ST" Marine Risks placed in any Boston
York Otlico desired.
Portland, Feb. 6,1866—dtf

IMMEDIATE

PORTLAND, ME.,

..

prepared to carry the largest amounts desired in
Marine, Inland, Fire, Life and Accidental Insurance.
Marine and Inland, as well as Fire risks bouud at
once.
Losses equitably adlusted and promptly paid.
FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN.

cept.

Seeds,

Ware, do.,

City llall Building, Market Square,

are

Life Insurance

Implements,

Wooden

037.000,000.
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any

ed, on its merit alone.
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Warranted Genuine.

Now York.

Philadelphia.

of

Liio booms to me a wintry waste,
The very sun feels cauld;
Of worldly friends
been to me
Amang them a’ the best,
Now I’ll
down my weary Load,
Uude-wito, and to at rest.
the

BOSTON.

Insurance Co. of North America,

I feel I’m growing auld, gude-wifo—
; feel I’m growing aula;

[From

of
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WHITE

Manu&ctured by Wm, L. Bradley,

COMPANIES.

Washington.

Great New England Remedy!

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME,

No. 23 Exchange St.

I feel I’m growing auld. gude-wifo—
leal I’m growing aulcl;
Fra youth to age I’ve koopit warm
The love that ne’er turned cauld.
I cauna bear the cireary tliocht
That we maun sundered bo,
There’s naetluug binds my puir old hoart
To earth, gude-wife. but theo.
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promptly,
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the

no pain, act
ol dose, do not
females
and childexhaust,
elderly persons,
ren, are Just the thing. Two taken at night niovtlio
next
the bowels once
morning. Warranto-^
in all cases ot l’tles and balling of the Rectum. Vo
symptoms of the Dyspepsia
promise a cure ior all
such as Oppression after eating, Sour
Spitting ot lood. Palpitations; also,
Dizziness.
Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness oi the Skin
and Eyes, Sick Headache, Coated
Biliousness, Liver Complnmt. Loss oi
never

palate,

cause

require increase

Ston>'ach,
Headache,

Monthly Pains, and all

Tongue,
Appetite. Debility,

Irregularities.
Traveiets
the

Neuralgia,

faint nest, »c.
find
Lozenges just
what they need, a*
are 90 jompact and inodorous
that they may he carried in the rest pocket, l’rice CO
cent* per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremosit
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any addrer* on
enclobing t»0 cent*.
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